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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

When a nuclear weapon is detonated in the exoatmosphere, a large area of the
surface of the earth can be illumined by a large electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
field. This field consists typically of a plane wave of 50 kV/m peak electric
fjeld amplitude, a 10 ns risetime, and an energy density of nearly I Joule/
m . If a ship of a few thousand square meters surface area is in the region

l- illumined by the EMP, it is easy to see that the EMP energy incident on a
ship can be a few thousand Joules. Test data has demonstrated that as little
as 10 uJoules is sufficient to cause an integrated circuit to be damaged.
Thus, it is clear that several orders of magnitude of shielding or isolation
is necessary in order to prevent semi-conductor devices from being damaged
by an incident EMP.

Fortunately, nearly all of the energy incident on a ship is reflected away
because of the natural process of electromagnetic scattering trom the ship's
metallic surface, and only a very small fraction of the total incident ener-
gy propagates into a ship's interior by means of antennas, masts, exposed
cables, and apertures. Simulated EMP tests have shown that current and volt-
age levels on a ship's internal cabling present a potentially serious hazard
to shipboard electronics. This hazard takes the form of either permanently
damaging electronic components or temporarily upsetting electronic circuits.

Because of this potential hazard, it is necessary to harden the mission
critical shipboard electronics. The objective of this document is to clearly

* describe the available techniques, methods, and information that can be used
by design engineers to assess the EMP survivability status of electronic
equipment, and to design, develop, and validate hardened electronic equip-

-. ment.

This document is intended to be used by engineers who design and manufacture
* shipboard equipment. It is complete in the sense tat both the EMP hazard

and the means of mitigating the hazard (hardening) are presented. The hazard
is described in Chapter 2, which not only discusses EMP generation in a
general sense, but it also presents specific threat levels for EMP fields
and transient currents and voltages induced on cables and antennas which are
connected to electronic equipment. This specific threat constitutes an EMP
survivability criteria which must be met by the mission critical equipment.

The remainder of this document describes how the criteria can be met. The
necessary hardening technology areas include volume shielding (Chapter 3),
cable shielding and connectors (Chapter 4), interface susceptibility analysis

* l(Chapter 5), terminal protective devices (Chapter 6) ucset and upset hard-
ening (Chapter 7) conmmon mode rejection techniques and optical isolation
(Chapter 8), and grounding and bonding techniques (Chapter 9). Test tech-
niques which can verify equipment hardness are given in Chaoter 10. Finally,
the problem of observing equipment's hardness and keeping it hard are
discussed in Chapter 11.

L
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CHAPTER 2

SUM4ARY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE SOURCES AND EFFECTS

2.0 Executive Sumnary

Chapter 2 discusses briefly the generation of EMP and how EP energy couples
to electronic circuitry. The most important material is contained in Section
2.4 which defines the environments to which newly manufactured equipment

I must be hardened.

2.1 High Altitude EMP Generation

A nuclear detonation generates large amounts of energy which can be grouped
in such categories as blast, thermal radiation, nuclear radiation, and
electromagnetic pulse (EMP). This section provides an introduction to EMP
generation. For further technical descriptions of EMP, the reader should
consult the References [2.1-2.8].

The energy contained in EMP is similar to that in EM waves generated by a
lightning strike, but the high frequency energy content in EMP is a much
larger fraction of the total pulse energy.

While every detonation (whether below ground, on the surface, at medium
altitude, or at high altitude) produces EMP, the extent, duration, and
intensity vary greatly with altitude. The high altitude case (height of
burst (HOB) greater than 20 miles) is the subject of particular interest
in this document.

The electromagnetic fields in EMP are created by the coherent motion of lar;e
numbers of electrons. The basic process for the creation of the electrons
is shown in Figure 2.1. The nuclear detonation generates gamma rays; these
gamma rays collide with air molecules and by Compton scattering eject high-

3 energy electrons. The motion of these Compton electrons (ec) outward is the
Compton current.

-:r . Simole :i! s:r3:Zio :: zc~c Cren-

A saherically symmetric current distribution does not radiate an elec:rsmac-
netic field; thus, a nuclear detonation in 3 perfectly 'cm.e'eoereus at~rcsohe-e

L would not radiate EMP (an intense field is created in a volume around the
burs:, however).
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The earth's atmosphere varies with altitude making it inhcmogeneous. Thus,
a nuclear detonation above the earth's atmosphere produces Compton currents
which are asymmetrical and, therefore, capable of generating electromagnetic
fields which propagate to great distances. The ganmna rays traveling toward
the earth interact with air molecules and create Compton currents in a large
region of the upper atmosphere. These currents interact with the earth's
magnetic field to generate the EMP which then propagates downward with little
attenuation along the path of the initial gamma rays. The resulting area of
coverage encompasses all points within line-of-sight of the burst (but with
amplitude variations from point to point). Figure 2.2 shows the coverage
from bursts at 60 miles (radius of coverage of about 685 miles) and 250 miles
(radius of coverage of about 1375 miles). In this high altitude case, the
energy density in the EIIP is large. Because some of this energy will be
coupled to sensitive electronic circuits through currents induced on the
conductors of the ship, circuit upset or permanent damage can result.

Figure 2.3 shows a simple illustration of the generation of EMP from a high-
altitude detonation. In References 2.5 and 2.6 are presented technical dis-
cussions of the high altitude EMP generation process and comparisons cf theo-
retical predictions with the limited experimental data from high altitude
Pacific tests.

In a general nuclear exchange, high-altitude bursts will occur because of the
deployment of U.S. and enemy ABM systems. For these reasons, high-altitude
burst EMP is a significant threat to shipboard equipments.

An extensive bibliography of EMP literature is presented in Volume IV of
Reference 2.3, and a much more complete discussion of EMP sources is pre-
sented in Reference 2.7.

2.2 EMP Coupling to Ships

The process by which EMP energy appears on and within a ship is termed
coupling.

The coupling of EMP into electronics systems has received considerable
attention over the last 15 years.. Historically, most of the coupling effort
in the overall EMP comunity has been appl'ed to aerospace and ground based
systems with only a relatively small amount of direct application to ship-
buard systems. However, the general content of the overall EMP coupling
technology does apply to ships as well.

EMP coupling can be divided into three categories as follows:

External Coupling
* External coupling is the process by which currents and charges (or, alter- -

natively, magnetic and electric fields) are induced on the ship's exterior
surface. These fields are really of no consequence in themselves except
that they act as sources which can propagate energy into the ship's interior.

Internal Coupling

SInternal coupling can be defined as the penetration of local fields through
the hull or deck surface. There are several types of penetrations including



\60 m_;les SOB

Figure 2.2 Area of Coverage of EMP from High-Altitude Detonations

S1.Erj5=RGY FROM

COMPTON ELECTRCNS
DEFLECTED 8Y EARTH'S

/MAGNETIC FIELD

DEPOSITION k
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XRADIAT ION

Figure 2.3 Illustration of the Basic Geometry of the High-Altitude
Burst [2.3]
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a H
antennas, apertures (individual windows), exposed ca'les, and diffusion. It
should be noted that for ships, diffusion through the skin can always be
neglected for metal surfaces because penetration by other processes dominates
the internal fields by several orders of magnitude. Also it should be noted
that the concept of separating ewternal and internal coupling processes is
valid only if the penetration causes only a small perturbation on the surface
fields. For the case of large apertures or penetrations such as masts, the
external and internal coupling problems are really inseparable.

Interior Propagation
Interior propagation can be defined as the propagation of EMP induced
transients within the interior of the ship and the determination of voltages
and currents-on connector pins of electronic boxes. This propagation occurs
principally by means of the ship's electrical cables which are used for
normal power and signal transmission. These cables also form efficient trans-
mission lines by which the E4P induced signals readily propagate from one
part of the ship to another. These transient signals can be described in
terms of voltages and currents that ultimately appear at the cable termina-
tions where sensitive electron circuits such as computers or communication
equipment can be permanently damaged or temporarily upset.

There is a considerable body of literature on the subject of EMP coupling.
The interested reader is referred to References 2.8 through 2.12 for further
information.

2.3 The Approach to EMP Hardening

In the context of this document, hardening refers to the process of incor-
porating design practices with the objective of providing equipment surviva-
bility to the EMP environment. Therefore, the hardening process requires t-ao
data points: 1) the EMP environment, and 2) the damage or upset threshold of
the electronics. Once these two facts are known, one can determine the total
mitigation of the EMP transient required for survivability. The main problems
confronting the designer are to determine where to apply the hardening
practices, what practices should be applied, and how much hardening is re-
quired where they are applied.

The usual approach, often referred to as the zonal approach, and whic4 is
found to be effective, is to first identify the topology of the systems which
require hardening. Identification of this topology establishes zone bounda-
ries or surfaces through which EMP energy must pass to reach sensitive elec-
tronics. The energy can pass through these zone boundaries by field diffusion,
apertures and by conducted transients. The total shielding effectiveness of
the successive boundaries must be large enough to reduce the energy passed
to tolerable levels. At each boundary, the hardening practices applied for
each penetration must be balanced. This means, for example, that it would
not be sensible to try to get 100 dB of shielding from the enclosure shield
if the cables penetrating the enclosure were not hardened to a comparable
level.

This concept of a zonal philosophy is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Nric, shows
one possible topological identification for shipboard applications. Various
shielding layers are identified which seDarate regions of soace into jis:,nct
environments. In this case, the shield layers are identified as :-e nu
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Figure 2.4 A Possible Zonal Development for Shipboard
Equipment Hardening

(including the deck), equipment rae'. shields, and the individual shields of
equipments within the equipment rack. It is noted that another layer could be
identified if there existed a shielded room or bay, for example. Also shown
is the topology of the grounding scheme which connects the shielding layers
to each other. Between these shield layers are the zones for which environ-
ments can be established.

Once the zones and the shielding layers have been identified, the next steo
is to determine how much hardening should be achieved at each layer. This
process is called allocation. The allocation must be reasonable in terms of
cost and realizability, that is, the allocation for a given layer must be
able to be readily obtained at a reasonable cost. In addition, it must be
realized that one must be careful about adding uo attenuations. For examole,
if a sheet of material shields the peak electric field by 40 dB, 2 sheets
do not necessarily cause 80 dB attenuation.

In order to accomplisn the allocation, some measure of mitigation must be
defined. Several measures might be used, such as voltage, current, electro-
magnetic fields, power, or energy. Allocation can then be defined in terms
of how much one of these quantities is reduced at each zone boundary.

A useful allocation measure is energy, because the damaging effects of the
HEMP induced transients on conductors can be described as an energy transfer
phenomenon. The energy oicked up on a conductor is focused on a comoonent
part of relatively small volume. The comoonent part will heat up until some
permanent change results.
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In order to develop an allocation strategy, it is necessary to establish
the minimum threshold for the equipment interface pins. Given the minimum
threshold and the worst case threat levels, the allocation can logically
evolve. The threshold can be determined by testing or the analytical pro-
cedures described in Chapter 5.

Also in order to accomplish a meaningful hardening allocation, a numerical
means is required that could permit the specification and measurement of
design practice effectiveness. A simple technique is desirable. If energy
is chosen as a measure of threat levels and thresholds, the effectiveness of
a treatment expressed as the ratio of input energy to the energy penetration
through the shield is a logical choice. Further, since the problem deals
with very large and very small quantities, a logarithmic approach appears
necessary. The quantity OBE can be defined as

DBE - 10 log(:i/r (2.1)

to be the measure of effectiveness. If, for example, an unshielded cable
picked up l)V Joules on the signal wires in a certain environment while
the specified cable shield reduced the signal wire pickup to 1 Joule, the
effectiveness of the design practice of cable shielding would provide 30 DBE.
By defining DBE in terms of "dB of energy", a simple tally can be made to
determine if sufficient hardening is allocated. The difference of the threat
level expressed in DBJ and the minimum threshold (DJ) should equal the sum
of the allocated DBE.

Again, it must be said that this simple use of energy must take into account
the factors of signal amplitude (voltage, current, and charge and current
density), rate-of-rise, and bandwidth to assure true design practice effec-
tiveness. The energy measure allows a simple view of a more complex situation.

Finally, an allocation matrix can be defined. This matrix defines the levels
of mitigation that can be achieved by applying certain hardening practices
to the zones and their boundaries. The hardening problem then becomes one of
actually implementing these hardening practices and assuring that they really
function as planned.

For more information on topological concepts, the reader is referred to
References 2.8, 2.13 and 2.14.

2.4 EMP Survivability Criteria for Ships

2.4.1 Background

in the past EMP survivability requirements were often imoosed on the con-
tractor's task to convert these environments to electrical oarameters ki.e..
transient voltages, currents, and surface fields) in order to design, I
develop and test electronic systems, subsystems and black bcxes. This has
resulted in many problems, uncertainties and ambiguities. The purcose of
this section is to present the equioment level ElP survivability recuirerents
in a commcn and realizable set of criteria and orocedures for the numerousequipments and subsystems that must be able to operate in an EMIP environment.
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This section Jefines the EMP environments as a set of requirements and test
limits for the determination of the (EMP) survivability characteristics of
electronic, electrical, and electromechanical equipment. The requirements
shall be applied for electronic/electrical equipment procurements, as speci-
fied in the individual equioment specifications, or the contract or order.

The EMP survivability criteria levels presently incorporated in this document
are based on the results of EMP tests of the HMCS HURON, HMS SHFFFIELD, USS
GLOVER, ex-USS VALCOUR and ex-USS LAFFEY. Therefore, the present criteria
are based on tests of Destroyer Class ships. The best available projection
of the effectiveness of platform level hardening of ships conforming to
MIL-STD-13100 [2.15] is that the maximum interior bulk cable (i.e. the Por-
tion Of the cable run within the protection envelope) current will not exceed

,. ten (10) amperes. The interface cable transients that are specified for the
interior cables of hardened Destroyer CLASS ships (i.e., Section 2.4.4.3)
are based on this projection.

The present criteria are only directly applicable to unhardened Destroyer
CLASS ships and cannot be extended to other ship CLASSES with high confi-
dence. Nevertheless, until additional quantitative data is available, the

*. criteria presented should be applied for all hardened and unhardened ship
CLASSES.

The requirements of this section shall be applied to electronic, electrical,
and electromechanical equipment as indicated herein after:

Critical Equipment - The requirements of this section shall be applied to
all critical equipments which would affect overall system performance and
mission success or safety if degraded or malfunctioned. All applicable
tests required by this document shall be performed and a test reoort shall
be submitted as part of the equipment procurement contract. Application of
suppression measures and/or circumvention techniques to meet the require-
ments shall be detailed in the test report.

Non-Critical Equipment - Equipment not intended for use in tactical orcritical military areas and equipment that would not affect overall system

performance and mission success or safety if degraded or malfunctioned are
excempt from meeting the requirements of this standard unless soecifically
required by the procuring activity.

. 2.4.2 Survivability Requirements

The EMP environment criteria consist of an interface pin current and/or
voltage environment, a bulk cable current/voltage environment, and an electro-
magnetic field environment. The equipment shall operate within the essential
performance limits of the equipment specification after being subjected to
the EMP environment criteria. If the equipment is to be installed on an

. unhardened ship and the equipment hardening cost to meet the associated non-
antenna interface pin or cable transients is prohibitive, the EMP surviva-
bility criteria shall not be completely waived unless the cost to meet the
ten (10) amp interior cable current for hardened platforms is also prohibitive.
Instead, the equipment should be hardened to the ten (iO) amd interior cable
current criteria that applies for hardened platforms; then if platform
hardening is incorporated during the future SHIPALT, the equipment will nave
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the necessary level of EMP survivability. Any partial or complete waiver of
the EMP survivability criteria must be approved by the procuring activity,
ELEX-51024, and MAT-O8DE.

Critical equipment shall have a survivability probability greater than 0.9
with a least a 0.5 confidence factor for the EMP environment criteria levels
specified in this standard. Equipment survivability is discussed in Section
10.4. Failure is definec as the loss, degradation, or malfunction of any
essential function of the equipment that would affect overall system per-
formance and mission success or safety. Transient deviations are allowable
during occurrence of the EMP effects provided the applicable detection and
circumvention techniques, reset capability, and recovery times satisfy the
functional requirements of the detailed specification.

2.4.3 Interface Pin Transients

2.4.3.1 Applicability

The EMP induced current and voltage transients that would appear at the non-
antenna interface pins are a function of the equipment location, cable and
connector types, cable length, cable routing, and the type of platform. If
these items are not specified and included as part of the equipment Procure-
ment, then the non-antenna interface pin transients presented in Section
2.4.3.2 shall be applied as the EMP suvivability criteria for the non-antenna
interface pins.

The EMP induced current and voltage transients that would appear at the
antenna interface pin depends on the type of antenna, the protective measures
incorporated into the antenna, and the isolation provided by any additional
equipment in the rf transmission path. Therefore, the antenna interface oin
transients presented in Section 2.4.3.3 shall be applied as the EMP surviv-
ability criteria for the antenna interface pins. -.

2.4.3.2 Non-Antenna Interface Pin Transients

Critical equipment shall be designed to withstand the following maximum ccmmon
mode current or voltage damped sinusoidal transients at each non-antenna
interface pin for the interconnecting wiring between equipment or subsystems:

I p(t) Imax e'ft/Qsin(27ft),

or (2.2)

SVp (t) Z I (t),

where

I (t) = pin current, amo,
p
V (t) = pin to case voltage, volts,
p
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f a test frequency, hertz,

t a time, seconds,

m Q a decay factor = 16 + 4,

Z = source impedance 1 100 ohms.

Ir shall be shown as in Figure 2.5.maxI

The verification of conformance to the above criteria shall be performed by
tests specified in Section 10.3.2.2. The tests shall be per¢cmed for at
least the injection frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 MHz. If the
equipment has possible critical frequencies (e.g., cable resonant frequencies,
clock frequencies, bandpass frequencies, etc.) additional testing at these
frequencies shall be performed.

2.4.3.3 Unhardened Antenna Interface Pin Transients

Critical equipment shall be designed to withstand the following maximum
*', common mode damoed sinusoidal transient at each antenna interface pin:

VpCt) * V ea"e ft/Qsin(27 ft)- max •

~(2.3) p ":CIpt) - Vp (t)/Z ""(23

where

Ip(t) common mode pin current in amps
P

V (t) - pin to case voltage in volts
P

f - test frequency in hertz

Q - decay factor 16 + 4

Z - 50 ohms

and V is the maximum pin voltage for each test frequency as shown in Figure
2.6. max

HF antenna interface circuits shall use the maximum voltages labeled "HF
Criteria" in Figure 2.6 while VHF and UHF antenna interface circuits shall
use the "VHF/UHF Criteria" for the EMP hardening criteria.

The verification of conformance to the above criteria shall be perforiied by
* the tests specified in Section 10.3.3.1.

.°o • ° . . .° .. .
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2.4.3.a Hardened Antenna Interface Pin Transients

2.4.3.4.1 Hardened HF Antenna Pin Transients

Critical equipment shall be designed to survive the residual EMP transient
developed by the hardened HF antenna system. This transient depends icon the

• -effectiveness of the antenna protective device, therefore, the residual
transient is the transient developed across the antenna protective device
when it is subjected to antenna criteria presented in Section 2.4.3.3. The
verification of conformance to the above criteria shall be performed by the
tests specified in Section 10.3.3.2.1. The expected general characteristics
of the residual transient has three stages which can deliver energy to the
antenna interface pins. The first stage occurs before the antenna protective
device fires and can be roughly characterized by a 10 to 20 nanosecond
spike with an amplitude 3 times larger than the DC stand-off voltage of the
protective device. The second stage occurs when the protective device is
conducting and it acts as a source generator with a very low internal im-
pedance. The third stage occurs after the damped sinusoid transient induced
on the antenna decays in amplitude to the DC stand-off voltage of the
protective device. At this point, the transient can be characterized as a
damped sinusoid transient with the maximum amplitude equal to the DC stand-
off voltage of the spark gap.

2.4.3.4.2 Hardened UHF/VHF Antenna Pin Transients

(To be determined)

2.4 Inzerface Cable Transients

2.4.4.1 Applicability

*The EMP induced current and voltage transients that would appear on the inter-
face cables are a function of the equipment location, cable and connector

*types, cable length, cable routing, and the type of platform (i.e. unhardened
and hardened ship), If these items are specified and included as part of the
equipment procurement, then the following appropriate cable transients can

. . be applied as the EMP survivability criteria for 'he non-antenna interfaces
and the equipment can be exempted from the above non-antenna interface pin
transient criteria.

S0 2.4.4.2 Unhardened Destroyer CLASS Ships

Exterior Cables - Critical equipment that is connected to exterior cables
(i.e., a portion of its run above deck) shall be designed to withstand a
maximum common mode cable current or voltage on each of these interface
cables that is sixty (60) times grea.ter than the above interface pin transients

* (see Table 2.1). Conformance to these criteria shall be verified by the tests
specified in Chapter 10.

Interior Cables - Critical equipment that is connected to interior cables
(i.e. its ealtire run below deck) shall be designed to ,.ithstand a maximum
common mode cable current or voltage on each of these interlace caoles :ha"
is fifteen (15) times greater than the above interface pin transients !see
Table 2.1). Conformance to these criteria shall be demonstrazed by the :es's
specified in Chapter 10.
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2.4.4.3 Hardened Destroyer CLASS Ships

Exterior Cables - Critical equipment that is connected to exterior cables
(i.e., a portion of its run outside the protection envelope) shall be de-
signed to withstand a maximum common mode cable current or voltage on the
exposed portion of each of these interface cables that is sixty (60) times
greater than the interface pin transients (see Table 2.1). In addition,
the equipment shall be designed to withstand the interior cable transients
specified in the next paragraph, on the protected portion of each of these
interface cables (i.e., that portion of the cable run that is within the
protection envelope). Conformance to this criteria shall be verified by the
tests specified in Chapter 10.

Interior Cables - Critical equipment that is connected to interior cables
(i.e., its entire run within the protection envelope) shall be designed to
withstand a maximum common mode cable current or voltage on each of these
interface cables that is equal to the abcve interface pin transients (see
Table 2.1). Conformance to these criteria shall be demonstrated :y the tests
specified in Chapter 10.

2.4.5 Electromagnetic Field Transients

Critical equioment shall be designed to survive the transient electromagnetic
field produced by the EMP (i.e. the electromagnetic field criteria). The
electromagnetic field criteria which apply to the equipment are specified
according to equipment location.

2.4.5.1 Exterior Spaces

Critical equipment to be located in an exterior space shall be designed to
withstand direct exposure to the high altitude burst EMP environment defiled
as,

aE(t). E Eo(e'at -t,

and (2.4)

H(t) z
-7

"0

where:

Et) = electric field, volts/meter,

H(t) = magnetic field, amps/meter

44
E= 5.25 x 10 volts/meter,

= 4.0 x 1g6 second,

= 4.76 x ! seconc, ind

zo = 377 o'vs.
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2.4.5.2 Interior Spaces

Critical equipment located in interior spaces shall be designed to survive£ the electromagnetic fields produced by a source cable located one (1) meter
away carrying the cable transients specified in Table 2.1. Conformance to
these criteria shall be demonstrated by the tests specified in Section
10.3.4.
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CHAPTER 3

* VOLUME SHIELDING
-I

3.0 Executive Summary

Chapter 3 discusses techniques for shielding circuitry using metal enclosures.
Metal enclosures protect the sensitive circuit components by reflecting and
attenuating most of the EMP fields. Within the contents of this chapter, it
is demonstrated that equipment enclosures of moderate thickness (-/3") in
which care has been taten in the treatJmnt of openings :apertures, seams,
etc.) can protect the most sensitive circuit components from the environ-

V ments specified in Section 2.4.

3.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to present hardening techniques for shielo-
ing volumes such as rooms, cabinets, equipment racks, and other enclosures.
Consequently, the various ways that electromagnetic (EM) energy can pene-
trate into these enclosures will be introduced and discussed. Data on and
methods for calculating the resulting internal field, current, .voltage, power,
and energy levels will be presented and illustrated with example problems.

Section 3.2 will discuss direct penetration through shielding barriers
(diffusion) where the EM energy penetrates lossy structures even in the
absence of imperfections such as seams, holes, and cable entries. The pene-
tration of plane sheets and canonically shaped objects (spheres, cylinders,
etc.) as well as ordinary non-canonically shaped objects will be considered
and illustrated. Since the enclosures considered here cannot realistically

* be manufactured out of a single monolithic piece of metal but rather must
be constructed from a number of flat sheets which are bonded together in sore
fashion (welded, bolted, gasketed, riveted, etc.), the possibility of EM
leakage at such weak spots must be considered along with other modifications
to the surface such as fasteners. Consequently, EM penetration of seams and
gaskets is discussed and illustrated in Section 3.3. In addition to seams and
gasketed joints, for example, actual enclosures also often require openings
to facilitate access, viewing, natural lighting, and ventilation. Section 3.4
provides the guidelines necessary for specifying and/or treating such openings
(apertures), while Section 3.5 discusses the use of materials such as metal
honeycomb panels or wire mesh (screen) to provide additional hardening. Final-
ly, in Section 3.6, techniques involving the use of "waveguides below cutoff".
will be described, discussed, and illustrated. Such short waveguides, attached
to entry holes in an enclosure and extending out or into the interior of the
enclo.sure, can sometimes be used to attenuate the fields which would other-
wise enter the enclosure through the holes. Metal honeycomb panels are a
variation of the "waveguide below cutoff" technique where a large number of
such waveguides are arrayed side-by-side in a two-dimensional configuration,
and where, therefore, slightly di-Ferent techniques must be emoloyed (see

* Section 3.5).

To be able to adequately evaluate the ability of mission critical equipment
to function without failure (that is, witho't the loss, degradation, or
malfunction that would affect the overall system parformance and mission
success or safety) in the EMP environment, not only do the effects of exterior
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(HEMP or high altitude burst EMP) field but also those of interior (cable

propagated) fields need to be considered. Consequently, three EMP environ-
ments will be considered here. The first is the standard exterior HEMP plane
wave defined by the electric field in paragraph 2.4.5.1. The second
is the interior electromagnetic field produced by the confi;wration shown
in Figure 3.1 where the wire is driven by a current source providing t.e
damped sinusoidal waveform given in paragraph 2.4.3.2 with 1 10 A.

The third environment consists of the same damped sinusoidal current wave-
form described above directly injected onto the enclosure. The test fre-
quencies are 0.5 MHz, 2.0 MHz, and 10 MHz. The current will be injected onto
the enclosure 0.5 ft from the edge of the seam, aperture, air vent, or cut3ff
waveguide in an attempt to model worst case responses. In the case of diffu-
sion, the current will be injected, in turn, 'n the center of each face of
the enclosure, and the worst-case results reported.

Each of the sections discussed above will begin with a subsection outlining
the background of the topic of the section. This will then be followed by one
subsection for each of the EMP environments previously specified. Each of
these latter sections will present data on and methods for calculating the
resulting internal field, current, voltage, power, and energy levels, as
well as illustrate the application of these methods with examples. -

3.2 Direct Penetration Through Shielding Barriers (Diffusion)

3.2.1 Background

Shielding Effectiveness. In order to protect electronic circuits and compc-
nents from the harmful effects of EMP, they are usually placed within a
metal enclosure such as an equipment rack and/or a rack mounted equipment
cabinet. In order to be able to determine the effectiveness of such a proce-
dure or the relative effectiveness of several such procedures, some measure
of shielding effectiveness must be available. The common definition of
shielding effectiveness (SE) is that given by Reference 3.1.

SE = Attenuation (dB) = 2' lO (-i/C ) (3.1)
where Ei is the Incident electrical field on the outside of the enclosure,

while E is the electric field transmitted to the inside of the enclosure.
A similir definition, of course, can be formulated for the magnetic field also.
Further elaboration upon shielding effectiveness and its relation to MIL-STO-
285 measurements can be found in References 3.1 and 3.2.

SSchelkunoff Theory. The problem of determining the shielding efficiency of
various enclosures has a long history, as the first such paper on the subject

*! appears to be that by J. Larmor in the January 1884 issue of the Philosophi-
cal Magazine. Three basic approaches have been developed over the years. The
first approach is to solve the field theory problem by solving Maxwell's
equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The second is the circuit
theory approach [3.3, 3.4] where the enclosure is viewed as an antenna -
fat dipole in the electric field case and a short-circuited looo in rhe mac-
netic field case. The third is the transmission line approach Cf Schenuno7
[3.5], and it is this method that is described here.
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The shielding effectiveness (SE) of a continuous imperfectly ccnducting plane

sheet was given by Schelkunoff [3.5]

SE - B,

where

R = 20 logi0  ('k 2/ 4'k ),

A - 20 logi0 (e) t,

B 20 log 10  1 - -[ i: (k-'l)
(3.2)

k Zwave (

k 
d

shield

i:- " ( ref) 1/2 - /*

Zshield = 2-rf )/2

Z the wave impedance,wave

and where f is the frequency, t, ., and are the thickness, permeability,
and conductivity of the shield, respectively, 5 is the skin depth, and e is
the base of the natural (Naperian) logarithms. In (3.2) R represents the
losses due to the first reflection at each surface of the metal shield, while
A represents the absorption loss in the shield. B, on the other hand, re-
presents the effects of multiple reflections in the metal shield. This is
all illustrated in Figure 3.2. In order to evaluate (3.2), one needs to also
know the wave impedance Zw . For a plane wave in free space, the wave im-
.edance is given by

Zwave Zp o 120 - 77. (3.3)
0

Close to a short electric dipole, however, the wave impedance is approximately
-iven by

"4 Zwav = -j 7. 1 x 1'/fr , (3.4)

where f is the frequency in Hz and r is the distance from thp dipole in inchps.
This is called the electric of high-impedance field, and the impedance is in-
versely proportional to the relative permittivity. The field close to 3nd
parallel to a small loop is called the magnetic or 'ow-imoedance field, and
its wave impedarce is given by [3.6]:
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wave Z,4 i 2 x 10 ,fr -. (3.5)

• .Substituting (3.3) through (3.5) into (3.2), then yields the following
expressions for the "reflection term" R [3.6, 3.7]:

R 168 -10 log1 L dB,-

rf 3  2
E  354- 10 log1o [---- r d,(3)

R 20 loglo ["r - 0.136r . +t; 0.354

where

= the permeability of the shield rela:ive to

free space (o ; - x see Table.2.,,

g " /:c a the conductivity of the shield
C 7

relative to copper (7c = 5.8 x 107 mhos/m;

(see Table 3.1),
f -th freauency in Hz,

r = the distance from the source to shield in inches.

Similarly, expressing the "absorption term" A yields r3.7:

A : 20 loglo (e) 2.2 0.0254 -

'r

' 3.338 (ur ar f)l2  dB, (3.7) -

while the "multiple reflection term" 3 can be exofressed as -3.7]:

3 = 2C l~.l- l-x.lOA/l0 { cos (A.l0.lonio(e)) - j Sin( A/10o-lO l (e)'.

lo20 [l-x' A  cos (0.230A)- j Sin(0.230 A)I dE,

where

2 2
x - 4('-m2 " 2m2  i 2,,f m (I m2 )

1I + (1 + m)2

and where

!k m :0. 766 a r: 1

,- ---.-- -"- - - - - - - - - - -



is the ratio of the incident magnetic field impedance (Zwave) to the shield
impedance (Zshield).

It should be noted again that Lr is the permeability of the shield relative
to that of free space while g is the conductivity relative to that of copper.
Typical values of g and ;r (at 150 kHz) can be found in Table 3.1, while plots
of R can be found in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. Similarly, (3.7) and (3.8) for

A and A + B (with x = 1) are plotted in Figure 3.6. It should also be noteda that x is real and nearly equal to 1 except in the case of low-frequency
shielding of magnetic fields, as is illustrated in Figure 3.7. From Table 3.1
and either (3.2), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), or from Figures 3.2 through 3.6,
one can determine the amount of shielding (dB) obtained from a metal sheet
of given thickness, conductivity and permeability, or alternately one can
determine the required thickness for a specified level of shielding. An al-
ternate method of solution is provided in Figures 3.8 through 3.13 where (3.6),
(3.7), and (3.8) have been put in nomographic form. Sample calculations have
been illustrated in Figures 3.10 through 3.12. To use the nomograms, one
proceeds as follows:

1. Enter points (1), (2), and (3) on the r (or t), 9/.r' and f
"- scales, respectively, on each nomogram;

2. Connect points (1), (2) with a straiqht line to determine
point (4);

3. Connect points (3) and (4) with a straight line to determine
point (5);

4. Read the desired value (R, A, or K ) at point (5).

Now the value of K and A are used in Figure 3.13 to determine t:ie value of
B, and finally the'values of R, A, and B so determined are added per (3.4)
to obtain the desired value of SE. One should also note that the values of

used in Table 3.1 and in Figures 3.8 through 3.12 are for low frequencies
(i50 kHz), and that as the frequency increases, the effective value of _r
will decrease. Consequently, appropriate adjustments must be made in the
values of -,r which are used. For example, the value of -, for iron given (at

• .150 kHz) in Table 3.1 is 1000. This value is good for freouencies levier than
: 150 kHz, but at higher frequencies it varies as shown in ;able 3.2.

Table 3.2 The Frequency Dependence of -r for :ron

f: <150 kHz 1 MHz 3 MHz lO MHz 15 MHz 00 MHz 1l000 MHz 1 1500 MHz 10,000 !-IH:
* .,. -r | 1000 700 600 508 400 / 100 50 I 10

Copper and aluminum, on the other hand, have a value of - of 1 which is good
over the entire frequency range from DC to 10,000 MHz. r

The preceding method for calculating shielding effectiveness, strictly soeaking,
only applies to an infinite flat plate of thickness t, and, in addition, only
then in the frequency domain. However, it does allow such calculations for
arbitrary wave impedances. Escause of this, it may also be used in some cases
for estimating the shielding effectiveness of enclosures. Lee and Eedrzsiar
[3.8) point out, hovever, that this can greatly overestimate tbe shie2ldinc
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Table 3.1 Electrical Parameters and Absorption Loss of
Metal s at 151" 0-7 £3.7]

g I"Al

Mtal Reiative Rejative .A~s.r'?itr *~a;

I (a,, 150 kHz)

- =Siiver .0
Copper. annealed 1.00
Copper. hard drawn~ 0.971
Gold 0.70oi
Aluminu, 0.611
Macnesiurrn 0.38 10.
Zinc 0.29 10. 0
Brass 0.26 1 0.66
Cadmium 0.23 1 0.6:

[~z .1.-;4,

? r- c;h or -;Vro nze 0.18 1 0.
0.17 1000

Steel. SAW 1045 0.10 . 1000
Bea'I ..0 )0.10

L Cer 0.00 1
H, operhrdck 0.06 S0. .-..

.anesu 0.04 1 0.".

u-M in al 0.0 80.000 C.

Permallo 0.03 80.000 .

stainless steel 0.02 1000

* .*Ootatnabie oni\ if the incident ficid does no,. saa6aL2 the rnctai

Nte Copper= 5.8 x rn hos/meter

L Cooper o o T
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effectiveness of the enclosure at low frequencies. For example, test data ob
* tamned for shielding effectiveness of enclosures obtained by MIL-STO-285 may

be related to other cases (plane wave, for example) by the methods described
in Reference 3.1.

Canonically Shaped Enclosures. In this section simple formulae are given,
both ir the frequency domain and in the time domain, for the shielding effec-
tiveness of various simply-shaped enclosures. Because the electric field is
strongly attenuated at both high and low frequencies by the mechanism of
reflection and absorption, and because at high frequencies, where the wall
thickness of the enclosure is larger than the skin depth, the magnetic field
is similarly attenuatedi consideration is directed here to the low-frequency
magnetic field.

I The difference between four simple canonical shapes are discussed in both the
frequency and the time domains. These are: a single infinite flat plate, two

* infinite flat parallel plates, an infinite circular cylindrical shell, and
a spherical shell. By considering Maxwell's equations, the usual boundary

.. conditions, and tfle standard (scalar) constitutive relations, the shielding
effectiveness can be written in the frequency domain as [3.S - 3.10]:

SE = 20 loglo (:Tm,) d6, (3.9a)

where
Ht(s) l

T His cosh(p)t(jip 2/p) sinh(p) ' (3.Sb)

and wihe e

Hi(s) = the incident magnetic field,
1

H t (s) = the internal (transmitted) magnetic field,

td t
s = i 21f,

= the thickness of the enclosure walls (m.) (3.9c)

[Note: in what follows _ is the thickness

and t is time],
L "=

r n -7

0 4x10)'

the conductivity of the walls 1mhos/m),
the frequency (Hz.),
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and where

0, (one plate)

K, (two plates)

Si K/2 (cylinder, longitudinal H) (3.9d)

;'/2 (cylinder, transverse H)

K/3 (sohere)

Z0

~, (one plate)

0 , (two plates)

'2 = 0 , (cylinder, longitudinal H) (3.9e)
1K, (cylinder, transverse H)

t2 
-

2K (sphere)3K'

with

K = a
r

a = half-separation (two plates), inside radius

(cylinder, sphere), (Zo ".(3.9f)
o= the (plane) wave impedance = 120-,.- 377,

R = () = the DC resistance of the enclcsure

wall.

In most cases of interest (except iron and steel), r land a, and hence
K >> 1. In these cases, one therefore has that 0 <_ << I and as a result (3.9)
simplifies somewhat because the {2 term can then be neglected in all cases
except that for the single plate (and for iron and steel). This simplification
is reflected in the results present in Figure 3.15. In that figure and in
Figure 3.14 are given values of shielding effectiveness versus frequency for
the various canonical enclosure qeometries and for various conductivities. One
can immediately see from these two figures that, as noted above, at low fre-
quencies the shielding effectiveness of a single metal plate is almost 100 dB -
larger than that for other enclosures of the same material. It is also inter-
esting to note that the single plate results of the previous section (Schel-
kunoff Theory) agree well with the single plate results presented in Figure
3.14. For example at 1 kHz Figure 3.14 gives a shielding effectiveness value

of about 142 dB for a = 3.8 x lO7, 7 = o' and t = . = 1.5 mm (t = thickness

here) while from Figure 3.3 one obtains roughly 136 dB and from Figure 3.6
roughly 5.6 dB, for a total of 141.6 dB. Similarly, at 1 MHz Figure 3.14 yields
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roughly 280 dB, while Figure 3.3 and 3.6 give roughly 105 dB and 185 dB
respectively, for a total of 290 dB. However, when Schelkunoff Theory is

compared to Figure 3.15 for the other canonical enclosures, one predicts
a shielding effectiveness for these two cases of roughly 55 dB and 240 dB
respectively. Thus enclosure shape plays an important role in determining
the shielding effectiveness of enclosures.

The frequency domain results presented above can be transformed to the time
domain as follows (where Hi(s) = Ho):

H SHo _ s e (3.10)

Ht(t) = f Tm(s) et (1

Then according to [3.C, this can be evaluated to yield
-e2t/t.

2 0o  _ _ _n (3.11a)
= 0 il+-;4l2 n + 2  sin(q

where the prime on the sunination indicates that the sum is to run over all

qn> 0 which satisfy

cot(qn) = - "'.(3

Although the above series solution is especially useful for late times due to
the rapid convergence which accrues when t > t., it is, in fact the exact

solution and converges formally for all t > 0. The results for the simplified
case discussed above where :2 can be neglected and dominates are shown in

Figure 3.16. These curves are "universal" in the sense that they can be used
for any of the simple canonical shapes discussed above (except for the single
plate and, of course, iron and steel) by using the appropriate values of
in (3.9d) and (3.9f) and of 7d (or t, from (3.9c)). Using these values cne

obtains "Y" from Figure 3.16, and then computes

SE = -2j lcc,

By making the appropriate approximations I : 0 and 2 (Zo/" >> in the

sintle olate, and r 1" I >> :, in the case of the other canonical enclosures',

* one can simplify (3.11) for early and late times. The results are as follows
C3.9j:
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-.- '."e ; ate:

Early time (t/t. 0.05: 

-ca/(4t) 5/2

Ht(t) ( _ (3.13a)

Late time (t/t, > 0.05):

HrvZe-1ttA 4 -41r / 9- 2 t/c 1 (3.13b)
t~t = A __A +

Other Enclosures:

Early time (tlt, < 0.1):
-t /(4t)

(t A(312ci.H 4 (t) : 2Hz. (_ . , (3.13c)

P.
A

Late time (t,' > 0.1':
t/(&tt/t A  -41r t/t]"

Ht) = go - A + 2e ] (3.13d)

These four approximations can be found compared against the exact results from
(3.11) in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. As can be seen there, the approximations or
"engineering formulae" in (3.13) provide a simple and accurate method for ob-
taining the shielding effectiveness of these four canonical enclosures. it
should again be recalled, however, that to obtain the "universal" curves, in
the case of the single plate, it was assumed that >> 1 -> 2 The effect

of these assumotions is examined in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 where one can cet ar
idea of their range of validity. It has also been pointed out a number cf :'mes
that the results above (for enclosures other than the single plate) do not
strictly apply to iron and steel material because they do not satisfy the
relation I > 1 > :2, and, in addition, their -r is a function of reouerc/

(as was shown in Table 3.2). For the frequency range of irterest here (rouqn-
ly 0.5 to 10 MHz), however, r can be taken tc be constant and ecual : ac~rc-
ximately 700 or 800, while lower frequency ranges require larce, vaises. -is
then allows one to use (3.31) to compute estimates oF shielding eec i'eness,
as is shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. it can .e seen -rcm these :.,o ;:.ures
that one could also use the "universal" curves :cnse .it'2 neglec-3e,:,
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desired, because they underestimate the shielding effectiveness of the
enclosure in question. Other parameters of interest can be deduced as shown
in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Engineering Parameters of the Penetrant P Ise 'L.3J]

Geometry H (peak) H (peak) Rise TD Decay Time

(10 - 90:) (lie)

z 6 H 120 E t &0 0 0 _,

-~ SCge~~ tA 2 20

u 6 Ht t?arailel plates 0 2-

ur ° 6 H t A
0 0

Cylinder 2u& t 2E 4

0 H 0 6 3 0

Sphere U& ot 2--&

2 tA

Noncanoni callIy Shap ed Enclosures. Since Figure 3.20 shows that as - becomes -"
large the detailed geometrical-differences in the enclosures become leis im- T-
portant, then the existence of a general formula valid for arbitrary geometry
is suggested. As Lee and Bedrosian [3.8 -3.10] show, this general relation
is given by

" l V _ "f
- S, - ,(3.14)

r

where2
-,, t =  - - = the diffusion tiire,

f L/R the fall (decay) time,

(-.)R the mC wall resistance,

, /S ' he . J'y i .. . =0-0

H 9



It is easy to snow that this reproduces the values shown in (3.9d) -
except for the first. With this ,alue of an the values of 7d (or equi-
valently t.) one can now obtain the shielding effectiveness for arbitrarily -

shaped enclosures from (3.12) and either Figure 3.16, equation (3.13), or
(3.11) in the previous section.

3.2.2 Shielding from Exterior Fields

As (2.4) indicates, the incident fields here are plane waves. Consequently,
the theory presented in Section 3.2.1 is applicable. The enclosure to be con-
sidered everywhere in'this chapter is the standard rack cabinet with dimen-
sions 6'H x 2'W x D, and about 2-3 mm thick. Then V = 36 ft3 z 1.02 m3 and
S = 72 ft2 = 6.69 m in (3.14). If the metal is aluminum, then from Table 3.1
a = (0.61) x (5.8 x 107 ) mhos/meter, and u 1. This yields a value for

of 60.96 and a value for Td (or t, of O.Fll. Hence d is 6.78 and Y from

Figure 3.16 is roughly 0.98 at is peak value. The result from (3.12) is a
(time domain) magnetic field shielding effectiveness of roughly 17 dB. The
electric field shielding effectiveness of course, will be much larger, as
explained earlier, and, hence, of no consequence here. From (2.4), the peak
H field will be roughly 139.3 Amperes/meter, hence tie peak magnetic field
internal to the cabinet will be roughly 17 dB lower, or approximately 20
Amperes/meter.

3.2.3 Shielding from Interior Fields

In this case the incident field is not a plane wave. Rather, it is the field
at the surface of the enclosure due to the current of equation (2.2) being
used to drive a wire, as shown in Figure 3.1. Because, to first order, the
diffusion fields inside the enclosure are driven only by the surface curren:
density on the enclosure, then a reasonable estimate of the magnetic field
inside the enclosure can be obtained from the equivalent plane wave field
which would cause the same surface current density. In order to determine
the surface current density on the enclosure, a three-dimnsiona numerical
finite-difference calculation was performed for the situation depicted in
Figure 3.1 and equation (2.2). In this calculation, Maxwell's equations are
solved by standard numerical techniques [3.1] to obtain the electric and
magnetic field components everywhere in the aroblem space as a function of
time. As a result, the total magnetic field H everywhere on the surface of
the enclosure is determined as a function of-time. This value is simply re-

4 lated to the surface current density U by J = x R, while it is related to
an equivalent plane wave incident field (H.) by J = 2n x R. Hence the equi-
valent plane wave field (H0 ) is equal to H/2. By determining the peak value
of H on the enclosure, one can then determine the equivalent peak plane-
wave field H/2 and use the methods of the previous section to determine
in the enclosure.

The finite difference calculations yielded a peak H of 3.0 Amperes/eter.
Consequently the internal field should be 17 dB smaller than i/2, or" roug!i
0.2 Amperes/meter.

4
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3.2.4 Shielding from Cable Currents (Current Irjection)

As was indicated in Section 3.1, the current waveform given by (2.2), in the
present instance, is injected directly onto the cnclosure (see Figure 3.22).
The current is assumed to enter the surface of the enclosure and to distribute
uniformly (in angle) and flow in a radial direction. Then, the electric field

" iuimmediately inside of the enclosure wall is 'v"en by

= r ZT(2, (3.15)

- where I is the current, r is the radial distance from the center point of the
injected current, and Z is th'e surface transfrr irledance of the metal
walls. The total voltagl along a radial line between point ro and rmax is
then given by

r4

'"~~ rma x 
Z

V() = E(,) dr. (3.16)
Iro

In order to estimate a worst case response, r is taken to be the radius of
a 22 AG wire (r 2 0.000648 m) and rmax is tken to be the largest shelter

. dimension (rmax = 6 ft = 1.8288 m). A metal wall thickness (2 of 2 to 3 mm

is also assumed.

Evaluating (3.15) and (3.16), then yields

zn (r /r)max 0

where (3.17)

1(w) = 10 A for 0.5, 2, and 10 MH

ZT( ) n/Sinh (k,),

with (see Figure 3.23 for a plot of n):

n: [i 2- Jf / 2  11-i) J-27,

K 2 (1+i) ,
,1 /2

= minimum radius in meters ,

max m maximum r.dius in meters,

r etl wal c:,ac;ess in -ete, -.
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Figure 3.23 Shield Impedance In: (Equation 3.17) for
Copper, Aluminum, and Steel and the Loop
.4ale Impedance ! (r = 12 in.) Plotted
as Functions ofFrequency L3.lj

2 7f,

f = the frequency in Hz.,

a =pthe wall conductivity in mhos/meter,

=athe wall permeability.

As (3.17) easily shows, this results in an induced voltage of no more than

a few microvolts. This can also be seen from scaling the results in Reference
* 3.11 (page 93) by the appropriate relative as1sumed current values.

3.2.5 Summary

As can be demonstrated from the previous sec'ncs. in all cases the ield

leakage due to diffusion can be kept to a que small leve by sing metal

walls of even small thickness.
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3.3 Seams

3.3.1 Background

It can be seen from the results in the previous section that the direct pene-
tration of EMP energy through the metal walls of an enclosure by diffusion
can be successfully reduced to a small level. However, an enclosure cannot
realistically be manufactured out of a single monolithic piece of metal.
Rather, flat metal sheets must be bonded together ;" tie edges to form an
enclosure and this gives rise to seams.

Seams are traditionally the weak spots in any electromagnetically shielded
enclosure. The main objective in seam design is to provide a low (1 10-3

ohm-meter) seam transfer impedance Zs (ohm-meters) in order to minimize its
leakage. Also the impedance must not significantly degrade with age, environ-
ment and usage. In terms of the exterior surface current density Js (Ampere/

* meter), the internal voltage Vs (Volts) induced across the seam is given by

os C-) W Js *
)  s (). (3.18)

If a wir were routed irm.ediately behind the seam, V5 is the maximum voltace
that would be induced upon it. There is, in addtion, the seam transfer
admittance Y which relates the current induced on a near-by internal wire
to the external voltage It has been found however, for good quality seams
that the sources arising from the transfer admittance are dominated by sources
arising from the transfer impedance in all cases of practical interest [3.11,
3.13]. Therefore the discussion here centers on Zs. Also, Z deoends upon :he
direction of current flow with respect to the seam, with thi largest induced
voltages occurring when J is perpendicular to the seam direction. When J is
parallel to the seam dire~tion, the induced voltage is much smaller. There.fore
the discussion here deals with currents normal to the seam direction.

Two types of seams are discussed here. They are continuous-welded and bolted
seams. Because continuous welding has been observed to provide as much
shielding as continuous metal [3.11], attention is focused here on bolted
seams. Such bolted seams can be either gasketed or metal-to-metal lapped
joints (plated or unplated), and data on the surface transfer impedance Zs
will be presented for each. There is not u great deal of seam data availaole
in transfer impedance format, but there is enough to show that prcoerly ".

designed and installed bolted or gasketed seams can provide the required
amount of shielding. Various types of gasketing, caulking, and lapped-joint
schemes have been evaluated in a special test fixture (see Figures 3.2a and
3.25) which is used to measure the seam transfer impedance [3.13 - 3.161.

* In the case of bolted lapoed joints some of the available data F3.171 is in
the form of polarizability M. In this case, Zs occurs due to imperfect
ccntact between the irregular metal surfaces and is primarily inductive:

where N1 is the polarizability per unit length of the seam in m. T-e :o!-

rizability of such bolted joints depends ucon :he :ot :rsue, :he sa;l:
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*" between the bolts, and the amount of overlap.

* These values of Z_ combined with (3.18) (transformed from frequency-domain to 3
time-domain) can then be used to provide the driving fields for a solution of
Maxwell's equations inside the enclosure [3.12]. In this fashion, the internal
fields, current, voltage, power, and energy can be determined.

For purely resistive Z,(.) the time-domain equivalent of (3.18) is

V(t) = Rs  Js(t), (3.20)

while for a purely inductive Z (w), one has
Vdt s L. dJtV(t) - L , 

(3.21)

where R and Ls are the transfer resistance and inductance. resoectively.

Figures 3.26 through 3.30 give examples of the seam transfer impedance for
various gaskets and plates as measured by Madle £3.13]. In Figure 3.26 the
cases of Aluminum-Aluminum and Brass-Brass contact (no gasket) are siown along

. with the results for deliberately bad configurations where the plates are se.-
* arated by a neoprene spacer. These latter examples are generally not practical

in that no designer would adopt such configurations in a situation where a hich
level of shielding is desired. However, they do illustrate a situation where
the transfer impedance consists of the conductivity and self-inductance due
to the screws used to hold the panels together and of the caoacitance due tc
the overlapping neoprene-insulated metal panels.

*. Figure 3.31 illustrates the effect on the seam transfer impedance of plating
the aluminum plates-and of aging ("shelf-aging") the gaskets as measured oy
Kunkel [3.16]. On the other hand, Figures 3.32 through 3.34 illustrate the
effects on seam polari;aoility of bolt torque, bolt spacing, and panel over-
lap £3.17].

Figure 3.35 through 3.44 present some recent measurements by Lowell [3.141 at
the TRW transfer impedance measurement facility. Figures 3.35 through 3.38
show the effect of applied pressure, panel metal type, and environment (termper-
ature/humidity and salt - per MIL-STD-810C, Methods 507 and 509, ano MiL-ST-
202, Method 106B) on a Monel gasket (Tecknit Elastomet =82-55312,, wnile
Figures 3.39 and 3.40 illustrate similar effects for a 1/8" x 1/d" Silver
Consil-R gasket (Tecknit #85-10447). One should note that the Consil-R gasket
has the highest transfer impedance of all those measured [3.14], and thus can
be used as a worst-cast situation.

Finally, Figures 3.41 through 3.44 illustrate the effects of bolt soacinc,
environment (as above), panel overlap, panel thickness (rigicity), and :on-
ductive caulk on an aluminum-aluminum seamed (uncasketed) 7anel.

As can be seen, typical seam transfer impedances range rom rou .y 1, -
meters to sometimes as high as 10 or so ohm-me-ers.

L*
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3.3.2 Shielding from Exterior Fields

In this case two problems had to be solved by numerical three-dimensional
finite-difference solution of Maxwell's equations - the exterior problem (i.e.
fields exterior to the cabinet) and the interior problem (i.e. fields inside
the cabinet). First, the 6'H x 2'W x 3'D cabinet was illuminated by the plane
wave specified in (2.4) and the (short-circuit) surface current density on
the exterior surface of the cabinet was determined. Next, this surface current
density was used along with equation (3.20a) (and, separately, 3.20b) to excite
the interior of the cabinet. From this latter "interior model", then, the
interior fields were determined as functions of space and time. These were,
in turn, used to determine (see Figure 3.45): 1) 1sc, the peak short-circuit

current in a 6' wire 7.6 cm from and perpendicular to the seam (this wire
was short-circuited at each end to the top and bottom of the cabinet), V?
the peak open-circuit voltage in a roughly 3' x 6' loop oriented with it

I plane perpendicular to the direction of the seam, and 3) P and E, the oeak
power and energy dissipated in a resistively terminated (instead of shorted)
6' wire. The -esistive termination at each end of the wire is equal to the
characteristic impedance of the wire in order to ensure maximum power and
energy transfer. These results can be found in Table 3.4 in the four columns
labeled "Exterior Field". The values for the resistive seam are for an R
value of 1 milliohm-meter, while the values for the inductive seam are f~r
an L value of 10 picohenry-meters. As can be seen from Figures 3.25 - 3.44,
these are not atypical peak values. However, the values in Table 3.1 can be
scaled to other va-ies of Rs (in .m) and Ls (in H.m) as follows:

II Isc(R) I Is (Rs(:-m)/l x I")
(R (3m)l

Voc (Rs) Voc (Rs .m)/l x 0") (3.21a)
P(RS) P "(Rs(,-.m)/l x 10"

E(Rs) E (Rs(n'm)/l x 10"3 )2

s )
I Isc (Ls) = Isc (Ls(H'm)/I x io'l),
V oc (Ls )  n V oc ( Ls(H'm)/l X lo-l1 ), 13.21b)

P(Ls ) = P (L (Hm)/l x 10 1 1  2 ,

E(L s)  = E •(L s(14-m )/l x I0 "II)

The rack size oF 6' x 3' x 2' should bound the size of most eouioiren: enclo-
sures and hence the peak responses. For enclosures with more numercus seams,
a worst case response for multiple seams would be if the single seam eesoonses
added constructively. That is, six seams would give six time the sin:'e seam
response.

In spite of the fact that reasonably large values of ;s and Ls were used 4n tre

numerical calculations, one cin see that the values of '1I,,c and E in Table 32
are not large enough to cause damage. In the case of tne resistive seam, tie
induced current and voltage is at most 8mA and 0.17V, wMiie P and £ are rouigr
15 microwatts and 1 nancjoule, respectively. In the case of :.e inc-uCie sea -
the values of Isc and Voc are roughly hIA and O.35V, ..,rle P and E a~e a:zu:

* I
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*-- 58 microwatts and 0.2 nanojoules, respectively. It can bc seen from Reference
3.6 (Chapter 3) that these levels are highly unlikely to cause damage in even
the most sensitive electronic equipment since the threshold for such damage is
at worst typically 1-10 microjoules.

3.3.3 Shielding from Interior Fields

As with exterior (plane-wave) fields, the problem of interior (non-plane-wave)
fields also had to be solved in two phases - the exterior problem and the
interior problem. The exterior model was driven by a current given by (3.2)
imposed on a wire 1 meter from the 6'H x 2'W x 3'D equipment cabinet as shown
in Figure 3.1. From this exterior model, the (short-circuit) surface current
density was obtained. It was then used to drive the interior model, as de-
scribed in the previous section, and thereby again determine Isc, Voc, P and E.

These results are shown in Table 3.4. Although these are time-domain results,
they are "frequency-dependent" (as Table 3.4 shows) due to the frequency de-
pendence of the time-domain expression for the damped sinusoidal current of
(3.2). Here, again, the sames values of R and L were used as in the previous

section, and the results can also be scaled per (3.23).

As can be seen from the results in Table 3.4, the values of Isc and Voc are

roughly 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than those for the external field,
while P and E are roughly 3 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller. Reference 3.6
again implies that these levels are well below the threshold of damage.

3.3.4 Shieldino from Cable Currents (Current Injection)

The numerical solution here oroceeds exactly as described in the previous two
sections. The driving current for the exterior problem here, however, is the
same one used in the previous section, but directly injected onto the cabinet
face containing the seam (one foot from the seam). The resulting exterior
surface current across the seam was then again used to drive the interior model.

As before, the values for Rs and L and the results can be found in Table 3.4.

Because the results here are only roughly 1.6-2.8 times larger than those for
the interior field case (because the results scale with the surface current
density similar to the way they do for Rs and Ls), the levels are, again well
below the damage thresholds.

3.3.5 Summary

As can be seen from the results presented in Section 3.3.2 - 3.3.4, the coment
of Section 3.3.1 is borne out: properly desicned and installed seams ard joi-ts
easily provide the required amount of shielding to ensure that no damage will
occur in even the most sensitive electronic equipment because the enercy values
in Table 3.4 are well below the typical worst-case threshold for damage ol
1-10 microjoules.

3.4 Openings in Volume Shields (Aoert-res)

3.d.1 Background

;jsz as an encosure cannot e reailsticav :-an -act-rec c : a si--"t

II



monolithic piece of metal, thus giving rise to seams and joints, neither can it
be manufactured without any openings. These openings facilitate access, viewing,
lighting, and ventilation. Because such openings (or apertures) ran also be the
entry points into the enclosure for large amounts of EMP energy, it is necessary
either to keep them as small as possible or to additionally harden them by the
use of covering materials such as wire screen, or honeycomb. This latter case
is discussed in the next section, while this section discusses ways of esti-
mating the amount of EM leakage through openings which cannot be covered with
such hardening materials.

The earliest applicable work on this subject is that by Bethe [3.18] where he

investigated the coupling of EM energy into and out of a cavity by means of l
a small hole. In Bethe's "small hole".theory, it is shown that (to the lowest,
or zeroth order) the effects of the aperture can be represented by a magnetic
dipole lying in the plane of the apertuc and an electric dipole perpendicular
to the aperture. Then, the fields on the side of the aperture opposite the --

- incident field can be obtained from the dipole moments of these two diooles.
Further, these moments can, in turn, be obtained from the short-circuit electric
and magnetic fields that would exist at the location of the aperture in the
absence of the opening. The proportionality factors in these latter relation-
ships are known as the electric and magnetic polarizabilities, and, in general,
they are dyads (tensors of order 2). In most applications, however, the electric
polarizability has only one component ( e,zz) while the magnetic polarizabilitv

has two (ax and amy). This is basically due to the fact that both them,xx m~yy
electric dipole moment and short-circuit electric field are perpendicular to
the hole, while the magnetic dipole moment and its directfon are not only a
function of the tangential short-circuit magnetic field (and its direction)
but also of the shape of the hole (and the direction of its largest dimension).

The next order approximation can be found fully discussed in Van Bladel [3.19],
however, these higher order multiple moments are far too complicated for the
simple engineering design approach that we propose to present here. Other work

g and other approaches can be found not only in [3.21], but also in [3.20].

It should be noted that the "small hole" theory is only applicable to "small"
holes, namely, those apertures whose largest dimension is approximately less
than or equal to one-tenth of a wavelength. For larger apertures, other tech-
niques must be used, for example, the Kirchhoff-Huygens approximation, wherein
the field in the aperture is just taken to be the incident field. Additionally,

r there is the problem of enclosure geometry to consider ! The fields predicted
by either the Bethe or the Kirchhoff-Huygens methods are reasonable approxi-
mations for an aperture in an infinite flat conducting sheet, but are not
adequate far from the aperture for any type of enclosure. Consequently, either
of these two methods can be used to specify the fields at the inside surface

"* of an aperture in an enclosure. These fields can then, in turn, drive a numeri-
cal three-dimensional finite-difference solution of Maxwell's equations [3.12],
as has been described earlier herein. It is just this app.-oach which will be
used here. The polarizabilities will be used to parameterize the results, and,
consequently, to allow the results to be "scaled" to other aperture sizes and
shapes. The problem of the inapplicability of the poiarizability representation
will not arise here due to the frequencies considered and the basic enclosure
size (6'H x 2'W x 3'D). For 0.5, 2, and 10 MHz, one-tenth of a wavelenoth is
60 m (196.85'), 15 m (49.21'), and 3 11 (9.84'), respectively. Obviously, the
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enclosure considered here will not physically permit such aperture dimensions.
Even at 100 MHz one-tenth of a wavelength i5 only 0.3 m (0.98'), and typical
cabinet louvers are of roughly this size in their largest dimension. Thus the
'1 small hole" theory is sufficient to the needs considered herein.

Expressions for the polarizability of some simple common shapes can be found
in Table 3.5 while plots of the polarizability for these and some other simple
shapes can be found in Figures 3.46 - 3.49. As can be seen from these figures,
the polarizabilily seems to vary quite widely with not only the width-to
length ratio, but also with shape. However, if the polarizability is first
"properly" normalized by the area of the aperture [3.23], then one finds that
this "normalized polarizability" is not strongly dependent upon the shape of
the aperture, but rather depends almost entirely upon the width-to-length
ratio w/z. This is illustrated in Figures 3.50 - 3.53. Except for the cross-
shaped aperture and magnetic polarizability, the plots of normalized polariz-
ability are very similar for the various shapes. It should be noted that because
the results for the ellipse and the rectangle with the rounded ends are almost
identical in the case of Figure 3.52, the former is not shown here.

The above illustrated shape independence brings to mind the question of whether
it is possible (much as for diffusion) to present a shape independent curve
for the various polarizabilities. Figures 3.50 - 3.52 would appear to indi-
cate that it is. However, the question has not yet been theoretically resolved.
All that is known on the subject is that:

1) Latham £3.24] has shown that for an elliptical aperture

(p/ ~2 1/- 3.22)
) e,zz ' (2

where P is the perimeter and A is the area. Note tnat this

expression does not depend upon the eccentricity of the
ellipse.

2) Latham [3.241 also noted that for a rectangular aoerture

(P A- (7/8) • (I+0.55"w/.1) (3.23)(P/A') 'm,yy

where w is the width (the smaller dimension) and . is the
iength of the aperture. When (w/) < 0.5, this is accurate
to better than 3%. -

3) Jaggard and Papas [3.44] have presented the followinq bounds

simple apertures with small eccentricity e =-(w/ )2

3 -, :e 3 ()3.2)

ItIP

16 3/2 " mxx n,v < n , ,=
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Lee [3.10] also gives expressions for some typical hatch apertures (se2 Ficure
3.54), both ungasketed and gasketed. These expressions can be found in Tables

3.6 and 3.7, respectively, and can be used to calculate the polarizabilities
of these apertures for the purpose of "scaling" the results presented in the
following sections.

3.4.2 Shielding from Exterior Field.

As was the case with seams, the exterior Problem had to first be solved, and

Uthen, the results from that, along with the polarizabilities, used to drive

the interior problem. This, again, allowed calculation of Isc, Voc, P and E,

The enclosure, aperture, wire, and loop dimensions and locations are all silown

in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.45. The results can be "scaled" to other sizes of

circular holes or even approximately to other hole shapes as follows:

1) Calculate :e,zz' m,xx' myy' and A for the desired aperture,

then calculate

X = (e z/A 3/2) / (1.20 x 10l)
1 e,zz 3/2)-

X2 = (tmyy/A 3 / (2.39 x 10-

= (A3/2/M,) / (4.18)

m~xx

X = Maximum of XI, X2, X3.

2) Next, scale the results from Table 3.8 using

I X, = IIsc( :sc •X

Voc oc • X,

p() : p .X 2 , (3.27)

E(-0 E X2.

The values ir Table 3.8, being for a reasonably large hole (G" diameter), are
expected, in some sense, to be worst-case results. Consequentl, it can be
see. t.,at the energy here is still roughly a factor of 102 below the damage
thresholds set forth in [3.6]. The circuit voltage of 296V coulc damage some
dielectric sensitive devices.

3.4.3 Shielding from Interior Fields

The numerical calculations here proceed very similarly to those diescribed n he
previous section and in Section 3.3.3 on seams. he values of I V c nd

E so deter:ained can be found in Table 3.8, and can be, again, scaled er (3.7'
Lai and (3.27).
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The values in Table 3.8 again show that the power and energy are at levels
far below the damage thresholds [3.61. The short-circuit currents are at Most
a few milliamperes and should generally pose no problem, as is also the case for

the open-circuit voltages of a few volts.

3.4.4 Shielding from Cable Currents (Current Injection:

It should be clear from the previous two sections, along with Section 3.3 on
seams, exactly how the numerical calculations proceed ,ere. Table 3.8 contains
the results of these calculations, namely Isc, Voc, P and E, which can again,

be scaled via equations (3.26) and (3.27). The magnitude of these results are
such that the coaments of Section 3.4.3 apply here also. No problems appear to
be predicted.

3.4.5 Summary

The results of Sections 3.4.2 - 3.4.4 clearly show that the energy levels are
all well below the damage thresholds [3.6]. For the interior and current-in-
jected fields, it is also the same as regards Isc, Voc, and P (exceot for

possibly CMOS devices). In the exterior field case, however, the large oeak
currents, voltages and powers may quite orobably cause damage in some equipment.
The solutions are: 1) harden the circuits, 2) don't put large aperture: on
external equipment, and 3) if such aoertures are necessary, harden them with
such c !ering as wire mesh, and so on. These latter materials are, in fact,
the topic of the next section.

3.5 Air Vents

3.5.1 Background

As was pointed out at the beginning of Section 3.4.1, an enclosure cannot
generally be utilized without any openings. Such ooenings facilitate access,
viewing, natural lighting, ventilation, and entry for cables. Some of these
openings, such as hatches and doors, can be covered (closed) for protection,
while others, for example, ventilation openings, cannot. Those ooenings in
this latter category, however, can often be covered by materials such as wire
screen and metal honeycomb in order to provide some additional nardening to
EMP energy without restricting their use.

* The electric field (f.) on the inside surface of an air vent cover can be
expressed (in the freque'icy domain) as F3.25 - 3.27]

() T J ( ) (3.22a)

where ) is t'e surface current density on the outside surface of the air

vent cover panel, and 7T(_) is the surface transfer imoedance dyad (tensor

of rank 2). In the case of isotrooic surfaces, 7T is just a scalar cuantity

(a single quantity), while for anisotropic surfaces 7- is a dyadic exoress4.n

* which is represented in component form by a 3 x 3 matrix. The dvac: nature



of 1. in the latter case is required by the fact that -nd nay not "zo i:'

in the same direction due to the anisotropic nature of the surface. For the

surfaces ccnsidered he,-e, the isotropic assumption will suffice, and, consequently,

we have that

• .i{t() •ZT - s . (3.22b)

Generally, such surfaces as wire screen and metallic honeycomb are inductive
K and hence

Z T(w) - JL T 1 (3.29)

where j is 'T, is the angular frequency, and L is the surface transfer
inductance. In the time domain, then (3.28) and (1.29) combined become

t(t ) - LT S (3.310)

Therefore, given the surface current densit" Js(t) on the outside surface o-
the air vent cover and the surface tranfer inductance L,, one can determine
the electric field 9t(t) "transmitted" to the inside surface of the air vent
cover. This electric field can, in turn, be used to "drive" a numerical three-
dimensional einite-difference solution of Maxwell's equations inside of the
enclosure. 3s(t), as before, is obtained by solving the "exterior problem" using
similar numerical techniques.

Although a reasonable amount of effort has been directed toward the analytical
S- determination of the surface transfer impedance of braided cables [3.28, 3.29]

L and planar wire mesh [3.29], little such effort has been directed at other
planar surfaces such as metallic honeycomb. Except for the aforementioned
work and that of Casey [3.30 - 3.31] on composite surfaces and mesh-loaded
circular apertures, of Bereuter [3.32] on metallic honeycombs, and of Rosich
et al [3.25 - 3.27) on a general dyadic expression for electrically thin olanar
surfaces of infinite extent, little of -ect relevance here could be found in
the literature. Some data from typical snielding effectiveness measurements of
wire mesh [3.33 - 3.35] and metallic honeycomb [3.35] are available. Also
analytic treatments for wire mesh [3.36 - 3.38) and metal.lic honey:omb r3.7 -

3.38) using Bethe's polarization theory [3.18], Schelkunoff Theory [3.5]. and
Rayleigh Theory [3.39, 3.40], can be found. However, none of these exist .te
form required here, namely as surface transfer impedances.

Little theoretical work is available on the surface transfer of wire mesh and
metallic honeycomb (except for that referenced in [3.29] on wire mresh), and the
only experimental results in this format are those of Madle [3.13] for honeycomb
and Lowell [3.141 for wire mesh, h-oneycomb, gaskets, and seams. However, there
are a reasonable number of results in the literature which characterize various
surfaces in terms of transmission and reflection coefficients. These, couoled

with the work of Rosich et al. [3.25 - 3.27], permit analytic computation o L-.
Although a complete discussion of this method can be found [3.25 -72.27 someanalytical [3.27] and experimental [3.14] results can be found corpared 4n
Figures 3.55 and Z.56, while the associated phys cal dimensions ana analyticAlly

p oredicted values of L T can be found in Tables 3.9 and j.1).
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3.5.2 Shielding from Exterior Fields

As was noted in Section 3.5.1, the exterior problem is solved first, and then,
its results used to drive the interior problem using (3.30). Frcm the solution
to the interior problem, Isc, Voc, P and E are obtained. The enclosure and

its associated dimensions can be found in Figure 3.45, while the results can be
found in Table 3.11. The results in the table can be scaled to other hole
shapes and filter materials (characterized by 'heir surface transfer inductance
Lr) as follows:

Ssc(x) = Isc ' x,

Voc(X)= V *c X, (3.31)

P(X) = P X

E(X) = E X

where X, in turn, is given by

X = LT x 10' (3.32)

for the case of scaling by surface transfer inductance L , or by (3.26) for -

the case of scaling by the aperture area and shape. To slale on both L_ and
area, shape, etc., scale first by the bigger X value, and then by the 6ther.

As can be seen from Tables 3.9 and 3.10, an L, value of 1 nH is essentially
a worst-case estimate, as is also a 6" diameter air vent filter. Therefore,
the results in Table 3.11 are reasonably worst-case values themselves. As can
be seen, they are larger than the values for diffusion and seams, but they -'

are smaller than those for the open (unhardened) aperture - as one would
expect. Therefore, proper use of air vent filters appears to allow for suffi-
cient shielding.

3.5.3 Shielding from Interior Fields

Just as for the previous section, the results here can be found in Table 3.11.
The power and energy levels, again, are well below any damage thresholds [3.6],
and, in addition, the current and voltage levels are small enough to not pose
any problem.

3.5.4 Shielding from Cable Currents (Current Injection)

The numerically predicted worst-case values for I ' V , P and E can be found
in Table 3.11, and again, no real problem seems t cexi.

3.5.5 Summary %

The results of Sections 3.5.2 - 3.5.4 clearly show that the energy levels are
all well below the known damage thresholds [3.6]. In addition, a comroarison
between Sections 3.4 ard 3.5 will show a worst-case increase in the shieldinn
effectiveness of between 30-40 dB due to the addition of a material such as
wire screen r honeycomb to an aperture.
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3.6 Waveguide Below Cut-Off Techniques

3.6.1 Background

For the propagation of waves inside a hollow cylinder of some uniform cross-
section, it can be shown [3.41] that Maxwell's equations and the boundary
conditions 'mply that waves of only certain frequencies will propagate inside
the wavegu a (as opposed to being strongly attenuated with distance into the
guide). This is due to the fact that since the solution must be oscilliatory
in both the space and time coordinates, only a certain range of frequencies
will allow the boundary conditions to be satisfied at the walls of the guide.
This usually evidences itself as a lower limit to the frequency of a wave
which can propagate in the guide, or, equivalently, an upper limit to the
wavelength.

It is then possible to provide an opening (for air, water, etc.) into an en-
closure while still not permitting the entry of electromagnetic energy. Clearly
one needs only to make the dimensions of the waveguide such that all of the
frequencies of interest (roughly 0.1 - 100 MHz for EMP) are well below the
cutoff frequency.

Thus a waveguide operating below its cutoff frequency can sometimes be used to
attenuate fields through small apertures. The waveguide must be attached around
the hole perimeter and it must protrude out of or into the interior of the
enclosure. Figure 3.57 gives the attenuation ratio vs. frequency for a wave-
guide whose length-to-diameter ratio is unity [3.6]. To obtain the attenuation
for other lengths, the attenuation ratio is multiplied by the length-to-diameter
ratio. The lenqth should be at least three times the diameter. For example,
an 8 inch diameter waveguide 8 inches long has an attenuation of 26 dB at
500 MHz, while a waveguide 24 inches long would have an attenuation of 78 d3.
The example points out that the length of the waveguide can become unwieldy
for even medium size holes. Where the hole is penetrated by a metal shaft or
cables, the resulting configuration is not a waveguide operating below cutoff,
because it will support low-frequency propagating TEM WAVES [3.42, 3.43].

A variation on the cutoff waveguide approach is the use of honeycomb panels.
These panels, which consist of an array of small waveguides operating below
cutoff, provide shielding by both reflection and waveguide below-cutoff effects
and were the subject of Section 3.5.

3.6.2 Shielding from Exterior and Interior Fields and Cable Currents

Consider the enclosure and the waveguide shown in Figure 3.45, and let the wave-
guide be 6 inches in diameter and 24 inches long . for comparison to the 6"
aperture examined. From Figure 3.57 we find that the attenuation is roughly
128 dB over the frequency range 0 - 100 MHz. A simple estimate of the internal
coupling could be made by simply attenuating the voltage and current of Table
3.8 by 128 dB. This brings the responses down to an insignificant level.

3.7 Volume Shielding in Summary

In the process of proceeding through this chapter, various ways that E.1 e'erg'i
can penetrate into enclosures were presented and discussed. Also considered
were The field, current, voltage, power and energy levels to be excected r
typical Norst-case examples of these penetrants. :n adaition, .-4ays tc avcic
some of the particularly troublesome pronlems were oresented.
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One can see in summary, then, that although electromagnetic fields can diff'-
sibly penetrate enclosures to some extent at low frequencies, they are re-
duced to tolerable levels by metallic surfaces of common thicknesses used in
construction. It was also seen that properly designed seams and joints will
not allow excessive fields to enter their associated enclosure. However, if
reasonable care is not taken in the design of these seams and joints, definite
problems could occur. In the case of apertures, it was clear that their use
should be avoided as much as possible due to the fact that they present the
best possibility of relatively unobstructed entry of EM energy. Properly
placed and des.igned, however, they need not be a problem except in the case
of exterior fields. Where possible, however, these apertures can be quite
effectively hardened by the use of air vent filter panels or waveguides
below cutoff.

The entry of EMP energy into enclosures is not difficult to prevent if reason-
able design precautions are taken at the outset. Ignored, however, problems
can arise.

4
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CHAPTER 4

CABLE ShIELDING AND CONNECTORS

4.0 Executive Summary

Chapter 4 discusses the use of shielded cables and connectors as an EMP hard-
ening practice. Shielded cables and connectors form an integral part of the

1 hardef:ing design, and a bad cable, connector, or installation practice can
result in unhardened equipment. The object of this chapter is to help the
equipment manufacturer choose cabling and connectors necessary for interfac-
ing their equipment with other shipborad equipment.

4.1 Background

1 Cables and other conductors such as pipes and conduits for electrical wiring
receive and efficiently transmit EMP induced current and voltage transients.
These spurious signals can penetrate shielded areas on board ship and energy
can be deposited into the circuitry of sensitive equipment. The energy asso-
ciateo with the transient can cause mission failure due to permanent damaqe
or temporary upset of shipboard equipment. Knowledge of the mechanisms which
couple EM1P energy onto cables should give the design encineer insight into
the protective measures necessary for mitigation. For this reason, it is im-
porlant to understand the mechanism through which EMIP couples to cables.

Coupling to cables can be analyzed by transmission line theory. In an equiva-
lent transmission line model, the current I flowing on the metal conductor is
related to the voltage V between the conductor and a re'erence joint bi j'ie
telegrapher's equations:

- ,inc (2

ZV(zW) . Z(cW4I(z,c) + n(zW

and

Wzc)) +
0Z

where is the angular frequency, Z(.) and Y( .) are the incremental imped-

ance and admittance of the equivalent line, and E i c and Js are the incident

electric fields and impressed current density (as from a ligntning stroke).

The source terms Einc and J in (4.1) and (4.2) ideally should be those asso-

ciated only with normal operation of the transmission lint. However, distri-

buted voltage sources (Einc in (4.1)) are naturally present in an EMP environ-
ment and they can be generated from the currents on the shield when cables
are shielded. The distributed current sources which drive cabies (J, in (a.21)

are usually absent in an EMP environment; however, they can be generate' from
the electric fields that penetrate shielded cables. Further discussion of
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these source ters and their relaticnship to the transfer impedance and
transfer admittance are discussed in Section 4 2.1 and 4.3.1.

The transient levels on the cable interface pins specified in Sectior 2.4.4
define the stress that electronic equipment is expected to encounter in an
EMP environment. Upon performing a circuit susceptibility analysis (Chapter
5), it may be found that further shielding (hardening) is necessary to reduce
the current and voltage transients L,. the cable interface pins. This harden-
ing could be attained by shielding the electrical cable.

This chapter provides a means of determining cable shielding. Tables and
graphs are provided for use in determining shielding levels for many Navy
cables (Section 4.2) and cable connectors (Section 4.3). Also provided is an
analytical model for determining cable shielding when measured data are not
available (Section 4.2).

4.2 Cable Shielding

4.2.1 Transfer Impedance and Shielding Effectiveness

The ability of a cable shield to isolate the internal volume from the shield
current is indicated by several concepts in the literature. The most conmon
concept is that of transfer impedance, in which either an internal electric
field or voltage is related to the cable sheath current. Another concept is
called shielding effectiveness, in which currents on wires within the sield
are related to the shield current. The interior electric field provides a
common mode excitation of all the internal conductors which allows the trans-
fer impedance and shielding effectiveness concepts to be used in evaluating
shielding of both single conductor as well as mu)ticonductor cables. That is,
the electric field drives each internal conductor separately. In the remainder
of this subsection, the transfer impedance concept is presented, followed by
a discussion on transfer admittance. The conceot of shielding effectiveness
is then presented along with the relationship between transfer impedance and
shielding effectiveness.

Reference 4.1 defines the transfer impedance as

E i(

where Ei( ) is the Fourier transfer of the axial electrical field inside of

'he shield, and I(w) is the Fourier transform of the shield current. The
inner conductor currents can now be determined by using the transfer impedance
and knowing how the internal electric field is related to the inner conductor
current. The transfer impedance of single shielded cable is oresented in
Se,..ions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 followed by a discussion o' multiply shielded cables
in Section 4.2.4. Section 4.2.5 discusses the properties of ca:es contairinc
twisted pairs.

Currents induced on the center conductor by the shield cirrent can te calc,-
lated from the shield current. The transfer impedance relates tne intarnal
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electric field to the shield current by (4.3). The center connector current is
related to the internal electric field as follows:

"( Z °  + Z z  + c -. .

where I is the center conductor current, Z is the cable length, Z is the

source impedance, Z, is the load impedance, Zc is the cable characteristic im-

pedance, and c is the speed of light. This relation applies only to cables
which are short in comparison to the wavelength of the highest frequency of
interest.

For multiply shielded cables, the total transfer impedance can be determined
if the transfer imp. -nce of each shield is known. For example, a multiple
shielded cable has the total transfer-impedance [4.3] as

ZTl ZT2
ZT  zol + Z02 ± L sp05

e Z. ZT2  surface transfer impedance of the
individual shields

S Zol, Z 02 intrinsic impedance of each shield

L= mutual inductance of the space between
sp shields.

More about multiple shielded cables is presented in Section 4.2.4.

EMP energy can couple onto the inner conductors through the shield due to
mutual capacitance between the inner conductors (which is related ti the trans-
fer admittance) and the local external structure ground. Hence, the transfer
admittance is dependent upon external surroundings of the cable and properties
of the shield. Reference 4.4 defines the transfer admittance to be

= 1dL' (4.6)
T I V-0

where V is the voltage between the inner conductors and te externe, str..ctjre.
0

V is the voltage on the inner conductors, and dI/dz is the current per unit
. length flowing into the internal conductor from the external structure. The

transfer admittance can then be used to determine the distributed current
sources J(z) injected onto the internal conductor, i.e.

J(Z) -YT Vo
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or alternatively

J(Z) - - j 7 C12 V0,

where C12 is the mutual capacitance between the internal conductor and the

external structure ground. For complete optical coverage of the inner conduc-
tor, there is no mutual capacitance and consLquently no distributet current
sources. There are other circumstances where tie transfe- admittance can be
neglected [4.41. The transfer admittance can be neglected with respect to the
transfer impedance term if I0 ZT >> V0 YT Z where 10 I the shield current,

V0 is the shield voltage, ZT is the transfer impedance, and Z is the load im-

pedance at either end of the cable.

Shielding effectiveness, as defined in [4.3] is given by

S.E. (d0) - 20 log (1 ),(4.9)

where Is is the total shield current and It the current induced in tne inner

conductor, under the condition that the cable is terminated at each end with
a resistance equal to its characteristic impedance, Ro. This shielding effec-

tiveness is related to the transfer impedance (expressed in db) by

ZT(db) - 20 log RL -(S.E.) , ( (.10)

where the units are decibels referenced to one ohm, and R is the :otal re-

sistance of the center conduct and its loads, i.e. R L 2R . An illustration

of the relationship between shielding effectiveness and transfer impedance is
shown in Figure 4.1. The relationship of shielding effectiveness to cable
length can be derived from (4.4). This relationship was experimentally ver,-
fied (4.3", i.e.

2.
S.E. 20 log1 o f

where aS.E. is the decrease in shielding effectiveness resulting from increas-ing a cable of length z2 to length z1 (z1>Z2 ). Thus, tne shielding effective-

ness of a 100 meter cable is 40 dB less than that of a 1 meter cable. in acc -
tion to the definition of shielding effectiveness 4n ("'.9) there are numerous
other definitions. Each definition is strongly dependent upcn the geometry o:
the test fixture, cable lengths, and cable loading. hence, the useFulness c
the shielding effectiveness concepts are generally limited to lirect ciza-i-
sons of cables tested in the same fixture under tne same test z:ndi:io-s. 7e
concept of transfer impedance is independent of testing arn 7or tris reasvn=
is more general. Thus, the concept of transfer impecaca is - se, n -is
ter.
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From the transfer impedance, a means of determining the transient level on
inner conductors is possible. Whenever possible, the actual measured transfer
impedance values should be employed in determining cable shielding. Measured
data for many Navy cables is presented in Section 4.2.6. When measured data
is not available, an approximate transfer impedance can be calculated. Sec-
tion 4.2.2 discusses methods for determining the transfer impedance of solid
shields. Section 4.2.3 discusses methods for calculating the transfer imped-
ance of leaky shields. In Section 4.2.4, methods for calculating multiple
shield transfer impedances are presented. Use of the transfer impedance in
choosing interface cabling is illustrated through an example in Section 4.2.8.

4.2.2 Solid Shield Transfer Impedance

The transfer of energy from the solid shield onto the inner conductor is
primarily through diffusion. For a solid shield of conductivity :cl the trans-

fer impedance ZT is given by

Ti' 1 + j .2
iL~~i Z~T 2roa si1nn ri

where

r -iwuo( C + .'.

T = shield thickness, ass:.in: also -".

T << r t.e s6-ie*.d c":er ra:s .;

/2
a skin det *h ir t .5 -

A plot of the normalized transfer impedance, S rT and its phase, obtained
SNh r

from the plane-wave solution, is shown ir Figure 4.2. Also shown in Figure 4.2
are the high frequency and low frequency ipproximations to tne transfer im-
pedance.

The results in Figure 4.2 are based on the following a.,urpticns:

1. The shields are good conductors (- "

2. Diameter of the cable is small compared to the shortest wave-
length of interest.

3. The current is uniformly distributed over tre circumference
of the cable.

4. The coupling between the core current and tne outer snie!
current is loose, so that variations in tne intericr czrents
(associated with differences in their :etninacions ,o ncz c jse
significant changes in the tctal cacle current.
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5. Radiation of the conductor can be neglected.

For reference purposes, the skin depth for various metals versus frequency is
shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.3 Transfer Impedance of Leaky Shields

4.2.3.1 Braided-Wire Shields

The most common type of shielded cable is the braided-wire shielded cable. An
analytic determination of the transfer impedance and transfer admittance for
braided-wire cable is possible by taking into account diffusion through the
shield and direct field penetration through the numerous apertures in the cable
shield.

The transfer impedance for a cable having a braided-wire shield is shown in
Figure 4.4 and is given by [4.4].

"T = Zd + JWMl2 (4.14)

where Zd is the transfer impedance due to diffusion through a solid shield O-

having the same DC resistance per unit length as the braided-wire shield, and
" 12 is the mutual inductance term. The mutu,! inductance term takes into ac-

count the direct magnetic field penetration through the numerous rhombic aper-
.tures in the braided-wire shield. The diffusion term and mutual inductance
term are

Z" 4 (1 +j)d/
d2NCo cos a sirh(I +j)d/6 (4.15)

M. M - K)(<

" )C E(e)-(I - e:)K(e) <45)

-. (4.16)

K (e)-) (a>45). )i

where

d is the strand diameter,

is the skin depth in the shield at the frequency
of interest,

N is the number of strands per carrier, (4.17)

C is the number of carriers,

is the coiductivity of the wires,
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K is tne ootical coverage of the braid,

a is the weave angle, and

K(e) and E(e) are the complete elliptical integrals of
the first and second kind, respectively, which are
dependant upon the eccentricity.

The eccentricity of an elliptic aperture which approximates a rhombic hole is!2
JvI7ta'ta (a<45O)

ct2, (a>45") (4.18)

The optical coverage is

K NdC (4.19)
-4a cosa

where a is the shield radius which is small compared to the shortest wavelength
of interest. The radius of the shield 'a' should be replaced by 'a+d' for small
diameter cables to improve accuracy [4.4].

Figure 4.5 shows us that a group of individual wire strands make up a single
carrier. The carriers are woven about other carriers and the weave angle is
the angle that the carrier makes in the axial direction.

The major assumption built into the braided-wire cable transfer impedance ;
that the rhombic apertures resulting in weaving can be approximated by ellip-
tical holes. The transfer impedance for the braided-wire cable is very accur-
ate at low frequencies (i.e. d<<6) and accurate at high frequencies (i.e. -.1 2

>>Zd) to less than a factor of 3 £4.4].

An example of the normalized transfer impedance fcr various optical coverages
is shown in Figure 4.6.

The transfer admittance of the braided-wire shielded cable is dependent upon
the external surroundings and is given by [4.4]

YT : Jw'2 '0"

where ( CC 2  3/Z 1

I 1L(l-K)~/ -e) (:j45°)

g 6C (1-K E5e)

C. is the per un~t length mutudl cacacitance of zihe
inner conductor and snield,

C, is the per unit iengh capaciznce cf rne snielt,
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I,

e is the insulation permittivity.

The correction factor

Z
g C (4.22)

takes into account that the cable sheath dielectric covering C2 and inner

insulation dielectric can differ. The dielectric sheath is composed of botn
the outer cable insulation and surrounding media (i.e. air, water, etc.).
The remaining parameters in (4.21) are given in (4.17), (4.18), and (4.19).

Table 4.1 summarizes braided-wire shield characteristic parameters for popular
coaxial cables. Figure 4.6 compares braided cable transfer impedance with the
corresponding solid shield (TUBE).

4.2.3.2 Tape Wound Shields

Another popular method used by manufacturers for shielding cables is the tape-
wound shield. This process of shielding can be divided into three distinct
categories. The tape-wound shield can have the turns not overlapped and no con-
tact between the turns, or the tape can be overlapped, or thn tape can have a
gap between the turns.

3 For a tape-wound shield in which the turns are not overlapped and have no con-
tact between turns, the transfer impedance is [4.al

ZT  = ZTUBE + Zs  (..22)

where
R (l+j)T/S

'TUBE sinh[(1+j)T/4J (4.24)

Zs =R ° [[(I+j)T/a] coth [(i+j)T/]+

(4.25)L)T2 a 2
T tan

0
The transfer impedance is composed of a diffusion term (4.24) and a term which
relates to the axial magnetic field leakage of the tape seam (4.25). The re-
maining parameters are the DC resistance per unit length R0 , the shield tnick-

ness T, the skin depth in the shield at the frequency of interst :, tne shield
radius a, the wrap angle with respect to the axial direction, and the skin
depth for the shield with the permeability being that of free space :0. icure
4.7 shows a cable having a tape-wound shield. Figure 4.8 shows the chance in
transfer impedance as a function of spiral angle. This figure snows that at

L low frecuencies (i.e. T<<-) the larger soiral angles result in a larcer trans-
fer impedance. At high frequencies (i.e. Ti<., the smaller wrap angle has :re
lowest transfer impecance. NLote that as the ..rao angle ap:roacres :ero trat
the cable transfer impedance approaches the solid shield solution.
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For the other types of tape-wound shields, the transfer impedance can be cal-
culated usinq (4.23), (4.24), and (4.25) providing the wrap angle is modified
accordingly. For tape-wound shields where there is a gap between turns, the
wrap angle is

cos ((W+W 0)/z-a) (4.26)

where W is the width of the tape and W is the width of the gap. For tape-
0

wound shields where there is overlap between turns, the wrap angle is

L = cos-1 ((W-W 0/Za) (4.27)

where W is the width of the tap and W is the amount of overlap.

For the case where there is a gap between turns, the cable shield does not
provide for 100' optical coverage of the inner conductors. Consequently there
is a transfer admittance associated with the tape-wound shield with a gap be-
tween turns. The transfer admittance is given by (4.20) and the capacitance
per unit length is [4.4]

1 2o
64ra cos(

where C1 is the per unit length mutual capacitance between the inner conductors

and t~e shield, C2 is the capacitance per unit length for the shield, and s is

the dielectric constant of the insulator.

4.2.4 Transfer Impedance For Cables With Multiple Shields

The equivalent transfer impedance for multiply shielded cables can be obtained
by multiple applications of the two layer transfer impedance formula given in
(4.5). For example, suppose we have the triply shielded cable with a solid
tubular outer shield, and two inner braided-wire shields. For simplicity, sup-
pose that the characteristic imedance of all three shields are the same, Zo .
The equivalent transfer impedance is

ZTIZT2  (4.29)
ZT 2Zo + JL

where

ZT3ZT4
-2 T _____ (4.30))ZT2 - 2Z +J

0T r34

where is the transfer imoedance of the inner braid, ZT is tne cuter trai
transfer impedance, ZT is the tubular shield transfer ioecance, L,, is tne
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mutual inductance between the braided shields, and LN is the mutual induct-
ance between the tubular shield and the outer braided s ield.

The characteristic impedance is in general determined by the cable geometry.
For example, the characteristic impedance for a coaxial cable is

zo  log 

where a is the outer radius of the inner conductor, b is the inner radius of
the outer conductor, u is the permeability of the insualtion, and c is the
the permittivity of the insulation.

4.2.5 Shielded and Unshielded Twisted Pair Cables

In single conductor transmission lines, the return path for the circuit is
either through the ground system or through the shield of a shieldeo cable.
The ground loop formed by the transmission line can couple considerable energy
to the circuit elements. To minimize the induction loop area and consequently
voltage sources, twisted pairs of cables are often used. A detailed discussion
of the coupling mechanism is in Section 9.2.1 of Grounding and Bonding.

A time varying uniform magnetic field impinging radially upon the twistea pair
cable provides for approximate elimination of the voltage sources (see Figure
4.9a). This is because the net induction loop area in the direction of the
magnetic field is less than one twist of the cable pair.

For a time varying uniform magnetic field impinging axially on the twisted pair
cable, the effective induction loop area is a circular loop the radius of tre
insulation on one of the twisted pair cables times the number of twists in the
cable (see Figure 4.9b). This composes an air wound solenoid. Thus it is pos-
sible, although not probable, to couple large amounts of energy into a system.

When the magnetic fields are not uniform there is even greater coupling to the
twisted pair cable. This coupling is generally small due to the small loop
areas formed by the cables.

When a twisted pair is shielded, the current sources driving the cable are
greatly reduced. This is because the shield reduces the electrostatic coupling
into the cables (i.e. small transfer admittance). This is part of cable shield- -

ing and is discussed in the previous sections. Low magnetic and electrostatic
field cable coupling is thus possible for shielded twisted pair cables. Thus,
the use of shielded twisted pairs can virtually eliminate spurrious signals
from appearing on signal lines.

4.2.6 Measured Surface Transfer Impedance of Navy Shielded Cables

This subsection describes the results of a testing efFort to measure the s ?-
face transfer impedance of a number (15) of shielded cables currently in use
by -he U.S. Navy C4.5]. The objectives of this zest e:for: was to *etermi7e :e
shielding provided by these cables.

r.
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The tests were carried out using the triaxial test figures and the swept fre-
quency continuous wave (CW) test procedure, described in Section 10.2.

A general description of the fifteen (15) types of shielded cables tested and
. their physical/electrical characteristics are given in Table 4.2. As can be

seen in the table, the shield designs of all cables except the 2SJ-ll are of
braid-wire construction. The 2SJ-ll cable shield consists of a spiral-wrapped
copper tape. All of these cables are used in shielded circuit applications

i* aboard U.S. Navy ships. These applications include weapons control, radar,
NTDS, sonar, interior communications, lighting, and power circuits. Of the
cables listed in Table 4.2, only the 2SWU-1 and DSWS-4 are watertight cables.
These cables are used where a watertight'deck or bulkhead is to be penetrated.
The cable geometry parameters are provided in Table 4.3 for reference purposes.

A summary of the measurement results is presented in Table 4.4. Continuous
- plots of the magnitude of the transfer impedance as a function of frequency

are given in Figures 4.10 through 4.24.

4.2.7 Supplemental Measured Surface Transfer Impedance of Shielded Cables
and Discussion

From the measured transfer impedance and shielding effectiveness of other
. shielded cables, some general observations concerning the shielding effective-

ness of shielded cables can be made. That is, the shielding effectiveness is
affected by corrosion, choice of shielding material, grounding of the armor
shield, braid angle, wire size and use of multiple shields to name a few. This
subsection addresses some of these effects and their relation to the shielding
effectiveness of shielded cables.

Reference 4.1 gives some computed results for a double solid shielded cable Aac
meters long with a core of 8 pairs of 16-gauge copper wires and 18 pairs of 19-
gauge copper wires. The cable shields were shorted at the ends, and the core to
inner shield termination was open circuited. The other characteristics are
shown in Table 4.5.

Figure 4.25 shows the transfer impedance magnitude as computed from (4.3). Fig-
ures 4.26 and 4.27 illustrate the current response to a unit impulse of current

" in the outer shield and the voltage response to the same impulse.

Transfer impedance measurements of five different cable types are listed below
C4.1]:

1. RG 62B/U, single shield (Figure 4.28)

2. RG 13A/U, double shield (Figure 4.29)

3. RG 58A/U, triax (Figure 4.30)

4. Electronic Specialty Co. Evaluation Test Cable O.170-incn
diameter solid shield (Figure 4.31)

5. RG 12/U Armored:

La. with armor floating (Figure 4.32)

b. with armor bonded to the cable outer conductor at
ends (Figure 1.33). (NOTE: the bond was rade using a
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Table 4.5 Characteristics of Example Cable [4.1]

i Characteristic Outer Gap Inner Gap Core
Sheath Sheath

Materi al Air, tli ld
Copper Polyethylene steel Polyethylene Copoer

- Radius (.cm) 2.2 1.5 - 1.0

Thickness (mils) 20 10 -

Conductivitya
(mho/m) 4.7 x 107 0 7.5 x 106 0 5.8 x lO7

Relative ..
Permeability 1.0 1.0 620 1.0 1.0

Dielectric
Constant 10 1.4 10 2 10

NOTE: aThe reduced conductivity of the outer sheath was used to accommodate the

fact that the outer sheath was corrugated.
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I-

lu, resistivity plastic cement made by Emerson and Cummings,
ECCO BOND SOLDER 56C).

In measurements performed on the cable shields of RG/18 [4.6], the two shields
(an outer aluminum braid, and an inner flexible copper braid) of 1 meter length
of RG/18 were removed and the shielding effectiveness of each shield was meas-
ured separately. The measuring technique consisted of wrapping the shield
around a glass tube which contained an internal magnetic loop pickup. This
pickup was inserted between the plates of a parallel plate transmission line
which was their energy source. The shielding effectiveness was defined as

20 Loop Voltage Without Braid (4.32)

loglo Loop Voltage With Braid

Figure 4.34 shows the results obtained for copper braid with loose ends which
aporoximated a long cable length. Figure 4.35 presents the results for the same
shield with the ends circumferentially soldered to represent a short cable
length. The results for a corroded aluminum outer braid are presented in Fig-
ure 4.36 which indicates that corrosion seriously degrades shielding effective-
ness.

____ H'
-"-- I

C,
. 10

- 0

;0 KNl I , IOWA

Frequency

Figure 4.36 Shielding Effectiveness of Cylindiical Iluminum Braid
with Loose Ends (with corrosion) r4.6]

In Reference 4.1, shielding effectiveness data for variois solid shielded
cables are related to RG-9 A/U which is a Joutle braided silver plated cable
commonly used by microwave test equipment manufacturers. RG-9 will orobably
respc,-,i as shown in Figure a.6 for braided cables. These data (Figures 3.37
through 3.41) indicate that additional shields provide a ststar :tal in:rease
in shielding.
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Ferromagnetic materials can provide added shielding because of their high rel-

ative permeabilities, but the effect of high permeability is limited by satu-

Sration levels. Therefore, the material thickness must be great enough to

prevent complete saturation. The depth of saturation penetration for high

permeability materials and sinusoidal excitation is given as [4.2)

p 1 /A (4.33)
,' aBsfa

where p is the depth of saturation penetration (m), A is the peak current

amplitude (A), a is the conductility (mhos/m), Bs is the saturation flux

(W/m2 ), f is the frequency (Hz), and a is the outer shield radius (m). Table

4.6 shows values of - and Bs for typical materials.

Table 4.6 High-Permeability Material Properties [4.2]

Maeil2 6
Material Saturation Flux (WI)/m Conductivity (10 mhos/m)

Annealed Steel 2.1 10.0

Hipernom 0.75 1.6

Hipernik 1.6 2.0

Hiperco 2.42 4.0

45 Permalloy* 1.6 2.2

78 Permalloy 1.07 6.3

4-79 Permalloy 0.87 1.3

Supermalloy 0.8 1.7

*Similar properties for Nicaloi, 4750 alloy, Carpenter 49, Armco d8.

For example, a current peak of 100 A at a frequency of 10 .H: in O.'~- ,

radius Hipernom (a = 1.6 x 1O6 mhos/m and Bs = 0.75 W/m2) results in a depth

of saturation penetration of 2.9 x 10-5 m or about 1 mil.

A similar approximation can be used for pulses

where Q is the current-time integral of the pulse (A-sec).

Increases in attenuation at low excitation levels result from energy stored in
the magnetic field in the material. Whe.i the material is completely saturated,
some attenuation remains because it is still a good conductor of finite thick-
ness.
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Table 4.7 contains a summary of cable shielding material ,4.7].

4.2.8 Example of Using the Transfer Impedance Concept in Choosing the
Cable

Consider the case of an exterior cable connecting critical equipment on an
unhardened destroyer class ship. This means that the current on the cable
shield can be 60 times the current on the inner conductor (pin current). From
(4.4), the transfer impedance of the cable must be chosen such that

ZT0 + > (4.35)

where z is the length of the exterior cable, Zc is the characteristic impedance

of the cable, Z is the impedance of the source, and Z, is the impedance of the0"

load. If Z= Z= Zc = 50Q and recalling that (.-2-c/,), the transfer imped-

ance must be

i~Ii - (:26) -

This says that the longer the cable, the greater the shielding must be.

For a 100 m cable, the transfer impedance must be less than 17,•In/m. This would
correspond to using a high quality single shielded cable or possibly a multipl,i
shielded cable. It should be warned that this analysis assu,.ies that the con-
nectors used play no significant part in coupling exterior cable currents in
the inner conductors.

4.3 Cable Connectors

4.3.1 Transfer Impedance and Shielding Effectiveness

Cable connectors interface cables to other cables and cables to equipment. -lost
rf connectors shield the inner conductors (pins) with a solid shield. Nleverzhe-
less, there are three or more locations where electrical contact is weak. That
is, the cable shield can make poor electrical contact with the connector shield
and the connector plug can make poor electrical contact with the socket. Also,
the backshell can make poor connection with plug/receptacle. In any case,
spurious currents and/or voltages are induced on the inner conductor(s) due to
leakage at these discontinuities. Note these source terms differ from those
discussed in (4.1) and (4.2) in thac they are point hhighly localized) source
terms.

The source terms that drive the inner conductors can be determined from t'ie
transfer impedance. The point voltage sources are determined :om -he l'ioe.
parameter transfer impedance ZT times the connector current i, i.e.

V ZVs( T c - )
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There are no significant current source terms if the connector provices 1C00
optical coverage. However, there are instances when less than 100: optical
coverage can arise because of poor installation of the connector.

Some typical values for the lumped parameter transfer impedance are shown in
Table 4.8 where R and M are related to the transfer impedance by

Z = R + j:M (4.38)

The shielding effectiveness for connectors (like cables) is defined in many
varying ways. For this reason care should be taken when using shielding effec-
tiveness tables and graphs. Hence, a single general relationship between
shielding effectiveness and transfer impedance is not within the scope of this
handbook. However, shieldiq effectiveness measurements made using the same
test fixture, loads, etc. are commonly used in the industry to compare con-
nectors. Although shielding effectiveness information is not amenable for
determining transient voltage levels developed on cables, the concept is use-
ful in comparing connector types to one another. This will be discussed later
in subsection 4.3.3 where connector types are compared using the shielding
effectiveness concept.

4.3.2 Measured TransfE. Impedance of Navy Cable Connectors

This subsection describes results of a testing effort to measure the transfer
impedance of a number (13) of cable connectors in use by the U.S. Navy [d.ll].
The objective was to determine the EMP protection provided by various connector
configurations and materials.

The tests were performed using the triaxial test fixtures and swept continucus
wave (CW) test procedures described in Section 10.2 for measuring the surface
transfer impedance of cable shields.

The connectors which were tested are made up from three separate parts - a
shell, a plug and a socket. The Military Specification (MS) part numbers for
the shell-plug-socket combinations which were tested are given in Table 4.9.
All parts are in the MS3400 series which are used for shipboard jacketed cable

applications only. Also included in the table ar' the cable types which were
used with the connectors and the code number which is used to identify tne
connector on the test result curves.

For EMP protection, a connector must provide a low impedance Path for current
flow from the cable shield to the external side of the bulkhead and must main-
tain shielding integrity so that energy inducad on the cable shield will be
dumped outside the compartment which the cable is encering. Factors which
determine the connector impedance and shielding integrity are 1) shape and
size, 2) method by which the cable shield is attached to the connector snei!,
3) material and finish, 4) contact maintained through threaded or other connec-
tions, and 5) the method by which the socket is attached to tne bulkneaZ.

The shape and size of the connector will contribute to reslstance 'Sur:ce
area) and inductance. Calculation of the impedance as a function cf sr:ce
extremely difficult and has not been attempted.
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Discontinuities in the current flow path result in increased resistance and
breaking of shield integrity. One such discontinuity occurs at the connection
between the cable shield and the shell. Pressure connection between cable
shield and shell unavoidably results in some contact resistance. When such a
pressure connection is not provided in the shell design, the cable shield must
be connected back to the cable clamp via a wire. The inductance associated
with this wire contributes greatly to overall connector impedance and radia-
tion of energy to the cable core conductors. These shield termination methods
are illustrated in Figure 4.42. The "Extended Shield Conductor" shown in the
figure was used to provide an additional shield termination in the tests.

A second discontinuity in the current flow path occurs at the threaded connec-
tions. The degree of contact obtained in threaded connections is a strong fac-
tor in determining the resistance and energy leakage of the connector and is
dependent on mechanical design (0houlder, thread and seat), torque used when
tightening the connection, and finish on the material.

A third discontinuity which contributes to resistance and energy leakage is
mounting of the socket to the bulkhead. For flange mounting, a socket surface
to bulkhead surface discontinuity exists. For jam nut mounting, the socket
thread to jam nut and jam nut surface to bulkhead surface interfaces both
contribute to overall discontinuity.

Table 4.10 lists some of the properties of the connectors which were tested
that effect their electrical characteristics. These properties include the
material and finish of the parts, provision for electrical termination of the
cable shield on the shell, and the mechanical mounting of the socket. All
illustrated in the table, the connectors which were tested encompass a number
of combinations of materials, finish, shield termination and socket mounting
methods.

The transfer impedance magnitude for all connectors with the exception of =5
are presented in Figures 4.43 and 4.44. It was found that the socket mounting
method does not have a significant effect on the measured value of ZT. The

results obtained for connector #5 are discussed separately for the other
connectors.

In the tests on the connectors, two shield connection methods were used (see
Figure 4.42). When the extended shiel- conductor is floating, the cable shield
is connected externally (to the connector shell). When the extended shield
conductor is connected, the cable shield is grounded externally and internally.

The curves of Figure 4.43 for which the cable shield is connected externally
show the marked superiority of connectors for which the cable shield is ter-
minated on the connector shell. Connectors =2A, :2B, =4 and =9 all require a
conductor connected between shield and cable clamp for cable shield termination.
The inductance that this lead adds to the impedance of the surface current ,atn
and the radiation from this lead (effectively a loop) results in a substantial
increase in the value of Z,.

'.,hen the extended rable shield is connected to provide an external and Internal
connection for the cable shield, a reduction in Z, results. Tnis is because c;

the reduction of current flow on tne connector tecause anozher current atn has

':1
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been provided. However, this additional current path allows energy flow
directly from the cable shield to the internal side of the bulkhead (the
compartment). Paths which bring eriergy from external to internal areas must
be avoided to obtain specified levels of EMP protection.

The effects of repeated connecting of the connectors and whether or not the
connector shell is grounded are shown in Figures 4.45 and 4.46, respectively.
From these results, the unnecessary reconnection of connectors is not recom-
mended.

4.3.3 Supplemental Measured Transfer Impedances of Cable Connectors

In subsection 4.3.2, some of the problems associezed with attaching the cable
shield to the connector and grounding the connector were discussed. Added in
this sabsection are the problems associated with the connector plug - connector
socket interface. Both problems can be alleviated by achieving low impedance
electrical contacts.

Reference 4.16 presents shielding effectiveness as a function of coupTing
torque for the NAS 1599 multipin threaded connector in a vibration environment.

-The shielding effectiveness is defined as

S.E. = 20 log1 O 12 (4.39)

where 11 is the current in the connector shell, and 12 is the current induced

on the center conductor. The results are shown in Figures 4.47 through 4.52.
Figures 4.47 through 4.49 show shielding effectiveness as a function of torque
for the size 10 and 12 connectors and also for the size 10 connectors with rf
fingers. About 20 dB may be gained in some cases by the use of higher torque
than can be obtained by hand. Rf fingers can add up to 20 dB more shielding.

5 The frequency of the measurements was in the range of .5 to 50 MHz.

The connectors were tested under the vibration environment given in Figure 4.50.
The results are given in Figures 4.51 and 4.52 for the size 10 and 12 connec-
tors. respectively. Vibration degrades the shielding effectiveness of the size
10 connector as much as 15 dB at low torque levels, while there is no degrada-
tion at torque levels above 80 in-lb. Shielding effectiveness of the size 12
connector is degraded 60 dB at hand-tight levels and between 5-10 dB at torque
levels above 100 in-lb. These experiments show that hand-tightening NAS 1599
connectors is not sufficient and that additional torque is needed.

4.3.4 Example of Using the Transfer Impedance Concept in Choosing the
Cable Connector

Let's again consider the case of an exterior cable connecting critical equip-
ment on an unhardened destroyer class ship. Let's assume that the cable con-
nector connects two cables. The loads on either side of the connector are tne
characteristic impedances, Zc. Thus the low frequency transfer impedance of

the connector can be expressed by the express 4on similar to (4.35)
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IF

ZT Z / 30 (4.40)

where (Is = 60 1p where Is is the shield current and Ip is the pin current).
Thus the transfer impedance for a 50 .2 cable must be less than 1.7 c:. This
condition can easily be met by most connectors with the possible exception of
anodized connectors (see Table 4.8). Thus the use of connectors presents less
leakage than a meter of braided cable, unless poor installation practices
(such as using pigtails or connecting the cable shield inside the connector
shell) are used.
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C;APTER 5

INTERFACE SUSCEPTIBILITY AjNALYSIS

5.0 Executive Su'rnary

The material in Chapter 5 discusses computer and simple 'and analysis tech-
niques for determining circut damage thresholds dt the equipment interface
pins. The methods are used fcr determining whether or not the transients

U. specified in Section 2.4 will cause component damage and consequent ecuipment
failure.

5.1 Background

Most circuits are designed for steady state operation. In order to protect
equipment from EMP induced transients, the designer must address the problems
associated with the introduction of these pulses on the equipment interface
pins. Specifically, the circuits must endure the interface pin transients
specified in Section 2.4.3.

Much of this chapter addresses the procedure for determining component damage
thresholds from the manufacturer's specifications on an individual component
[5.1-5.15]. Once the transient dainace threshold of the components is
established it can be determined whether circuit hardening is reouired by
performing an interface susceptibility analysis [5.15-5.18].

Tne interface susceptibility analysis determines for a specified tnreat the
I minimum levels of voltagle'and current on an interface nin that are sufficient

to permanently damage one or more components. The analysis can be oerfcrmed
with only a calculator or more complex computer circuit codes [3.19-5.211, with
corresponding accuracy.

The circuit will be required to be hardened if the equipment fails when
stressed by the transient pulse. Individual comoonents fail when the transient
pulse causes permanent damage of the component. There are two basic mechanismis
causing components to fail. The first damage mechanism is dielectric treakdown.
Dielectric breakdown can occur when voltage levels are exceeded for a given
thickness of dielectric material. Dielectric breakdown accounts for arcima

* between coils on inductors and transformers, ouncture of dielectrics between
the plates of a capacitor, and puncture of the oxides in MOS devices. The

r second damage mechanism is thermal heating of the component. Thermal !eating
of the component can cause leads to melt on delicate components, junctions ir
semiconductors to diffuse, and changes in the microstructure of metal oxide
varistors.

Manufacturers generally specify the DC voltage ratings of components ccnta',
dielectrics that may break down. Transient voltage ratings are typicaily
oraater than the DC voltage ratina on dielectrics for short duratior :uIses.
This is because dielectric breakdown is dependent on voltace Trae o rise
kcf. Section 6.3.2 on dielectric breakdown cevices). In addition, elec:',-
voltage ratinas decend u on the thickness of t e dielectric mate , . -
example, OS devices can break down for o'.'r-oiaces acrcss t'e t .
junctions. Consecuently, some 7OS Tanuzar=r's build i -a vol a.e i -' '
device to protect this juncticn.$ ctcrs arc transoor-ers "av . .. ...

w coatincs or the wires. 'ihen fast -a:e c- risi .... :ae se":s C: ' SC"



an inductor (or transformer) an overvoltage can occur between the dielectric
coating. However, DC voltage ratings are generally specified by the manufacturer
and often can be used as worst-case estimates of dielectric breakdown levels.
Consequently, dielectric breakdown as a failure mechanism i3 not dwelt upon
heavily in this chapter.

Thermal heating of components is the primary concern in this chapter. This is
because transient damage thresholds caused by heating are not specified by the
component manufacturers.

The components most susceptible to thermal damage are semiconductors (Figure 5.1).
The method for oredicting failure thresholds of discrete semiconductor devices
was developed by Wunsch [5.14] and Tasca [5.13]. They found that the power
required for thermal damage of the simple semiconductor junction obeyed the
relation

P t 112 (51-

\ - for rectangular pulses of durations t betw en 100 nanoseconds and 10 nano-asecnds(whch s the time regime of Ynter st for EMP). The constant or

proportionality in (5.1) became known as tht-unsch damage cinstan- is a
characteristic of a specific device.

Later, it was shown [5.22] that the simple thermal model of Wunsch and Tasca
was lacking for certain classes of devices. In fact, discrepancies over two
orders of magnitude between the damage constants obtained from experimental
and analytical models wer, possible. This resulted in the investigation [5.23]
of new models to adequately (within a factor of 10) predic: the damage constants
of semiconductor devices that did not strictly adhere to the simple thermal
model of Wunsch and Tasca. This resulted in damage models for not only diodes,
but also transistors and integrated circuits.

The accuracy of using the models and data is limited. Experimentally determirec
Wunsch damage constants should be derated. Changes in component technolory
over the years have resulted in smaller devices which perform the same Function
as components having the same device number using older tecnnolocies. There
are also differences in manufacturing design for the same comoonenr. Corse-
quently Wunsch damage constants determined experimentally 'or a unicue oar:
can vary from manufacturer-to-manufacturer and year-to-year. For this reason,
Wunsch damage constants measured for a particular Dart should oe derazed ty a

4 factor of five when applied to other devices with the same oar: rmcer.

Also, analytically determined Wunsch damace constants should te deratec by a
factor of 50 or greater. Derating should be done largely because of uncertain-
ties in extending the analytic models to devices that nave never teen tested.
In addition, there is a large spread in the measjred data .men cevices are
grouped according to device family. Device family pertains to tie crouc -

of devices according to technology (i.e. TTL, '_L, ".S, etc., ,cres 7.2 a c
5.3 illustrate the variation in measured failure levels, an- c-..s -- e -ee
for derating devices when grouped in this wa,.

Section 5.2 briefy des -ribese nr-n7n - co oonent :a-,r :'czes. ar ..
provides detailed models for the most jl-e-eate cc-cor=_ _... e -2
shown for determining damace cons:anzs -:r: e.:1.era.7 c ,-f.
soeci7ica:ion sneets and by estima-inc.
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Once the component damage thresholds are established, the circuit can be
analyzed using simple or computer analysis techniques to see if any components
are damaged when subjected to the transients specified in Section 2.4.3. Simple
techniques requiring only a calculator (hand analysis) as well as computer
analysis techniques are discussed in Section 5.3.

In addition Section 5.3 describes methods of organization and documentation.
The method of determining hardness margins is also presented.

This chapter concludes with an example section which demonstrates circuit ana-
lysis methods. Several examples are cited in Section 5.4 that demonstrate the
analsis techniques in Section 5.3.

Should the circuit be shown to be soft (susceptible to damage), the technicues

in Chapters 6 and 8 should be considered to provide interface hardeniro.

5.1.1. Outline for Performing the Interface Susceptibility Znalysis

The first step in either preliminary or detail analysis is the deter-minatior
of failure criteria. Electronic components will be discussed in five ceneral
categories: semiconductors, resistors, capacitors, inductive devices and
miscellaneous components such as switches and lamps. The hierarchy of data
sources is discussed. A discussion of failure models used is included. The
failure models are readily calculated on a handheld calculator.

5.1.2 Qerating of Damage Power Levels

The procedures and models described in this document caiculate failure Dower
(P.) as the nominal or average value, with the exception of integratec circuits.

,or semiconductors derate: 1/50 for analytical data; >5 :cr L_ S::*
exoerimental data and assumed standard models for transistors and does.
and 1/100 for assumed standard models for intecrated circuits arc a
modules.

5.1.3 Choosing Component Failure Models

The data sources for potentially susceptible componerts -,ay e pr~oriti :e
as follows:

PRIORITY I - SUPERSAP2* experimental taz3

PRIORITY II - Analytical models deined 4n Sectior 5.2

PRIORITY III - Assumed Standard Models.

The highest priority data source available should te used.

71.l.,l Con,,ersion of Damped Sire Pulse to cectargular Pilse .

The transient pulse used for testing ecuipne-t s:eclIed - e 2..
is a damoed sinusoid pulse. In orcer to ise t:e '.hiuscn a-a~e 1cce:&S, -.-
necessary to convert the damrced sinuscid ,juise .o a- e:.i..aet ect :-

*SUPERSAP2 is a Eu:liclv avalat'e ai;.,re -:,e :a'- :-s
descr'oeC in dea< n Sec*4or 5...

L



pulse. Conversion to rectangular pulses has the following built in assuripticn
C5.16]:

1. Significant heating of the semiconductor device occurs only
when the device is in reverse breikdown, and

2. Device parameters, such as breakdown voltace, do not change
significantly during the damped sine excitation.

The relation between the damped sine pulse with a decay factor Q and the square
* pulse of duration t is given by [5.16]

tp - (5.2)

where f is the frequency of the sine pulse and B is a constant which is a
function of Q. The relationship between B and Q is shown in Figure 5.4. Note
that for a Q of 16+4 the upper limit is chosen for conversion which results
in a B of 1.8. That is, in this handbook, the coversion of the damoed sine pulse
of Section 2.4.3 to a rectangular pulse is

t z T- 1 (5.3)

where tp is the rectangular pulse duration and f is the frequency of the

sine pulse.

5.2 Device Damage Mechanisms

This section describes circuit component failure modes and how to model them
for the most vulnerable component types: semiconductors, resistors, capacitors,
inductive devices, and miscellaneous components. For each of these comccnent
types, methods of obtaining failure data from SUPERSA?2, manufacturers' soeci-
fication sheets, and estimates are described. Further information on device
damage mechanisms and modeling are available in References 5.1 through 5.15.

5.2.1 Semiconductor Failure

Semiconductor devices include diodes, transistors, integrated circuits, silicon
controlled rectifiers, and thyristcrs. These devices consist of one or more
interconnected p-n junctions with various junction areas and doping levels.
Overall device failure is caused by permanent damage to one of :te p-n junctions.

The main source of permanent damage in p-n junctions is a heatinc effec: called
thermal second breakdown [5.13). Whenever voltaces or currents are impressed
uoon semiconductors, the bulk resistance of the o-n junction resujlts in nowe,-
dissipation in the form of heat. Thermal second breakdowr is a Iccal te-a
runaway effect at the junction, resulting in microplasmas and hot soots
(melting of the junction). This failure mode is a function of junction
parameters such as geometry, thickness, doping, resistivity, and otb'er oara-
meters such as biasing and device geometry

The z-n junction parameters car be used to anaJ'':Ciy :'e- e . -
ta-age :cnstants when measured camace constants are "kw n -. .. :... a e nkncwr. ,.c L c* n
parameters can be calculated from the device operatinc charac:eris:ics civen
by the manufacturer or D.A.T.A. books .inich sjmmari- ma auac:zrers de'i':e
characteristics. Typical characteri cs for semiconductor e/ices are s
in Figure 5.5. which depicts a low-cus: silic:n rect"ie .. -es_ sa-e.:es :

i TC::
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IN 3 6 59thru IN3 6 6 3 (SILICON)

U Low-cost silicon rectifiers in hermeticaIly sealed,
press-fit case, designed for operation under severe
environmental conditions. Cathode connected to case,
but available with reverse polarity by adding suffix

CASE 43 "R" to type number.
(00.21)

m 
.

MAXIMUM RATINGS (TC  25'C unless otherwise noted)

RatngIA Wa 111al IX6 IN Units
,n Syb I lmm WII I ll KWA

Peakt Repetitive Reverse voitage VRM(rep) 50 100 200 300 j400 V C11U
DC Blocking VoZt.ge VR I : -
RMS Reverse Voltage r 35 70 140 210 280 V=4t~

Average HaJl-Wave RecUifed For- 10
wazrd Current with Resistive Lo"d

o 100C cue 30 Air;
a 150,C cast 25 Arp

Peak One Cycle Surge Current I }F re 4r- Amp
(1S0C case tempi 60 Hz) !m Isu

Opers ig Junction Temperacure T -es to 175 "C

Storage Temperature i Tstg -65 to -200 2C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

10 IN=IWI 113 W 1 iNrnz 18351
IN IX3__ lim I16 1 IN491

__________Forward_ Iotg VF 1. 1.2 1._Z1.__~t

%UmumU Full Cycle Average V
Forward Voltage Drup Rated F(AV) 0.7 0.7 0. 0.7 0.7 %e:,s
PIv and C,rent j
%ta.mum Full Cycle Averaee
Reverse Current 4 Rated PIV a.A
Current (as half-wave rectifier, IR(AV) 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0

resistive load. 150,C)

Thernal Resistance I @Jc L. 0

Figure 5.5 Typical Characteristics Provided b.,/ Semiconduc"-
Manufacturers C5.24]
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device characteristics are shown in D.A.T.A. books in a different format.
"Many of the manufacturers specifications are presented in a format .,.a. is
not readily adaptable to use. That is, there are discrepancies ds to ,.hat
each manufacturer defines as maximum current, breakdown voltage, etc.

When using the analytical models, it is important to use the correct device
characteristics in the equations. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 contain the information
for interpreting information contained in the O.A.T.A. books to be consistent
with the symbols contained in the following subsections. Shown in Tables 5.1
and 5.2 are the sections of the D.A.T.A. book that particular devices can be
found and the method for converting the information contained in that section
for use in the analytical models. These device characteristics in order of
presentation are breakdown voltage, maximum current, junction capacitance,
junction to ambient thermal resistance, and junction to case thermal re-
sistance.

Semiconductor failure is related to the power dissipated in the junctions,
and this failure power has been determined experimentally to be given by:

P = A t p "  5 4 )
Pf

with A and B device damage constants and t the duration of a rectangular
pulse between 100 ns and 10 :s in width. Fr EM1P threats, the failure power
of most semiconductor devices is given by (5.1), i.e.

Pf = .Ktp-I/

where K is the Wunsch damage constant. Figure 5.1 shows the rance of K For
different component types.

The models for determining semiconductor componen: failure cLrrenz, vo':ace,
and power are now presented.

5.2.1.1 Diodes

Diode failure is well represented by the Wunsch model for the sirple p-n
junction undergoing second thermal oreakdowni, i.e. equation 5.1.

The equivalent circuit failure model for a diode is snow in Ficure 5.5.
surge resistance Rs, is defined as:

~ 3&. S5

If the surge resistance, damage constant, and broakdown voltage are kno..:n, -*

tnen the failure current and voltage are given by:

-V +4,.
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DIODE

Definitin ; and urnit:

RELK Resistance of bulk semiconductor in ohms

V BDC Breakdown voltage at the critical failure temperature, in volts

Rsc = Resistance associated with the space charge in an avalanching
RSC junction, in ohms

I Current required for failure, in amperes

V_ = Voltage required for failure in volts

D- = Doping concentration of the lightly doped side of the Junction,
in atoms/cm

3

3D = Rated breakdown voltage of the diode in volts

= Space charge resistivity in Q'c=2
P $C

= Bulk resistivity in n'cm

= Failure current density in A/cm

= Effective area of a junction in square centimete:s

?lCC,. = Failure current for a 100 nanosecond rectangular pulse, in.- CC",S
amperes. Note: I F is the failure current for other nulse widths.

V 10ONS = Failure voltage for a loo nanosecond rectangular pulse, in

volts. Note: V is the failure voltage for other pulse widths.

K = Wunsch damage constant in W
s 1/ 2

t = Rectangular pulse width, in seconds

= Rated maximum forward current in amperes

= Rated maximum zener current in amperes

C = Reverse biased capacitance in picofarads

RD = Voltage at which CRD is measured in volts

C- n Capacitance at 1 volt ae.'erse bias in picofarads

/-41 V = Zever Voltace

: ru~e 5.6 {cznt'd) 'iace r&ace C---:a:-c- ".'

F4
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DIODE

Definitions and units:

A JL . Junction to lead ther a! resis:ance in *C/.

(specified for 1/8 inch lead lensth)

O JA Junction to ambient thermal resis:pce in OCI

Figure 5.6 Diode Damage Computation (Concuded': I5.15]



and

If any ono or all of thcsc cl'ractcristic. .-r' ,j r'-r, the- FiCure 5.6 sa~cws
the method of estimating them from data obt lied from .ne -aacturers'
specification sheets.

When an experimental damage constant is unavailable, it ,s necessary to deter-
mine two parameters of the diode's fabrication in order to make an estimate
[5.153. First it is necessary to know the dooing concentration cf the lichtly
doped side of the junction, because this controls tne current density reoaired
for second breakdown. It also controls the values of botn bulk resistance and
space charge resistance (the two components of surge resistance) as 4ell as t'e
critical breakdown voltage. Second, it is necessary to kncw the ef;ective
junction area, because a larger junction can clearly handle more po'er tnar a
smaller one.

7igure 5.6 shows the parameterization procedures. "he ccoinc concentrat-Ic, *I.,

is determined from the rated (or measured) breakdown voltaoe, (for examcle.
C blocking voltage in Figure 5.5). This value is then used to predict the
critical breakdown voltage (that is, the breakdown voltage at t.e critical fai-
ure temperature). Next, the value of N. is used to predict the space cvarce
resistivity. This is the resistivity associated with an a-alarcing i!nct'cr

and contributes to junction failure throuch !42 heatinc. The bufk res-fc -

is then predicted from No . -his is the resiszivity associate. itf e -

semiconductor material and does not ccntribute :o ;unct:on 7aie. -
found necessary to include bop space cnarge ana bulk resistivitY in or~er t.
accurately predict the resoorse cf all diodes. -inally, the failure current
density is predicted from ND.

The resistances and failure current will be scaled by device area. There are
a number of possible ways to estimate device area, depending on whici para-
meters are available. These are shown in Figure 5.6 n order of pricrity, wit,
the best estimators first. The maximum current ratino of tve diode is hiciv
correlated with effective junction area. The reverse biased caoacitarce is
also well correlated, as expected. !f neither of these is known, the iurc:i:r
to lead and junction to ambient thermal resistances may .e used to :ro,.,,de
area estimate.

Ahen the failure current density is multiolied by area, t!e diode 'ailire
current for a 100 nanosecond rectan-ular pulse is obtaired. Failure
and voltace of other pulse widths (:-, and 'I,,) ca. be calculated t -_:"J us-:
the equation in Figure 5.6. A damace tonstant -ay also t_- calcua:eC i t.r

analyst so desires.

,n example using the ;rccecure outliret 4n ticre 5.6 -:- c:a-4: :-e 3
cirrer:, voltage, ard oowe- is illustra:ec. :rcm 7i.e -.r, : e -

* voltage of the P 13659 diode is 50 volts. T-e -a(z!uLr (] , s,"r: ,
5 amoe'-s. T"ese two 7arar!eters are all tna: is _ec3ire: - -1aiiure crar3c:erst-:s. "s ,'esu:s a Ca.,a.;e J'- . .. .

L .
i4I" 1 t" •



and a failure current of 6.9 kA and failure voltage of 109 V for the 10 !HZ
damped sine pulse. Recall that the damage constant should be derated by 50
to give K a 3.5 W &v. This results in a failure power of 14.3 kW. A quick

1m check of the damage can be found using the range of damage constants from
Figure 5.5. For rectifiers the range of damage constants are 0.3 to 50 ' A .
(Note that the derated damage constant in the above example is in this range).

Some experimental values for the 1Wunsch damage constants for particular diodes
are shown in Table 5.3. Bo'th the simple Wunsch damage constant of (5.1) and
the more general Wunsch damage constants of (5.4) are presented.

5.2.1.2 Transistors

Because transistors are basically back-to-back diodes, the collector-base and
emitter base junction models for a transistor are similar to the diode. One
major difference between diodes and transistors is that transistors have an
effective junction area whereas the diode junction area is the physical Junction
area used in estimating the device failure thresholds.

For transistors, there is more than one junction. The emitter-base junction and
the collector-base junction are analyzed separately. With these few ninor
differences, the transistor is analyzed in the same manner as :he diode. -

The failure power, surge impedance, failure current and voltace for each
junction are given by equations 5.1, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, resoectively. Figures
5.7 and 5.8 contain the parameter estimation techniques for the emitter-base
junction and collector-base junction, respectively.

Some experimental Wunsch damage constants for transistors are shown in ables
5.4 and 5.3 for transistors. The Wunsch damage constants for both (5.1) and
(5.-4) are shown for the emitter-base (Table 5.4) and collector-base (Table 5.5).

5.2.1.3 Integrated Circuits

Integrated circuits and microprocessors can contain thousands of diodes and
transistors and can be modeled as a black box. The black box model takes into
account the fact that there are many current paths through an 1C with one
primary current path which causes IC failure. The integrated circuit follows
the general Wunsch model [5.25] in (5.4), i.e.

Pf = A t -B

where A and B are constants that depend on the device technology (e.g. DTL
[diode-transistor logic], TTL [transistor-transistor logic], etc.) and the port
type (e.g. input, output, or power). Figure 5.9 shows the black box 7odel.
The reouired damage parameters required for each IC port are given in Table 5.5.
Also shown in Table 5.6 are the upper and lower 95" limits for the constant A.
These limits are also shown in Figures 4-2 and 5.3 for an IC using DTL. As
intecrated circuit and microprocessor technology progresses, it is ocssible that
the new devices may deviate even more from the 95'm bounds in Table !.6. :t
should be noted in Table 5.6 that the exoonent of 5.4) for the inout of "'OS
devices is nearly 1/2. This is because MOS inouts are voltage sensitive a-c !re
generally protected by voltane liritino dindes. Consecuentl-v, '.S 4r.-t
usually have the ournout characteristics o4 dicdes.

133



Table 5.3 Diode Damage Parameters 58

F0777 7.70E-'3 .2'E~ 3 -6'-'
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Table 5.3 Diode Damage Parameters (continued)£58

K A3

143157 2 .9E X 7 OOLCE-:
1,43189 7 .43CE-30 7 .40- j 5.:aOCE.2
IN13191 .L.1ZZE.OC 9.AUE-CZ 9.725E-2',
13I34A 1.40CE-2 1.40OE-2 5.30CE-)"
L13545 7 .24OE- 9 -62E-4 .1E'

*1N36.10 1.37OE-32. 6.4*OE_0a3 72.20OE-I
V113600 '12OOE-01 .38OE-O! S.:CCI
1113600 1.90OE-31 33C- -ZOE --
13(3818A .ZCE-01 O2CE0 5 :1ICE
~IMC38S .296CE-O;.a-o

1I4O 3.4L67E-31~ 3 .;99E-:Z .S'

UiNS: E-8Ea ~ ~ .C

5.96CE-C :.'sc.7 Q
.1i'4 z:.'9OE-'z . .OE2 .7

1.41850A Z.EE.L..ZCE-. .

4so :.!60E4! .zKC-*::
:"456A i.:26E-01 .cE: s.c
11,31 5.~-3 7-

.44A M.CCE-21 ccE-- :CC
!N237 7.25CE 31 .CE~

11148233 1 .,^CCE- O .7CCE-. -G

V.1536 2.3CGE-O) .CE' .. C-

9.2OCE- 7.C-
-5233 3 0CE0 .=~E_:

11252A 4.362C .C-

1 ' 1535 2 .135C



Table 5.3 Diode Damage Parameters (Concluded) [5.8]J

-is4 7.A3CE-01 3 .20C-Z' 3.;CS-j"
2I~4 5.60E-C ~S.;.COE-31

.N646 2.290E.~ .9EC 5.:OCE-li
111647 4.2OCEs1.0 4.2CCE.'OO 5.0OCE- -
136 47 3.900Ei-:,O 3.900E+00 5.OOCE-01

2189 .200E-31 9 .200E-01. S 5.00-01
1.4560 2.SOCC-Cl 3 .7 S0E- -02 5.37CE-01
i.4661 4.60CE-01 4.SCCE-A1 5400E-11
13I6 62 5ACC-C 4.CS> 1.~E-
1170A I.30005.0 1 .OOCE-CO 5 0 C~J
*1711A Z.IC0CE-CC 2 .:CC^.-O 5 ..COE-OM
L..47.L6A I..SCOE-:o 3, 7C-C.O O-
1.'753A 2 .i4CC-CC 5 .00CCC-2 7 ..tCCE-.I

1771 .30CC-!4O 6.'CCE--0 5.,O-C

"IM5A '.059E-113

1.17 54A 1.l20E-cC Z.zCCE-CIz 7
.175:A 3J'i
2175 9.J7ZS-0i 9.CC
.1757A 7.57GS+-N0 .^CCE*-*2 2 ^CC -

21f7534 5.170E-00 .30-2
21763-2 3.Z.CCC-0C 3 .ACE-,C CE
XN8 1.20C5-23 .ZC-3 .CE3
..17?3 7 .7!30E-C-!.CC- ~ --

-173CA 2:C-33253
"1730 ."ICE-*2 CEJ

2485 l30-OC ..SCCE-CO
Z7..COE-4

1*21 .91C5-01 3.C-31 *
:,4323 I .30CC-0O .30C5 -30
"19141.CC02*.2-

.41914 2.S.OCE-C2;scslz-
.19563 : .50CC-CO .

.49543.SOOE-CO

.49653 ~ .CZCf!-0C.SO-
:.1963a 7.i9E'o -.ZICE-.37 - ,-

1*4970S 5 .:6CC.'0 Z.BCCE- -

219 7Z 2 . CE -01 .5 9!.E- 7 .2005-2
:349733 . 17 0 E-1. 5.C- ..ME- -

:1931S :.-COE-rC Z400-*:



COMPONLNT TYPE: rE

TPUAMSIST3R E!ITTZR0-BAS E DAM!AGE

TOPOLOGY:

I~ F BL VRDC Rsc 2F -12

PAPA: TRI ZAT IOT'

No 4 4I9 x 1013 (V 9) DOPINGO COMLYRATION

12 -06 REA=WN VOLTAGE
*l 4.07z10 (NO).6 AT FAILURE

sc2.484025 (N))18 SrAa cARGE

9 3l1 3.61 z1010 (ND) ;-.U LE RESISTIVITY

-T 3.8 x101 (ND 08 FAILURE CUPRLNT PER
LNIT AREA

ATO AREA CALCULATl'ON

R= PU/AEADAJIAGE P.A3A.' M

F? 3C a7 PLE A C

F~~gure~~ 5. Arnit R-EA~te-ae aac ~~c~n
ITIO137

A. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



TRANSISTOR M41TTER-BASE

AREA CALCUAT IONS:

A

is
NO CB

AVAILABLE

YESis i
V .S' 0.v 

0I

YEsYE

-6 ~ V 0671.0

IXA-

~i cue 5.7Tran is-ri-rBs aaeei:c cn~f:~
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T?ANSISTOR EMITTER-7ASE

Definitions and .n :-:

- Resistance of bulk semiconductor in ohms

%BDC M Breakdown voltage at the critical failure temp, in volts

RS - Resistance associated with the space charge in an avalanching"C 4Unction, in ohMs

I = Current required for failure, in amperes

V_ - Voltage required for failure, in volts

- Doping concentration of lightly doped side of the junction,D in atoms/cm3

V.,.O - Breakdown voltage in emitter-base junction with collector
-. open, in volts

Breakdown voltage of collector-base Junction with e=itter
open, in volts

Sc M Space charge resistance per unit area in n-z=
,2

0 - Bulk resistance per unit area in n.cm31K

j_ M Failure current density in A/c=-

ARZA - Effective area of junction in square centimeters

1F10O S -Failure current for a 100 nanosecond rectangular pulse, in
amperes

V - Failure voltage for a 100 nanosecond rectangular pulse, in

volts

K u Wunsch damage constant in W.s
1 /2

t - Rectangular pulse width, in seconds
p

CRE - Emitter-base reverse biased capacitance, in picofarads

" a - Voltage at which C is measured, in volts
RE

. = Emitter-base capacitance at 0.5 volt reverse bias in picofarads

. Maximum rated collector currcnt in a-oeres

Figure 5.7 Transistor-Emitter-Base Dainace Predicion 'ccrt'" 5.1
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TWASMITTER L ITEER-BASE

Definitions and units:As

-i Ihermal resistance, junction to case in *C/W

6JA - Thermal resistance, junction to ambient in OC/W

C RC - Collector-base reverse biased capacit ance, in ?4icofarads

- Voltage at which CC is measured, in volts~

C Collector-base capacitance at 1 volt reverse bias, in picofarads

Figure 5.7 Transistor-Emitter-Base Damage Prediction (Concluded) [5.15]
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CO.jI.:N TYPE:.r----..TYPE:

Transistor Collector-Base Damage

TOPOLOGY.

IT 
11L1 73DC RSC p

PAJAMMIIION:

4.4 10 7 o~( DOP114G CONCZRAMT0P

&.O ~ .0.6 3R1J.JO%1 V1OLT=~

-L.3~r'0  SPACE OtAGi %

17 8.262.1011 (N) 0.6AILLME CLAW~ Po'
7 UNIZT AREA

A TO AREA CALCLUAION

t.U.
I a )y -- A-I

-1/2

1/1



TPANSISTOR CDLLECTOR BASE

AREA CALCULATION:

AVAILABLE

YES

is

NO AVAIIA.3E

YES

FEA- .72X1- .

S

is

V t' V .1

Fiure 5.3 Transistur Colllector--Base ace eicon
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TRANS:ISTD? C1)YIECT0R-BASE

U l DEF!N17I:I .\ND L'ITS:

'3L7 = Resistance of bulk semiconductor in ohms

V BDC  = Breakdown voltage at the critical failure te=p, in volts

5- Resistance associated with the space charge an avalanchingjunction, in ohms

= Current Required for failure,. amperes

Vr - Voltage required for failure, in volts

- Doping concentration of lightly doped side of the junction,
in atoms/cm

3

C3 = Breakdown voltage of collector-base Junction with emitter
3C30

open, in volts
2

. - Space charge resistance per unit area in 0.cm

2PBL = Bulk resistance per unit area in P.cm

i_ = Failure current density in A/cm
2

iJA1 = Effective area of Junction in square centimeters

U Failure current for a 100 nanosecond rec:angular pu.lse, in
F 1amperes

V FI00z S  U Failure voltage for a 100 nanosecond rectangular pulse, in
volts

K a Wunsch damage constant in W-s
I /2

t = Rectangular pulse width, in secondsp

:1.X = Maximum rated collector current, in amperes

i = Thermal resistance, junction to case in *C/W

U JAhermal resistance, junction to ambient in °C/W

C = Collector-base reverse biased capacitance, in pizcfarads

V= Voltage at which C is measured, in volts
RC RC

C._ Collec:cr-base capacitance at 1 volt reverse bias, in picofarads

Ficure 5.8 Transistor Collector-Base :amaae Predictions (Condluced' ".15,

f.



Table 5.4 Transistor Emitter-Base Darrage Parameters r7.S

2'I1O.SA .3.CCE-13 S.CE .CCE-
2'11015A' .5CCE-C3.CEO
21;10;(3 O OCE+00C C-C CCE-
21111.1 3.3200E.CI 3-2C0JE-- .:cs
ZIl116A 9.3OCE-0. 9.300E-O: s.c c E
Z?1ils !..9CCE-01 1.90CE-32 :1 3
211132 2.30CE-~14Z2V- rt:-

2 7---Z z-.70cc-3: Z.7CE--I'

zniia '.ICCE4~Z .CE-!2 CSZ

z:~ca .~cE-~ .CC E- 3

2~145 Z.;30E-lC 6%"CE T

2116*2 .:CCEC~ .5E
2!:,7.1 .3OCE-01

2,1:7.299 :~-:1 2 ~ ---

2 1176 .".^E-C.E-

2!IZ~9 -. :CCE-'. 5.E

5 .ZCCE-*'2-

JczE--: ̂

2!121-53 3.:'OOE-02 a.CE-~
2.2:i3 d.OE.25.XH-02 ::.:C;-:
2,:2481 2.3lCE-;2:S4O-I .2z.
1112183 3.-IOOE-J2 .CEZ 3Z!-.

,;i8 .:OnE-,j2 3.100z-o72 110
2N270 S. O-c1 22COE-~
2'12703 9 .70'..-, .3-0
2*42727 2.:oc--.c6 :.2'CE-03 -C

2'13^ ZNSS .3GC:-.I ^.~CE -'*
V12894 3.-.:CE-C Z2E:
2'.2906 4. .IOE.02 - .-CCE-- 2
Z~i2907 ..LCE.' ..VICS-)i
Z?12907A 1.0COE-01 .CET
2!12920 4.'G-'
2'4294S 2.258E--52
2'4297A 1.2C'E-'O.2C-0

2N~97 3.ZCE~
d ~~2*130:ZE'.OE.



Table 5.4 Trans istor-Emi tter-Base Parameters (Cotcjced;

CEII f.E 'AISCH'

2Z'1323A 41.ZOOE-C2 .SCOE-1 1 . ':C:0c
Z11329 2.Z1CE-alZ2C-~ .C~c
V4335 5.500E-11.ac-: .CO-
23335 5.30CE-31 5.300i-C1 5.CCCE4'L
27N336 5.SO0E-Ot 5.500E-01 S.OE-*
ZN336A 3.OOM-a1 3.400E-O1 5.aaCS-11:
2'.4338 4.6OOE-a2 7 .6.:CE-2a iL-OE-Mi
Z3L343 £.70CE-QZ .,COE -12 5'3 CC E-C".
2!1. -140 1.aOOE-00 S.OO .zCOE-.31
213468 4.420E-3~1 7..'60E-Z. i.Z'3CE-:.
2N3503 3.197E-a1 5 IE z9.-:C
Z13585 3.Z*30E+OC 9.3ZCS-Z4 i :51
Z31656 I .CC1OE'.3C I _CCE-'JO
2.43677 7.SISE-02 C.4--
2!13700 4.X.CE-O: H5~EC 3

Z139 2.*: 'CE-00 z...:-cc0 .c~
2*14033 3 .09SE-.1 XS.9271*---
2*14044 -0.
23463 5.7OOE-JO C.7-CCr-00 Z.-CE-11
231495A 5.50OE-V 3ZCE

2117 -3.O3.29CE-j
1_11525 3 XCE-3:

V,7, .:cE-: ... ::.. -.

zl!6: 3.:CCE-1-:

2'1657.; 1.070E-CO '.X37E-Z0 5.CE.
ZN697 I.IJ.0E-0 1.34CE-410

ZN69 OCE:G1 2:SOCE-01 4:CCE:ZI

Z4706 7.50GE-03 3.5CCE-3 .:E

21*4706 3.30CE.32 3..CCS-ZZ 522-

Z!4713A 3.6O0U-a: 2.9EzC~ 2-v
2!1736 I.CE-0Z3501C 5E2
2*197350E3 g.CE--z 5.':..
230 3160EC .40EL.j23. -'C Z-.2 c

:8:5 4 5&.Z.CE-3 .ZC-35iC-

2ZN930A 4.60E-32 2 "-COE-ZZ -0

21;9S6 1.04E-. .E-..~ : -.
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COMPONENT TYPE: MODEL TYPE:

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DAMAGE

"owaER

INrPUT

f. If RS 11
If

R$S2 RS3

3DVBD 2  VBD3

REFERN CE
PARAETERIZATION:

DETERMIN TECHNOLOGY AND TER.IN.AL -

SELECT VALUES FOR A, B, V, S
FROM TABLE A

-B p F At

V -V 2 ilkP
IF BD SD

. 2RS

ir v .

-i.ure -*O n" Circuit 'ce rtcr, -. .

jcs



. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

Definitions and units:

A - Damage constant in W-S
3

B - Exponent of damage equazion, utitless

VBD - Equivalent breakdown voltage in volts

RS  - Total surge resistance in ohms

PF Failure power in watts

IF 1 Failure currents in amperes

VF  a Failure voltage in volts

t P W Pulse width of rectangular pulse i-i seconds

3 Fioure 5.9 Intecrated Circuit Damaoe Prediction (Concluded)
Z5.151
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At present there are no parameterization techniques for IC's which use measured
data or specification sheet values. However, because of the tight tolerances
used in IC manufacturing, the category parameters usually predict the failure

I" levels quite well. One should use caution when applying the categories, especially
the linear category. Power regulators are freauently much harder than predicted
by the category models. On the other hand, some interface circuits may actually
be softer. To insure a conservative analysis, it is best to use the lower 95
percent values of A.

3. Measured damage constants for some integrated circuits are presented in Tables

5.7 and 5.8 for digital and linear ICs respectively.

5.2.1.4 Other Semiconductor Devices

Failure models for other semiconductor devices such as silicon controlled

-. rectifiers (SRCs), silicon control switches (SCSs), thyristors, are not well
* established. SRCs, thyristors, and other switching semiconductors have beer

tested to failure 15.26]. The Wunsch model for transistors is used for
three terminal devices and the general Wunsch model for ICs can be used for
devices with more than two junctions. A sample SUPERSAP2 listing in Table
5.9 shows the Wunsch damage constants for some SRCs and biased junction switches.
Measured damage constants for some three junction devices are shown in Table
5.10.

.5.2.2 Resistors

Resistors have been found to fail by thermal effects. The most susceptible re-
1 sistor types are metal film and carbon composition resistors. In the time reoime

of 100 ns to 10 .s, resistors fail adiabatic heating of the material. Hence. tho
*power required for failure is

Pf - K t p (5.8)

where t is the rectangular pulse width. Note the power relation in (5.8) is
differeRt from that in (5.1) which corresponds to quasiadiabatic heating of
the material. Figure 5.10 and 5.11 show the process for determining the Wunsch
damage constants from the physical dimensions of the two resistor types. These
damage constants can then be used to compute the failure pcwer, current, and

' voltage of the device.

r 5.2.3 Capacitors

Capacitors fail by dielectric breakdown caused by transients at higher voltages
than the voltage rating of the capacitor. The failure voltace and current are
given by:

Vf 'BR

with VBR the capacitor voltage break.ow rati4c, anc

= C d V 2-fC',' ( '( i
f dt

with C the ca ccitnce ont f 's thm f ..... c " f r. -LidSL - Ie. 7
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Table 5.7 Digital Integrated Circuit Damage Parameters [5.8]

4IUMBEI ' A.4LY :,PUT T7T .

x496Z1 OIL -a. 0C 4.OOCE-O V.a~C 0 0C340COA C:AOS 2.976E-01 4.053E-01 -0. -0. -0. -.
C04000AD CMOS 7 .620E-01 3 .36CE-01 2 .23GE-02 S .9SC-03 2 .4CC-01 S:SE2
C04000AE CM4OS 4.500E+00 2.630E-01 5.530E-04 3.30EC i-7. .2
C1.424 CMOS 1 .600E+00 S .30CE-01 I .9aCE-01 S .CCE-21 -.0.-.
OM68ZCAJ 7~ L Z.34GE-01 2.69CE-aI -2. -0. -1.-.-
0.48320i 7%h -0. -3. .26- 5.3 6C-CE -0.-.

;.1933-11 OTh 4.4OC-01 3 .'30E-01 3 .37CE -02 5 3C -0I-.
414946 OTh 3.624E-C! 3.469E-01 7 .:ZC-3 6.aa-2 .77f-2 .ZC-

1.961 TL 4.ZOOE-03 6.48CC-Cl 2ZACC-03 .2EC 3ZC 5.: -:
411948 OTt. Z.630E-02 S.:E-01 3. E.02 .CC
NA2Z00L 17L 9.CE-C2 S.,V0CC-Cl -3. .C

:r*'JL93359 0% Z.5OCE-03 7.62CC-01 1.917S-01 .1. -. 2
07 , iL459 OTL 2.LZOC-0i1 5. . IE -:! i.917Z4-C: :Gs~E -: -0. -

!-!-4000-ai C-10 S Z.ZS9E-'3 7.6.4CE-0! 2 2 2
:,iS.1007 CAOS 1.30OE-04 S50CC-Cl t..7C0E.-Z 5-.:---E*2 -0.
:isols cTas i.4.6E-0z .0coC-o: -C .0. ~
WC11COCC.. 1qS .990E.-00 1.34CC-'a L.S7CEC4 2.C- i 6 -ZE

%IosCCC 1.0 t.14C0E*10 2.Z3CCt3 SA.:E3 '. ..C-C, ~..2-7
'C 8L 4Th 5..47CC-0? 1.6C- 2.2NE -13 7.2.EJ .2

:% .54CC-C 4 .CCCE-:CI 3.:c-S .:- -.

'C20'! ECTI 7L .63CC-Cl 5.35CC-0l 3.84540-02 i.ZCE-3': 7.;SCS-2:' Z -2
!C308G SC7m 3.42CC-01 3.82CC-0l 3.500-3 .:-2 3.5-C s.;-:
4C317F ECTh 2.9903-02 5.55CC-0l 9.ACCE-23 6.9CE-01 35C-? .332
:JC351 EC"~ 8.O003-03 500C-01 -0. -C. -.-. S

.C.006 :,L 5.Z7CC-02 4.750E-01 2.ZO03-03 7.92C-.t -.-
'CC43P 7L 5.700E-0 8.46CC-Cl1 6 .730E-211 4.350E-01 -"I

IC7400L T71L. 5.54.0E-06 .OG6CE+00 3.403-J4 3SZ -- "2 -0.
AC9 4 RTI. 5.745E-02 5.CO01-C .ZC3E-22 S5c-: .~d-Z ScC2

17400P 7% 2.190E-04 9.49CC-01l 6.20CC-Ct 3.1C-:-.-
X9T0h 3 .LCC-03 8 .7ZCE-0l '...90EC-4~922-: 2.53C

5 E. -10 .5oEC-oC a.37CE-01 1.23CC- I CZ- .2- .~3C
335w Th 5.350E-03 6.24CC-01 oG.2003 3.2=_:4: 1 :5 V^E - 2 53C-

SSC j 7L. 1.05CC-Cl 4.3&CC-.IC :.0C 3 3 .22CC-C 2
S~;l-g46 0Th 4.35CC-C 1.07CC-CO 5.5C- !5.C-: 3C0-. -. :--

22



Table 5.7 DigitalItnte~rated Ciruit Damage Par3m'eters

4;4ER FAMILY ITPT0.V

A BA33

S:454SI31 ^Tfl: 5 000E-J3 5 OCOCE. -0 1 --0.. a
S"15421 1.3I 0GE-02 S .W-CE-0. -.). -0. 4..-.
S1.04440 71. 6.26CE-03 5 .90GE -0 Z .97CE-C4 a;a-:-.-a.
S:17MO4S 7lT 3.SCOE-a2 7.320E-01 -0 . -0.-. -a.
S.374H6C3 T 4.60CE-06 7.ZSCE-01 -0. -.. .

S3(7 *LaO -L. 1.590E.OC Z.220E-01 ~.300E--33 8 ..=E- -.
51717M. 77L 3.740E-01 3.42CE-01. O.CE-03 3.c-0 .

i'.174073 77L 2.090E-02 4.5ZOE410 1.3ROE-03 a.4~-C Z2E 5C-
SmL9S Tm 3.55QS-02 S.SE0 -..-.-.

S.I74SO0 S-11. 7 .4.01-Z3 5 .260E-i0 1 3 .2601-aZ 6 .7-E. -0 0

S'.7,100 776 6A14GE-3 6 .273E-01l 2.310E-:'3 7 .3*?. -.

S1. " 2 77L 1.4.8CE-43 7.53CE-1 .1 ~.20.0'-0 3 7 .2~ 0 -4.
- ~SI4.~I O' Z.7CE-1 :.Z10. .60CE-03 .3":-: :

S1.77413ti T'71 3.50CE-a3 6 .40EC-01 3.:CCE-0a1 7 .91 Z -: .s-:
S?474.90 7% 5.0E 14 6.115S-01 2.4501-C2 5.3-0 552-
S41751071 M-r. 7 .S0CE-03 6 .Z2CE-01-a a.
115a "cS 6..CaE-02 S.ccOl-a: -a. -. -a.
1:31 ?*C I.ZOOE-OZ S.00C01 4 . -.0.-.
i~az - *AOS 4.100E-02 JI' saz-0' -C. -a.
4.501 3%h 6.00E4-3 5 .30C0 a. -3. -.
7'LO.I.cC 7L 3."20E-0S 3.HCE01 3.37CE-01 3 .s~5;

53223 STTL 3 .2OCEl-3 3 .0001--01 -0.-.
3-11: 0ThL 1.0CC-0 9.0201-Cl 20-l ' - -

90930' ITL 9.-'32E14 7 .321-Cl ..- ~

934 7 l1.0acE-cl -a. -a. .
99C8MC '0Th 5.390E-30 2 .331-00 S..'NE-J3 .0-: Z5a0l .72-:
9909vc qTh Z.59CE-0l 4.211-11 i.OE- 3 6.37CE-0' . SOCE-,2 .92
9910KC RTh 3.1001-03 6.S001-01 1.4GE-32 6.?0E ..) 3.ZSCE-a1 3.20-
9911KC ~ T 4.ASOE-02 5.290-4l 1.22C01-00 U.010 i.010 6.-.,E-U99124C RTL 3.610E-al 4.3'40E-01 3.490E-CO 1.99 01 7.OO.a.67CE-a'.
41930 OTt. 2.130E-01 .13CE+CO 1.260E-01 9.63CE-:1 21
.M3cmC 0Th 8.30GE-a3 5.10CE-01 2.4..E-02 5A00-01 .9CEZ2
9932,4C OTh 7.310E-01 2 .730E -. 1 4.-'OGE-03 5 .:~o: .. sE

9945D0M OTh 1 .130E-02 5 .6J0-O'0 9 .700E-:33 5 :3E0 .7. SE- .
3gS0 0Th l..101-1 4.230E--a. 9-WE0-06 E~:1*

946HC 070. 1 .700E-a3 7 .38C01 4.JO01-05 .02-0 .51-
r9948MC OTh 6 .3001-a3 5 .34CE-a01. .3CCrE-03 7.0-a :c02 7 c

bM
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COMeONENT TYPE : MODEL TYPE:

FILM RESISTOR A.DA, LAGE

TOPOLOGY:

-- I V KtIF R F

P.RA MTERIZATION:

SA rDL

C.kUON F.12 T'P OXIDE FILM

. _ LFILM

=~ ~ 4.16 4.73 x 104(R./A03 K 3,u . ;;A 0 .0
* * 1. 91 ( OR,/SAT0

O
4  

3 *

0 Definitions and units:

R - Rated resistance value in ohms

lF - Failure current in amuperes

W Failure voltage in volts

P- = Failure power in watts

Damage constant in W-s

tp = Pulse width in seconds

SA Surface area in square centimeters

D = Diameter of resistor inside end caps in centimeters

& L Length of resistor inside end caps in cen:ieters

F'iaure 5.10 Film Resistor Damace Predict~ons _..,5]

2



C t; TTYPE, E L ;:

CARBON COH OSITION RESISTOR DA Z

TOPOLOGY:.

V ?...%,
RV - :z -

PAPAM~ERIZATION:

SRAT

u it (.22 L-

K -1.5 x 10 6 V
0 .6 

2

Definitions and units:

R - Rated resistance value in chns

= Failure current in amperes

V "VF  Failure voltage in volts

P F Failure power in wat:s

K Damage constant in W's

t Pulse width in secondsp

V s Volume in cubic centimeters

D = Diameter of the resistor in centi:ne:ers

L - Length of the resistcr in cen:izeters

4cure 5.lr.r-On 'comnnsitior ei~ "~ od:"-



5.2.4 Inductors and Transformers

i For EMP induced transients, inductors and transformers may experience coil-
to-coil arcing. This coil-to-coil arcing can degrade the performance of the
inductor or transformer by providing a permanent shunt path for currents
from one coil to another where arcing has previously occurred. The failure
voltage can be estimated by the wire diameter (i.e. gauge) used in aindings.
The failure voltage is

SVf D s • T (5.1i)

where 0 is the dielectric strength of the insuldtion (V/in) and T is the
insulatdon thickness (in). The insulation thickness can be estimated from
Table 5.11. The dielectric strengths for plastics and enamels range from 20-
750 k/in. Some measured and predicted arcing voltages are shown iii Table 5.12.
The failure current is

If Vf / (2:fL) (5.12)

where L is the inductance and f is the frequency of the damped sine pulse.

It should be noted that the pulse breakdown voltace of inductors and trans-
formers can be less than the DC voltage rating. This is because OC voltage
ratings are determined from the maximum current that can flow througn tre devce
which will not cause melting of the wires. Pulsed voltages car cause bri:t'n.,
of the dielectric hetween coils. Thus, the breakdown voltape/current of the
inductor or transformer should be taken to be the lesser of the two voltage/
current ratings.

:.2.5 SUPE;SAP2

The previous sections showed techniques for estimating device damage constanzs
from the manufacturers' specification sheets. SUPERSAP2 is a damage ccnstant

S data base containing experimental failure data on over 86,000 devices including
diodes, transistors, linear ICs, digital ICs, and passive ccornonents. The use
of SUPERSAP2 is described in AFWL-TR-75-70, Users Manual for SUPERSAP2.
Even though SUPERSAP2 is not required for an interface susceptibility analysis,
its use is highly recommended because its damage constants based on exoerimental
data are more accurate than the constants calculated from device parameters.
The damage constants which are analytically derived (irdic :ed , > ure"
DATA heading) can also be used and derated accordingly.

5.3 Cevice Damage AnalysIs

A current cr voltage transient injected on :he equi:ment i,'e,'face ci-s,
distributes among the circuit elements in most circuits. Thus only a fraction
of the interface transient DOuse will appear on some circuit elements. D4 v4s!.n
of the transient pulse among the circuit elements can and usually does tecc7e
comolex. For this reason, careful documentation of the various current at7.s
through the circuit are important for a tnorouch circuit susceptib-l ity anal ss.

Yost cf this section deals with determining w.nether or not existi-g Zc J.'
needs tn be hardened. That is, this section sho-ws hCw tO Luse Ciu't ana'.Ss
tecnnilues to extraoolate c*cmccent te-inal levels to i4ne-;-ace : .n"ees.
If the extr3colated value is less t'an the p4 'evil, oe c:-ocren- " :e
damaced. nno

l!-



Table 5.11 Dielectric Thickness Around Solid
Copper Wire [5.27]

Diameter ovcr Insulation DOaftiir, o'er

8are. in Addisions 1r1ulai on

AWO Minimum Nominal Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Mlaxintum

4 0.2025 0.2043 0.2053 0007 0.0045 0.2060 0 2098
3 0.1801 0 1819 0.1828 0.0036 00044 0 1837 0 1 S-
6 0.1604 0.1620 0.1628 0.0035 00043 0.1639 G 16-1
7 0.2 429 0.1443 0.1450 00034 00041 0 1463 0 1491
8 0.1272 0 1285 0.1292 00033 0.0040 0.1305 0 '2

9 0.1133 0.1144 0.1150 0.0032 00039 0 1165 1 0 1':.
20 0.1009 0.1019 0.1024 00031 00037 0 1040 0 ,J,;I
12 0.0898 0.0907 00912 00030 00036 0 0 8 0 0.,9
12 0.0800 0.0808 0.0622 0.0029 0005 0 0629 1')-47
i2 0.0723 00720 0,07,2i 0.0028 00033 00742 0Q 5,

14 0.0635 0.0641 0.0644 00032 00038 0 0667 0 ,
15 0.0565 0.0571 0 0574 00030 0 0035 0 059,5 0 UJ'
16 0.0503 0.0508 00522 0.0029 00034 00532 0 J545
17 00448 0.0453 00455 0.0028 00033 0.0476 0 046S
i8 0.0399 0.0403 00405 00026 0 0032 00425 0.0437

19 0.0355 0.0359 00361 0.0025 0.0030 0 0380 0 0391
20 00317 0,0320 0.0322 0.0023 00029 00340 0 0!52
.1 0.0282 00285 0.0286 00022 0.0028 0,0302 0034
22 00150 0 0253 0 0254 0.0021 0.0027 00271 0 0'.* 1
23 0.0224 0.0226 0 0227 0 0020- 00026 0 0244 Q [1.-5! 4-

-4 00191 00201 0.0202 00019 00025 002-5 002 -7
;25 0.0177 00179 O01ISO 0.0018 0003 00195 0 %10!
26 0.0157 00159 0060 00027 00022 00274 00:! 2
.7 0.0141 00142 00243 00026 00021 00157 00164
28 0.0125 00126 00127 00016 00020 00141 00147

29 0.0112 0.0113 00114 00015 00019 0.0127 001,3
30 00099 00100 00101 00024 00028 00223 00!.19
31 0.00d8 00089 00090 00013 00018 0 001l 1
32 0.0079 00080 00031 00012 00027 0 ,I9 0 0',S
33 0.0070 00071 0.0072 00011 00016 0 W6 0o"

34 0.0062 00063 0.0064 00020 0.0014 1 00072 000.8
35 00055 00056 00057 00009 00013 00064 00070
36 00049 00050 00051 00008 0.0012 00057 0')03
5j 37 0.0044 0.0045 00046 00008 0022 000., 00057
38 0.00) 0.0040 00041 00007 00020 00(.46 00051

39 00034 0 00!5 000. 0006 00009 0(040 0 0045
40 000.0 00031 0 3332 00,)()6 0 0003 0 OI36 0 C,Q
41 0.0027 0002S 00029 0 oOS 00007 0 0022 ,3 0036
42 0.0024 00025 0 00'6 00604 0 OO 0 00 3
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Further information on circuit analysis is found in References 5.15 through
5.18, and examples are in Section 5.4.

5.3.1 Analysis Organization and Documentation

The analysis starts with the block diagram of the system to be analyzed. Figure
- 5.12 shows a sample block diagram, with equipment and cable connection desig-

nations. Next, each block in the diagram is labelled critical or non-critical,
i.e., does failure of the block cause mission-critical operations to fail.
All non-critical blocks require no further analysis. For each remaining blrc:.

6in the diagram a table of all cable connector jacks with a list of all their
pins is made (See Table 5.13). The threat fdr each oin and each cable is added
to the list. These threats are given in Section 2.4.3. Data necessary for the
interface susceptibility analysis is then collected. This includes system sche-
matics, wiring lists, and manufacturers' specification sheets for the comoonents
in the system.

5.3.2 Screening

In order to reduce the amount of failure level calculations recuired, screencng
is performed. Screening consists of the removal of circuits thought to contain
only hard components from further analysis. Hard components usually consist
if inductors, motors, relays, transformers, light bulbs, and mechanical switches.
Hard components may also include all other components with voltage or current
ratings greater than the threat levels. As circuits and components are removed
from further analysis, the pins that are connected only to these circuits and
components are documented on the lists as hard, and the reasons for these de-
cisions are stated on the list. If there is any uncertainty abou: the vuinera-
bility of a component, assume it is soft and perform further analysis.

The next step is to eliminate from further analysis vulnerable devices orctected
by large series impedances or large shunt admittances. An example is shcwn in
Figure 5.13. Even though the capacitor only requires 10 V for failure, over
six thousand volts must be on the pin to create this voltage on the capacitor.
Also note the amount of documentation and information contained on this sincle
sheet of analysis. At the end of the screening all hard component types, and
soft devices protected by a large series impedance or shunt admittance nave been
removed from further analysis. A detailed example of screening is shown in
Section 5.4.

5.3.3 Detailed Analysis --

Further analysis is required on all components not previously defined as hard
which usually consist of semiconductor devices, resistors, or capacitors
connected directly to a pin. The two main methods used for a detailed analysis
are hand analysis and computer circuit code analysis.

Hand analysis is shown in Figure 5.13. It consists of applyinc Kircho :'s
current and voltage laws to a simplified circuit containing the unana1i:ec
component. Several different elements can he included in the -cdei tu: as
complexity grows, computer solutions becore necessar/.
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*System: AN/ALT-31 Jack: J3 Pin: 6 Analyst: R. Cook

J3 R11 l0kcz 1/2 watt 10"'
Pin 6
Non-Antenna
Interface

- C4

lOv

For C4 Vf lo

Will have lowest failure current at lowest f'requency

Lowest frequency is 10kH from Handbook Figure 2.5~a
I =C4x2TfV z.OE-6x27.OE4-628ma

Failure current at Pin 6 - 628ma

Threat current from Figure 2.5a@lOkHZ=200OnA

Failure voltage at Pin 6 - Ifx(Rll+ ) 6.3Kv

Threat voltage from Figure 2.5a @IOkHZ=20v

Safety Margins: SM1 I -10db SMv V 50db

I1IReference: T.0. 1243-18C4,p27 Date: 4/29/81

Figure 5.13 Sample Analysis Sheet
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Typical computer circuit codes that can be used for an interface susceptibility
analysis are HANAP r5.19], NET-2 [5.20], and SCEPTRE [5.21]. HANAP is a frequency

domain code, SCEPTRE is a time domain code, and NET-2 can solve both frecuency
and time-domain problems. Frequency-domain codes are useful when the threat is
specified for different frequencies and time-domain codes are useful when the
th, eat is a function of time. Time-domain codes are also used when the circait
of interest contains non-linear devices, such as zener diodes, bet-.e!n the
threat and component of interest. Examples of the use of these codes are given
in Section 5.4.

5.3.4 Hardness Margins

Once each soft component failure voltage and current extrapolated to the interface
pin have been determined, the comparison of these levels to the threat level
determines the hardness margins. The hardness margins provide a ranking of the
vulnerability of different oins. The hardness margins are usually given in dB
as:

Hardness margin (dB) = 20 log -f or 20 log - , (5.l )

whichever is smaller. The p subscript refers to pin failure voltage or current,
and the subscript t refers to the threat voltage or current. In Figure 5.13,
the current hardness margin of 10 dB is determined by:

SM- =C log p -20 log 628ma =
SMI  2t lo 9.94 dB (5.14 )

The voltage safety margin is determined similarly. Because the damage constants
are approximate and the analysis does not cover every detail of the circuits.
the analysis should be derated by requiring a safety margin of at least 10 d3.

5.4 Examples of Analysis

The previous sections of this chapter described the methods of performing an
interface susceptibility analysis. This section demonstrates how to implement
these techniques by examples.

5.4.1 Example 1

This examole demonstrates screenina technioues. Figure 5.14 shcws the schematic
of a subsystem. Each pin of this subsystem (pins I through 12) should already
on the list of pins for this connector. Pins 5, 11 and 12 have no connection
to them. Pin 7 connects to chassis ground. Pin 4 connects to a one megaohm
series resistor at the connector which is not shown on this diagram. A voltage
divider is therefore formed between the one megaohm resistor and R460, which is
3300 n. The failure voltage at the connector pin is therefore:

Vf IM, - 3300 1  = '4  - -f 3300 E E

where V is the base-emitter vcltaae of 0453. The base-eitzer .jrC -,.
wnich is'a 213393, is rated at 5 vdc. Therefore, V' = 1:- ,^v, ..,ric is

the one thousand voit non-antenna inte- ac-a pin soec. ?n -- c2d te 'isz~e

-- -
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Figr 5.14 Susse ceai frEape n

2 1I ,. : ,"" . ':S(NL
' 1 : PULSE

03r ____________'"\ :-
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Figure 5.14 Subsystem Schematic for Examples 1 and 2'
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as hard, with a voltage safety margin of:

SN 20 loo 1520 V 2 dB (5.16-V - 1000 v

which is not a very large safety margin. This pin should therefore be assumed
soft, and a more detailed analysis is made. At pin 3, D453, 0456, 0457, Q458,
D454, Q451, Q452, 0453, Q454, D451, and D452 are assumed soft end require
further analysis. At pin 2, the same devices are assumed soft. At pins 1, 3,
9 and 10 the same devices in addition to ZD451 and Q455 are assumed soft. At
pin 6, Q458, 0454, 0453, Q456, and Q457 are assumed soft. Note that screening
on the this subsystem did not eliminate many pins from analysis. This is due
to the large threat levels that exist. Detailed analysis will probably show that
many of these are safe due to the number of components in series.

5.4.2 Example 2

This example continues the previous problem with a more detailed analysis of
some of the pins. The example starts at pin 10.

The first analysis is for Q455, which is a 2N4121. The lowesr impedance path
from pin 10 is thrcugh C456, R479, and the B-C junction of Q455 to ground.
At 100 MHz, C456 can be neglected, and R479 can be assumed to be at the zero
resistance position. Therefore, pin 10 is shorted directly to the B-C junction
of Q455. Z0451 is a 9.1-v reference zener diode, aid Q455 is rated with BVEBO
5 vdc, and BVc 30 = 40 vdc. The equivalent circuit is. shcwn in cigure

5.15. The analysis follows the transistor base-collector junction of Fioure
5.8. The base-emitter junction of Q455, Z0451, resistors, capacitors, ana otne,-
pins are analyzed similarly. At the conclusion of the detailed analysis, te
lowest safety margins at each pin should be listed on a masterlist, along with
the most susceptible component description.

5.4.3 Example 3

This example demonstrates the use of a computer circuit code (HAIAP) to deter-
mine pin threshold levels for an IF affpDlifier diode. The diode is modeled with
RS = 0r, BC OV  and K = 10

-3. Figure 5.16 shows the representation of the

circuit. All units are in ohms, farads, henries, amps and volts. The failure
model of diodes is a primary feature of HANAP. The current source of tre inout
is a dummy source required by HANAP. The inout to the HANAP program is shown
in Figure 5.17. The DATA card says there are 5 nodes excluding ground, anI
25 frequency points each in 4 decades starting at 10 kHz. The next 9 cards
describe the c4rcuit elements, nodas they are connected to, and values. The
other cards describe the diode, and the type of failure calculation. Figure
5.18 and Figure 5.19 show the output of the program. The X represents threat
currents or voltages, and the * represents the calculated oin failure voltage
or current. It can be seen from the plots that the diode will fall y a lare
margin.

213 -



System: GR-900 Jack: J4 Pin: 10 Analyst: R. Cook

J4C456 0.l1 f R464
J4 47K
Pin 10
Non-Antenna
Interface

R469

R479 8 1200
- 50K

+C454 A'
R46747K ZD451 C4O57 I~ I 0.047 ;;TJ

R467 701
47K

Base-Collector

@10RZ I 3.9. z1 5.?m9=. @IOMHz Z 4= = 33.9mg ZC456 - 2,fC456 1

Equivalent Circuit: I I 4R V-so "-. C454+ZC456 RS  VBD C  -

IND=.9l18(B -o ) 1 . 5= I , 77 5 x I 0 1 6  BC4-.07xlO 12 (ND'O'7= 52.8v "
DS=.4xlO CB0 i 3BOC9xi04 O D .

2 1 8=1.3gqxlCA CBLK 3.5 1xlO 1 (N) =2.47x10"..

JF=8.26xlo11 (N0)0.8
8=l.645xlO 4  AREA=2.72xlO3 x)0.62= I .003xl0 3

Safety Margins: SM 2:37 dh SMv=8 db

Reference: Schematic 13R-AlO1 Date: 4/29,131

Figure 5.15 Detailed Analysis Example 2 -7,

21a.



Syster: GR- 900 Jack: ill Pin: '0 Analyst: P. C o ck -

RBL:=C L/AREA=2.48Q R C CS/AREA=0. 142

R =R lJ+RSC 2.622

I J AREA=16.'OaFlOOns:F

VF v O I (Rs)=96v
lO0ns lO00ns

K=(IF x V ) (100 x 10-9)1/2 0.51
lO0ns lO00ns

IFPVBOC+IFP(Rs)26

if@ pin 10 I FP '70a

v@ pin 10 If X (Zc4.+c~ 6  VF? - -

sm1 1 20 log ~-,a37db SM~ 20 log T-9v 2d

Safety "argins: R1 =37 dh S.'-'8 d.

j .eference: Schemat-c 12-- 1 cl -~3

2z S ? : T 1;e



RB 10
VBD 1 10 V
K- I.E-3

I--- .

1. E-10 024E1
1_0_RI___ C R2

T 10F1  T 00.7E~ik1 3.C-

Figure 5.16 IF Amplifier [5.19]

RURNOUT OF IF A"P

DATA 5 25 I.E'

Ji 0 1 1.U

Cl 1 2 1.0 F-IC2 2 ' w.7 . I
zL '. 0 3.3 E-0'

PO 2 0 1000.
C3 2 0 4.7 E-10

o 2 3 10.
42 3 5 2700.

w0 51.
uUTPUT 1 1.E-03 1 3

148U 10.

LNO

Figure 5.17 Irput Deck [5.19]
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CHAPTER 6

TERtI'AL PROTECTIVE DEVICES

6.0 Executive Summary

- Chapter 6 discusses components used to protect equioment at equipment inter-
faces (terminals). Techniques used for choosing and installing these terminal
protection devices (TPOs) are also presented. However, hardening equipment

gat the interfaces using TPDs can degrade equipment performance.

Equipment protected by TPDs can je substantially degraded on terminals operating
* at high frequencies. Consequently, some test measures used for evaluating

system degradation after installing TPDs on high frequency equipment is pre-
sented in detail.

- 6.1 Background

Transient suppression techniques reduce the effects of unwanted signals by
altering their characteristics (magnitude, rise time, frequency and energy
content, etc.) without altering the desired signal. Transient suporession
involves the use of terminal protection devices (TPDs) to create low imocdance
shunt paths and/or high impedance series paths for the unwanted transients.
TPDs are both linear or nonlinear devices. The former includes resistors, in-

*ductors, capacitors, and delay lines which compose filters. The latter includes
spark gaps, varistors, semiconductor diodes, and switching devices.

In order to protect equioment by the application of TPOs, it is necessary to
know some specific informatior about the equipment's ambient oterating con-
diticns as well as its vulnerability to EMP-induced transients. The equinment

*: vulnerability can be assessed by performing a circuit susceptibility aralysis
(Chapter 5) and upset analysis (Chapter 7). This establishes the equioment
damage/upset threshold (i.e. peak current, peak voltage, peak energy, etc.
that the equipment can withstand without damage and,'or upset). The equipment
damage threshold determines the amount of transient suppression required for
hardening (i.e. TPD clamping voltage, power rating, etc.) required for hardening
at the equipment interface. The equipment's ambient operating conditions de-
termine the allowable insertion loss of the TPD such that normal operation of
the equipment is maintained. Thus, selection of the TPO is dependent upon
insertion loss of the TPD as well as the equipment damage/upset threshold.

- In the remainder of this chapter, the TPD characteristics are presented and
the use of TPDs as transient suppressors. Section 6.2 discusses the general
use and application of filters. Section 6.3 discusses the general use of
nonlinear devices. Section 6.4 presents use of protective devices at non-
antenna interfaces. Section 6.5 presents use of TPOs at antenna interfaces.

* 6.2 Linear TPDs (Filters)

6.2.1 Introduction

Filters are useful for reducing EMP interference when the normal, si.-al re - .
" spectrum is different than that of the EMP frecuency spectrum. Here the

EMP frequency spectrum is that defined in Sections 2.2.3 through 2.4.5. . An
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effective filter must meet some or all of the following requirements [6.2]:

a. Have extremely high or low input impedance relative to the
source in the frequency rejection (stop) band.

b. Have high loss to frequencies in the stop band.
c. Have high DC current carrying capability without changing

stop band characteristics.

d. Prevent cross coupling.

e. Prevent arcing across its elements.

f. Have low DC resistance (primarily DC powerline considerations).

g. Have high reliability.

Often filters are used in conjunction with nonlinear limiting devices. Because
a nonlinear limiting device can change the EMP signal frequency content, the
filter design must account for this change in frequency [6.3]. Figure 6.1
illustrates the effects of a nonlinear limiting device. Part (a) shows a nor-

- mal EMP damped sinusoid signal, and parts (b), (c). and (d) show the responses
" of nonlinear devices to the signal. In all three cases, high frequency compo-

nents which affect filter design are introduced.

• "In this handbook, filters will be classified as reflective, dissipative, filter

pin connectors, and other types.

6.2.2 Reflective Filters

For reflective filters, signals outside the passband are reflected and are no:
absorbed by the filter. A disadvantage of reflective filters is that the E71P
energy must be dissipated elsewhere in the system.

Two basic types of discrete component reflective filters, the 7-filter and the
T-filter, are illustrated in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The low-pass -filters may
not adequately protect against EMP because high voltages can develop across
the input capacitor and cause degradation or failure if the capacitor resonates
with the source [6.2]. Because T-filters are not susceptible to these high
voltages, they can be used for EMP hardening. However, with a T-filter, more
power can possibly be delivered to the load. In Figure 6.4, if the source and
load capacitance resonate with inductances Ll and L?, respectively, the voltage
across RL is greater than it would be without the filter. The Quarter wave

shunt (Figure 6.5) is a reflective filter which consists of a transmission line
whose length is one-fourth of the wavelength of the normal signal which is

* shorted at one end, and which is connected in parallel with the siqnal
transmission line at the other end. The shunt, which acts as a quarter-wave
transformer [6..5] and appears as an infinite impedance at the desired signal
frequency, appears as a short circuit to all other frequencies and thus functions
as a band pass filter. The out-of-band energy is reflected and must be dissi-
pated elsewhere in the system. The quarter wave shunt has a risetime enual to
the time it takes for a oulse to travel the lencth of the shunt and be re lected
back to its terminaticn on the original transmission line. Because tie quarter
wave shunt must be one-fourth wavelength long at tne normal frequency, it ;s
useful for high frequency systems such as VHF and hicher frecuency antenna
systems.
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Figure 6.2 Low-Pass -Filter [6.2]
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6.2.3 Dissipative Filters

For dissipating filters, the primary means of filtering is by absorbing
instead of by reflecting EMP signal energy. Dissipative filters allow the
designer control over the location at which EMP energy is dissioated. For
dissipative filters, lossy materials, such as ferrites, provide the means
of energy dissipation. For lossy filters the source and load impedances are
not as critical as in reflective filters. Figure 6.6 illustrates typical
attenuations that may be obtained by lossy filters [6.6].

g A ferrite bead, which is a small ferrite torroid whose equivalent circuit
is a series RL circuit in the conductor around which it is placed, is used
in one type of dissipative filter [6.4].

Figure 6.7 shows a ferrite core (bead) placed around a wire and the equivalent
circuit. The resistance and reactance are functions of frequency. Figures

M6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the variations of the resistive impedance and reactive
impedance as a function of frequency for various tynes of cores.

An application of ferrite beads is shown in Figure 6.10, where the transfer
impedance Z as defined in the figure is measured as a function of frequency
for five coes. The change in transfer impedance is not particularly signi-
ficant because of the high load impedance (200 ."). This suggests that ferrite
beads are most effective in lcw-impedance circuits [6.41.

Sometimes more attenuation can be obtained by using many cores on a given
conductor. However, this may result in an impedance reduction at certain
frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 6.11. In this figure, 30 beads are more
effective above 20 MHz than are 300 beads.

Core saturation at high currents, which should be considered in the use C.
ferrite beads, varies from material to material; therefore, manufacturer's
data on individual materials must be consulted.

An effective way of nullifying the saturation effects of cores in a DC power
line is illustrated in Figure 6.12. Here, ferrite torroids are installed in
a 28-volt DC power line as EMP filters. The hiqh-side and low-side windings
are wound in opposite directions; thus the DC flux, which is reduced almost
to zero, does not saturate the core. The coaxial capacitors and Cl and C,
short out the high frequency components. As noted in Figure 6.12, input and
output leads should be separated to prevent arcing between them. In DC oower
circuits, the filter resistance is imoortant, but because ferrites have such
high permeabilities, only a few turns are needed and, therefore, filters can
be made with large wire, which minimizes the resistance.

A standard low pass filter and a lossy low pass filter are coincared in Figure
6.13. The lossy construction is also shown. The dips in the insertion loss
frequency soectrum for the normal filter are eliminated by the lossy filter
[6.7]. Figure 6.14 illustrates a tee filter, whose elements Zl and Z. could
be either lossless inductors or ferrite beads.

b 6.2.4 Filter Pin Connectors

Reference 6.6 lists the fllowing auvan:ages of filter-pln connectors:
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Figure 6.14 General Tee Filter Model [6.4]

alat

a. Up to 70% less weight than separate filter elements.
b. Up to 80% less space than separate filter elements.

c. Reduced number of electrical contacts.

d. Filtering is accomplished at the equipment interface, which is the
best location.

e. Elimination of circuit cross talk problems.

Because not much EMP hardness data are available for filter oin connectors,
systems qualification tests must be conducted.

Filter pin connectors, available in circular, miniaturized, and subminiaturized
rectangular shapes, can accommodate up to 61 contact arrangements, and are
available in PI, LC, CL, and the capacitor configurations shown in Figure 6.13.
As indicated, ferrite beads can be used to provide dissioative filtering.

Figure 6.16 shows typical insertion loss test results obtained as per UIL-STD-
220 on contacts on a filter pin connector.

Reference 6.8 reports some pulse testing data on two types of common filter
Pin connectors. The type DEJ-9TP is a . section rated with a 2-'4Hz cutoff
frequency. The DEJ-9LP is a special low frequency model with a rated cutoff
frequency of 100 kHz. The rated cutoff frequencies were confirmed in both cases,
but the :-filter rolled off at 60 d9/decade, while the low frequency rodel
rolled off at 20 dB/decade.

The --section filter can provide EMP protection because of its hicher roll-off.
Both of these connectors were tested with rectangular pulses of width 120 is
and 1 --s and amplitudes up to 5 kV. The filters performed according t- re!,-
frequency characteristics until arcing from oin-to-case occurred as 'D!l .s"

I.-
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100 ns 1 _s

l DEJ-9TP (i section) 2 kV 1.1 kV

DEJ-9LP (low frequency) > 5 kV 1.2 kV

No degradation in the frequency characteristics was observed in either connector.

w. 6.2.5 Other Filter Types

Active filters usually include operational amplifiers to perform some filter
transfer functions. But, because the operational amplifier is itself an
Er4P-vulnerable semiconductor device, active filters are not useful for damage
hardenino. Their usefulness as upset hardening devices is also limited, because
operational amplifiers can be upset by saturation.

The piezoelectric effects of monolithic crystal and ceramic devices may be
utilized to obtain frequency selectivity. This selectivity depends upon the
mechanical resonance of the device. These are high Q bandpass filters with
bandwidth on the order of .001 to .7% of their center frequencies. Passive

- components can be added to make nigh or low pass filters, which are subject,
however, to resonances in the filter stop bands caused by overtones in the
fundamental mode of excitation. These filters can operate at frequencies from
5 to 150 MHz.

Mechanical filters make use of mechanical resonators with input and output
electro-mechanical transducers. These filters are bandoass devices which are
useful in the range of .1 Hz to 50 kHz and which do not present as great a
problem with stop band resonances as do the crystal or ceramic filters. Fea
data are available on the EMP hardness of the above electromechanical filters.

6.2.6 Filter Summary

The type and function of the circuit to be protected and the characteristics
of the induced EMP pulse must be considered in selecting filters. Table 6.1
provides a summary of filter characteristics that might help in selecting a
particular filter E6.8]. Because all filter types are subject to EMP damage,
their damage thresholds should be evaluated.

6.3 Nonlinear TPDs

6.3.1 Introduction

Nonlinear terminal protection devices (TPOs) placed across the terminals of the
circuit provide protection against EIP transient signal damage. Figure 6.17
illustrates a typical protection configuration and TPD response [6.a]. The
purpose of the TPO is to reduce the transient signal voltage to a safe 12,.el.
Because the TPO is a nonlinear device, it will alter the oulse frequenc,
spectrum. Also, because much of the incident energy is reflected, it _st te
dissipated elsewhere. For reference purposes, a review of various nonlinear
protection devices including their characteristic curves and gener3l a :ati*n
areas is shown in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Summary of Nonlinear Trransi-2nt Pratectior, Device
Characterist*ic Curves and G3eneral Aorliication Area
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Table 6.2 (cont'd) Summary of Nonlinear Transient Protection Device
Characteristic Curves and General Application Area
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Table 6.2 (cont'd) Summary of Nonlinear Transient Protection Device
Characteristic Curves and General Application Area
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The most comon nonlinear TPOs are classified as dielectric breakdown devices,
semiconductor junction breakdown devices, and nonlinear resistors. Dielectric
breakdown devices include air or gas-filled soark gap or solid dielectric gap
devices. Semiconductor junction devices include zener diodes and ordinary
rectifier diodes. In nonlinear resistors (varistors) resistance is a function
of the device voltage. TPD characteristics which should be considered in hard-
ening sc:'e,13s are size, weight, cost, reliability, temperature dependence,
damage thresiiolds, insertion, turnon, protection efficiency, current capability,
turn-off, and device polarity. -

For system reliability, the normal failure mode of TPDs should be considered,
because a TPD is placed directly across a circuit terminal. For example, spark
gaps sometimes fail by opening and degrade EMP hardening but do not degrade
the intended circuit function. Zener diodes, on the other hand, generally fail
by shorting the circuit terminal to ground and degrade circuit function.

• TPDs themselves are susceptible to EMP damage. Of these, semiconductor junction
devices are particularly susceptible; their damage thresholds may be calculated
from Chapter 5.

Two parameters determine the insertion effects of TODs during normal circuit
operation: the shunt capacitance CT and the leakage current or standby impedance.
If the signal source has resistance R , and t;e load resistance is R,, the 3 dS
down insertion loss frequency is giveR by

R+R
F3d .15 9 s L"  (6.1)

b 7sL

The leakage current may be imoortant if power losses or maintenance of hi-:
input impedance of the circuit is critical. Insertion loss effects are usuail/
easy to evaluate, since CT and the leakage current or standby impedance are
usually sipecified by the manufacturer.

The TPD turn-on characteristics refer to the manner in which a TPO responds to
an overvoltage pulse. The voltage at which a TPD will initiate its response
depends on the rate-of-rise of the pulse's leadinc edge, and this voltage is
often considerably greater than its normal DC breakdown voltage. The worst case
rate-of-rise of the leading edge of an EMP signal may be in the range of 62 V/
nsec to 6 kV/nsec; few devices respond quickly enough to protect circuits for
such high rates of change. Impulse ratio, a measure of the TPO response, is
defined as [6.4]

=A (a.2)
• IR - V A ,(

where VA is the peak actuation voltage for the actual signal rate of chance,
and V r is the DC rated actuation voltage. Figure 6.13 shows tne variation in
the v6Ttage delivered to the circuit for two different immulse ratios or the
same incident voltage waveform [.a]
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where all the quantities are as defined in Figure 6.17. The pe'-.ent overshoot
caused by a series inductance shown in Figure 6.19 where overshoot (SL x 100)

is plotted as a function of lead inductance for Rs = 50 :., R, = 10 and TR

3 nsec. Lead wire typically has an inductance of 25 to 75 nanohenries Per looo
inch; thus, the importance of minimizing lead length is emphasized.

The TPD protection efficiency (a) may be defined [6.4] as the ratio of the
energy (EL) delivered to a specified load impedance to the energy (Ei) or tne
incident transient, i.e.

L • (6.5

Sometimes, , is defined [6.3] cn the oasis of tne eneray delivereJ to a 50
load by a 1 -sec rectangular oulse as

10-. (6.6)
- Ltouies)

where EL is the energy dissipated in the 50 .. load. The constan: : -3

(1 millijoule) normalizes - to a unity damage constant for a I sec as iven
by5".5).
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The current capability of a TPD is the amount of current t,7at can fow throign
the TPD in its breakdown mode. The peak current flowing in t:e 7 D is de-
termined by the transient peak voltage and by the circuit impedances and the
internal breakdown resistance and voltage of the TPC.

TPD turn-off is characterized by the way in which the TPO returns to 'ts
quiescent operating configuration after breakdown. Sometimes a PD may stay
'latched" in its breakdown state by the normal signals or power teinrc carried
on the line. To prevent this, the series resistance of the TPD must te increased
to limit the current to the device.

Device polarity refers to the capability of the TPD to limit a titolar jTse.
For example, one gas spark gap performs equally well on a positive or necative
pulse, but two back-to-back zener diodes are required to limit a bipolar nIlse.

Table 6.3 compares some characteristics of the three mcst commnly used '.:es

of TPDs [6.9].

A list of manufacturers of TPD devices is given in Table 6.4.

6.3.2 Dielectric Breakdown Devices

Dielectric breakdown devices include air and gas-filled stark gaos, neon lams,
surge arrestors, and dielectric simulated breakdown devices. in these latter
devices, (though not yet commercially available) a solid dielectric is used
to simulate arc formation.

Dielectric breakdown devices are low cost devices used "or shunting large over-
voltages to ground and are able to handle large power surges. They nave low
inser-ion losses at all frequencies below I00 MHz. This enables them to ,rotec:
antennas and other high frequency equipment. in addition, antennas are cavatle
of oicking up large amounts of energy during an EMP event. This, couoled .Ni:n
low insertion losses at high frequency, makes dielectric breakdown devices tve
principal means of protecting some high freauency equipment. A major disadvan-
tage is their uncertain response time in clamping over voltages.

The response time of a dielectric breakdown device (the time it takes for a svarK
gap to break down and the breakdown voltage depend upon tne rate of transientdV
voltage change, a (Figure 6.20'. Each straight line emanating frcm the cricin

corresponds to some constant dV. Superimoosed on these straight lines are i:ur

curved lines, each corresponding to a different spark gap. The intersec:icn c
a straight and curved line indicates the voltage and time at which a spark ca:dV
wili break down for the A corresponding to that straight line [6.9,.

The horizontal lines in Figure 6.20 are tne OC treakdown voltages. a!tnc,.gc
tne 3C breakdown voltage is not strictly related to EA1 because of tee 'as: 7"
risetime, the DC level does provide a means of -a:- checkout.

Tme resoonses of two different gaos, along witn the surce vol .tzav
are sncwn in Figure 6.21. Soark aap A Ares earlier tnan scar< :ac .. ::_x
3 responds more slowly. The cross hatched area indicates ::rcccr;!c'7a ire
additional exoosure a sensitive load ma" nave to the , .
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Table 6.4 Some TPD Vendors

(1) Gas Filled Spark Gao Vendors

(a) Joslyn (e) Dale Electronics, Inc.

Goleta, California Columbus, Nebraska

(b) EG&G (f) TII Industries

Salem, Massachusetts Copiague, New York

(c) Signalite (g) Siemens Corp.

Neptune, flew York Iselin. New Jersey

(d) C.P. Clare & Co.
Chicago, Illinoins

(2) Zener Diode Vendors

(a) General Semiconductor (e) Thomson-CSF

Tempe, Arizona Canoga Park, California

(b) Unitrode (f) Nestinghouse
Watertown, Massachusetts Youngwood, Pennsylvania

Cc) Shauer flanufacturing Corp. (g) 'fotorolac Cincinnati, Ohio Phoenix, Arizona

(d) Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. (h) Micro Semiconductor

Bloomington, Indiana Santa Ana, California

(3) Varistor Device Vendors

(a) General Electric (d) Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.

Syracuse, New York Tokyo, Jaoan

(b) 1TT (e Panasonic
Lorrance, lassachusetts Secaucus, New Jersey

(c) 'lidwest Components (f) International Recti-Fe'

'uskegan, Michigan E! Se7undo, Ca 9iionia

(4) Hybrid TPD Vendors

(a) Transtector Systems, Inc. (c) Lightning Elimination Assoc.

Monterey Park, California Downey, California

(b) MCG Electronics (d) Fischer Custom Cc:un'ca:2ns

Deer Park, New York

%
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Figure 6.22 shows the effect of a spark gap on the circuit it is oroteciing.
Part A shows the waveform without the spark gap. Part B shows the waveform
with the gap on line; the gap breaks down at time TA and reduces the voltace
to a low level, called the arc voltage.

As illustrated in Figure 6.23, the EMP signal Thevenin equivalent is first
determined in order to find the maxi;,um gap current, Imax " The gap peak current

must be identified because high current levels can physically damage the gap
by melting leads or burning away electrodes.

A series limiting resistor provides a method for limiting the gap peak current
(Figure 6.24). The resistor has no effect until the TPD breaks down. In this

- case, the voltage drop, IR, across the resistor is now added to the gao voltage.
The voltage across the protected circuit is now increased, which implies less
protection. The inductance of the resistor will also slow down the response
time. Figure 6.25 illustrates the decrease in gap current caj:pd ty the re-
sistor.

VMAX

I.J

Ci

Ti,'S ( T,
A WAVERFORM " I THOUT SPARK G,:P (V UPE

.4

TA 8 W- VEFC A.;'ITH SP,:'.< _-.

Figure 6.22 Voltace ',,iaveforms ,5..
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It is important that gap conduction be stopped (extinguished) after tne EMP
event is terminated. Figure 6.26 shows the relationship oetween voi-age, current,
and the extinguishing region. Here, a discharge wiil extinruish if the TPD
operating point lies in the cross-hatched area, whereas the discharce will
continue if it lies above the curve. If the only voltace scurc ..n :he orotec:ed
line is :?he EMP signal, the aap will extinauih. Hcwever, . t e cir ,rotets
a CC powerline, the voltage levels and source imoedance may ,e s:.c. :haz -ne
gaP will not extinguish. The gao would then continue :o _shor- :.' Co,.'ee s
and damage could result. Normal circuit oneration couia no: then -e ,:-ine:
until the arc was extinguished.
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:a, is 'o!_- ac ing an AC system, the gao will usually exrincuish because
the voltage and current return to zero every half cycle. The gap may conduct,
however, from the time the surge ends until the end of the half cycle in prooress,
as shown in Figure 6.27. This phenomenon is called follow current. Ever, though
limited to a half cycle, this follow current can cause deterioration of the
spark gap, changes of breakdown voltage, and insulation resistance [6.9.

Spark gaps may be connected in series to Extend the extinguishing region, as
iin Fioure 6.28. Th breakdown voltage and arc voltage are doubled also.

Neon lamps are designed for operation in a glow rather than an arc mode
(Figure 6.26). They perform, adequately as TPOs when low energy (-, 1 joule)
transients are involved.

Test results on the types of spark gaps listed below are reported in Re-7e:-ence
-6.8:

Signalite CG Series Spark Gap

Signalite SB Series Spark Gap

Signalite Uni-lm* Spark Gap, USC series

Chicago Miniature Neon Lamps (NE-2, :'E-51, -E-86)

Dale LA9 Series Surge Arrestor.

The Signalite CGL series "Comm Gap", which is a low voltage surge arrestor
with welded leads and miniaturized ceramic construction, is princioally used
in the telecommunications industry. The CO-75L, 470L, and 1OOL were tested.
The F series device is a two-electrode spark gap (dc overvoltage orotector)
enclosed in a glass envelope. Devices SB-.55, 1.0, and 4.0 were evaluated.
The Uni-Imp spark gaps are a special family which activate at their soecified
breakdown voltages for faster risetimes than the other conventional Signalite

ispark gaps. The UBD-.55, UBD-1.0, and UGT-4.0 Uni-Imps were evaluated. The
Chicago Miniature neon glow lamps are cold-cathode devices with two electrodes
spparated in a neon-filled envelope. The NE-2, NE-SI, and NE-86 lamps were
tested.

The Dale LA9 series surge arrestors, which are spark gaps hermetically sealed
in a case with a single-ended flange mounting, function as voltace-sensitive
switches using a surge-charge coil in conjunction with a tapered soiral electrcde.
The arc is initiated between the top of the spiral electrode and a cylindrical
electrode. When the coil 'is energized, it produces a magnetic field which causes
the arc to rotate down the tapered spiral and to lengthen to the breaking oint
before excess current is drawn. The spark gap atmosphere is pre-ionized by a
radioisotope. Devices designated LA9BIC-500, 1 kV, and 4 kV were evaluated.

For each device type, at least three samples were evaluated during each Para-
meter measurement.

Figure 6.29 to 6.31 show the voltage-time characteristics of the soark :acs
evaluated. Table 6.5 is a summary of the charac:erist4 cs c: te devices -:ste.
None of these devices failed. The manufacturers do not soecif,] tne tower dissi-
pated by the device. The device actually reflects 7ost o- tne incident e-!-,v.

2c7
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Tne protective efficiency is defined according to (6.7). Fdo is obtained for

a 50 " source and load impedance, and C is obtained from (6.2).

Reference 6.10 and 6.11 present test data on several tyoes of TPDs. A summary
of the spark gaps tested in Reference 6.10 and some of the device character-
istics are presented in Table 6.6. A summary of the spark gacs tested inReference 6.4 is shown in Table 6.7.

The results of the tests sunarized in Table 6.5 showed that the measured

Ibreakdown voltages of the dielectric breakdown devices was within 15:. of the

specified breakdown voltage exceot for the NE-2 neon lamo. Spark gaps demon-
strated considerable curren: handling capabilities (880 A) without failure.,
In addition, spark gaps also demonstrated low insertion losses. In fact, all
of the spark gaps tested had 3 dB insertion losses well over 100 MHz with
most devices showing 3 dB insertion losses occurring over 1 GHz.

In the study reported in Reference 6.11, spark gaps were tested to determine
insertion loss response time and pulse power handling capability. The results
of spark gaps are surrnarized in Table 6.7.

In the initial round of tests the pulse width was 50 nsec and the amolitudes
measured across a matched 50 n load with no TPO in place were 1, 3.8, 8.2, and
11 kV. When post-pulse tests indicated that a device had been damaged, no
further pulses were applied to that device. A listing of the undamaged or
surviving devices was completed after the tests.

The second series of tests (which was applied to the survivors of the -irs:
tests), the pulse width was increased to 500 nsec, and the amplitudes were
3.5, 7.5, and 11 kV. These additional tests were, of course, intended solely
to study the energy dissipation caoacities of the devices to a scmewhat crsater
extent. All the spark gaps subjected to the pulse tests survived. All V- the

spark gaps tested in this program appear about equally effective for E£P
protection. This does not mean that they are equivalent, merely tna: the test

Umethods could not distinguish between them. The princioal drawbacks to usinc
spark gaps are the high DC breakdown voltage and the relatively hich-energy
leakage, especially with small overvoitages.

Of the devices that survived both pulse tests, only soark gaps have accevtably
low-insertion loss over the frequency range from 0 to 100 MHz. Therefore, if
wide-band and high power protection is needed at the upper end of or neycnc t-e

Tabove range, it can at present be provided only by spark ,ans.

Spark gaps frequently fire slowly and erratically at overvoltages of !esz than
2 or 3 times the DC breakdown voltage. For this reason, they often allow
greater eneray leakage for small overvoltages than for large overvc1ta-es.
Also, because of the arc formation time, soark gags generally cass sorewat

more energy - even wnen significantly overvolted - than o semiconductor le-
vices, which respond rather r:oidly.

The soeed of resconse of each device decedr s'roncl/ cn the -oetro 3'
lation. In fact, the overall resoonse is crinated ty scn tri-cs as eZ

k/ inductance and the imoedance mismatch cffered by tre test :nater. :':.
iave shown toat lead inductance is the 7ore i':ocrzan:. : s :herg;c~ 2;

utmost impor-ance to cr-vi e the shCtest :csstle sn.n :a:.
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currents (except in the case of filters). This implies very small TPD packages
with short or no leads.

Table 6.8 shows the response of the spark gaps tested. Figure 6.32 defines
the parameters in Table 6.8. The test results show that, although a large
voltage pulse bypasses the spark gap, the pulse width is narrow. Consequently,
the amount of energy leaking past the spark gap is generally small (-, 1).

Reference 6.12 discusses the developmental work being performed on a conon
U chamber spark gap with multiple pins for use in systems where many signal

lines need protection. This device is a simple, compact unit providing electro-
magnetic pulse (EMP) and lightning protection of systems in which many signal
lines enter sensitive electronic equipment. Basically. because it takes one
device to protect each wire entering e system, the efficient packaging of the
multiple pin electronic surge arrester (Bulk ESA) provides a surge arrestor
which has the advantages of space saving, low cost, and simplified assembly
over the use of current protective devices which range from diodes to large
spark gaps. The multiple-spark-gap (bulk ESA) protector developed is a sealed
chamber containing 53 inline spark gaps. Each end of the chamber contains a
standard 53-pin connector. The sealed chamber is filled with argon gas at
12-mm pressure, to which a trace of radioactive gas is added to stabilize the
breakdown and enhance the fast-rise response.

The bulk ESA can be integrated with an EMI filter-pin connector which, in turn,
can improve the performance of the bulk ESA. These two assemblies provide
a method to help protect against EMP, lightning, EMI, and TEMPEST effects.

Although non-gaseous dielectric breakdown d-vices are not com.erically available.
they exhibit the same general characteristics as their spark gao counternarts.

- [6.13]. Figure 6.33 compares the Signalite Uni Imp Series UBD-550 w'hich is
a dielectric oreakdown device. The Signalite spark gap has the foilowing
properties: 1) 550 Volt DC breakdown voltage, 2) shunt resistance of 1.5 x

10l2., 3) 9.5 pf shunt capacitance, and 4) pulse breakdown voltages of 4 kV
at 5 kV/ns and 2 kV at 500 V/ns. The dielectric breakdown device has the follow-
ing properties: 1) 600 Volts DC breakdown voltage, 2) shunt resistance of

4 x 1013 , 3) 9.5 pf shunt capacitance, and 4) pulse breakdown voltages of
1.6 kV at 5 kV/ns and 1.85 kV at 500 V/ns. They both have current handling
capacities in excess of 1 kA. When subjected to two 100 ns oulse tests of
1) 10 kV peak voltage with a rise time of 5 kV/ns and 2) 5 kV peak voltage
with a rise time of 500 V/ns, the devices did not fail and clamped the over-
voltage transient (cf. Figure 6.33).

6.3.3 Semiconductor Junction Devices

Semiconductor junction devices are TPDs which include rectifiers and zene-
diodes. These devices provide EMP protection by "clipping" voltage transients
to desired levels through either avalanche or zener breakdown of the semi-
conductor junction. The breakdown mechanisms are well understood and d'scussed
in standard solid-state textbooks.

Semiconductor junction devices find most applications as low :ower :rasiez.
suppressors. However, semiconductor junction devices that can dandle arge
power surges are available or can be ccnstruc:ed by stacdinc -ac', sJcK devices

2671-
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Figure 6.32 Resnonse Time and Overshoot Pararete-s Ior Temiral
Protec:ion ',evices [5.11]

in series or parallel. These devices operating in a monopolar ,iode have excep- -
tional junction response times (picosecond time regime). However, ooerating
in the bipolar mode the response times are considerably less (greater than a
nanosecond). In any case, the junction breakdown response time is not the re-
sponse time of the clamping device. The actual clamping time is dcminated by
the internal inductance and lead inductance of device. The TPD resoonse time
can be considerably lengthened if the lead lenaths are much greater than an inch.

The ability of semiconductor devices to handle large power surges requires large
semiconductor junction surface areas. The large junction surface area gives
the device an inherent capacitance which correlates to insertion losses in high
frequency applications. High frequency insertion losses can be minimized by
placing a low capacitance diode in series with the zener diode. However, the
low capacitance diode must be able to handle the current that is exoected
to be shunted through the device.

Figure 6.34 shows the characteristic I-V curve for a single diode. E.. is tne
reverse breakdown voltage, and the maximum for.*ard voltage is on the-Pder of
6 V. The I-V curve for two diodes in opcosed series (Fig.6.35) snows that thIs4 configuration can utilize the reverse breakdown voltace of : ese dicdes as a -
voltage limiter "or a bipolar EMP signal. 7ener diodes, -.nir ^re !cie ,:e-
signed to operate in the reverse breakcwr -ode. car te sec e-zez::.e' as
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TPDs. Figure 6.36 illustrates some of the TPO configurations involving diodes.
Part (a) illustrates a low signal level TPD which limits the threat voltage
to one diode drop. Part (b) shows a stacked opposed parallel pair; the forward
characteristics of the diodes are the limiting factors. Parts (c) and (d)
illustrate opposed series zener configurations. Configurations (a) and (b) will
probably withstand more power dissipation than (c) and (d), because the former
configuration utilizes the forward diode drop, which is less damage susceptible
than the reverse bias mode. Configurations (b) and (d) have the advantage of
reducing the TPD capacitance to less than that of one pn junction [6.8].

n Diode pulse power vulnerability can be calculated with the aid of (5.1).

Reference 6.8 presents test data on several types of single junction semicc
ductor devices. Twelve different types of zener diodes and one signal diod1
were evaluated. These devices covered breakdown potentials from 6 to 100 v
and power ratings from .5 to 50 watts.

Nine types of TransZorbs* were also evaluated. The TransZorb is a specially
packaged (hermetically seal.ed glass-to-metal) semiconductor breakdown device
capable of handling large power surges which was developed by General Semi-
conductor Industries in conjunction with Harry Diamond Laboratory. Four series
types of TransZorbs were tested. The 5500 and 5600 series TransZorbs are de-
fined as silicon transient suppressors designed to protect voltage-sensitive
components in airborne systems. The GHV series TransZorbs are much lower in
shunt capacitance and, therefore, permit applications across analog and digital
input circuitry with minimum insertion loss. The ICT-5 TransZorb is specially
designed for protection of 5 volt IC logic circuits.

At least three samples of each diode type were evaluated during each para-
meter measurement.

* Figure 6.37 gives the V-I characteristics for several of the diodes tested.
Table 6.9 is a summary of the test results on the device parameters. Equation
(6.2) can be used to obtain F3db from CT for any circuit configuration. The
protective efficiency was measured according to (6.8). The pulse power columns,
which refer to the pulse energy in the pulser do not indicate the power""

dissipated in the TPD, because some power is reflected. As noted, some of the
TPOs did not fail.

References 6.10 and 6.11 present test data on several semiconductor devices.
The characteristics of the devices tested in Reference 6.10 are presented in
Table 6.10. Tests of semiconductor devices [6.11] which clearly demonstrate
that the theoretical junction response time advertised by manufacturers on tne
order of a picosecond for monopolar zeners is in fact much less than the
response of the actual semiconductor device. Results are shown in Table 6.11.

Figure 6.38 shows several application areas of semiconductor breakdcin devices.
ilote Figures 5.39(e) and (i) where a single monopolar TPO is used to orotect
a bipolar signal line. This is generally accomplished by use of tne fast re-
covery diode bridge. Test results [6.15, 6.16] have demonstrated the E!IP

*General Semiconductor Trade N!ame
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TYPICAL TRANSZORB APPLICATIONS
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protection afforded by using this technique. An additional benefit of using
this technique is that the TPD insertion loss can be reduced for application
in protecting high frequency signal lines [6.151.

6.3.4 Nonlinear Resistors (Varistors)

Nonlinear resistors are devices that obey the current-voltage relationship

I KVN (6.7)

where N and K are device constants which depend on the varistor material.
Varistors can be made out of many materials. "Thyrite" is a G.E. trade name
for its silicon carbide type varistor. Selenium and certain metal oxides
(mainly ZnO and Bi203 ) are also used. The G.E. trade name for its metal oxide

F varistor is MOV. For fast EMP transients, the MOVs are superior because of
their fast response time. The others are slower, but have higher energy hand-
ling capabilities. These devices are bipolar.

The composition of metal oxide varistors consists of metal oxides which are
sintered at high temperature to produce a polycrystalline ceramic body [6.17].
The structure of the body is a matrix of conductive metal oxide grains sepa-
rated by a highly resistive intergranular boundary. It is the intergranular
boundary that gives the metal oxide varistor its nonlinear behavior. These
boundaries are distributed throughout the volume. This allows the varistor
to uniformly dissipate energy making the varistor energy rating volume depen-
dent. Thus, metal oxide varistors are capable of handling larger power surges.

The metal oxide varistor also exhibits an inherent capacitance due to inter-
granular boundary separation of the conductive grains. The capacitance of
the device is typically greater than 1000 pf. Thus, the metal oxide varistor

finds direct aoplication in low frequency and CC circuit protection.

Excessive heating of the metal oxide varistor caus-4 by prolonged or repeated
power surges degrades the device [6.18]. The data in Figure 6.39 is an attempt
to characterize the degradation of the type "D" material as a function of
pulse duration. Here is shown the typical increase in leakage current and
standby power at a specific bias voltage as a function of input pulse energy
for four different pulse widths. In this case, the bias voltage is again taken
at 25" of the "varistor voltage". Here, the permanent damage tests 'vere per-
formed using high energy critically damped pulse waveshapes with oulse times
of 30 nanoseconds, 3 microseconds and 30 microseconds to peak pulse output.
As can be seen from-Figure 6.39, the absorbed pulse energy density required
for significant leakage current increase ranges from 10 to 1000 joules per
cubic centimeter depending upon the pulse width. It should be noted from
Figure 6.39 that the apparent degradation as a function of pulse width is ge-
nerally what would be expected for a thermal damage mechanism, similar to that
in semiconductor devices. For the GE-M0VTM varistor, however, the energy re-
quired for significant degradation is at least an order of magnitude higher
than that to cause catastrophic damage in junction devices when compared on an
equal area basis.

Figure 6.40 shows the V-1 characteristics of several ki~ids of varistors C6.47.
Part (a) also shows a linear resistor (i = 1) and a reverse biased zener dicde
for comparison.
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a

Figures 6.41 and 6.42 illustrate varistor configurations. Here the material
is used to isolate a center conductor from an outside conductor because ofthe high varistor resistance. If the voltage increases, the resistance would

decrease and short the two conductors [6.21.

Figure 6.43 presents a comparison of the V-I curves of some varistor and di-
electric breakdown devices.

Reference 6.8 gives some test data on five models of MOVs and Table 6.12 pre-
sents a summary of the test results. None of these devices failed. The pulser
energy refers to the energy in the pulser and not that dissipated in the device.
The protective efficiency is that defined in (6.6). Fld b can be found from
(6.2) for a given set of source and load impedances. 3

Reference 6.10 presents test data on several varistors. A summary of the varis-
tors tested in Reference 6.10 and some of the device characteristics are
shown in Table 6.13.

6.3.5 Hybrid TPDs

Sometimes TPDs may be combined to give improved protection [6.4]. However, this
results in a more complex, costly, and less reliable system which may be
difficult to evaluate [6.19].

It is desirable to combine the individual TPDs so that the best features cf
each device are utilized. Figure 6.44(a) through (d) illustrates the use of
dielectric breakdown devices to shunt the major portion of the EMP transients
followed by semiconductor breakdown devices (or varistors) to clip the residual
portion of the voltage transient. And as discussed earlier, low capacitance
diodes can be used in conjunction with zener diodes (Figure 6.45(a)) to reduce

* their insertion loss.

Combinations of linear and nonlinear TPDs are also useful in circuit protection.
An example is the use of filters to reflect or dissipate the bulk of the EMP
transient outside the normal operating frequency band followed by a low Dower
nonlinear device to clip the residual voltage transient. Or, a high power non-
linear device can be used to shunt the bulk of the transient energy to ground
followed by filters to "clean up" the residual transient.

As can be seen from the discussion above, the combinations are numerous and de-
tailed and it is not within the scope of this handbook to discuss all the
possible combinations in detail. Rather, the purpose of this subsection is to
point out some of the design considerations to be taken into account wren
constructing hybrid TPDs and their possible limitations.

The use of dielectric breakdown devices (spdrk gaps) in a hybrid TPO has asso-
ciated with it uncertainties in the amount of energy leakage. This residual
energy can cause the secondary TPDs to fail. Another aspect of using dielectric
breakdown devices in hybrid TPDs is that it is desirable to have the spark qao
which can handle large power surges fire first thus preventina most of the
transient energy from reaching secondary TPD elements which may not handle as
much power. It is then necessary to add either delay iines (Figure .46(a6)
or a series inductor (Figure 6.46(b) and (c)) to provide this isolation.
Resistors can also be used in place of inductors to provice isolzi-n r5 ._""
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''hen constructing hybrid TDs it is always i-oortan: to kee:-.e teac 'e'g:rs
of the TPO as short as possible C6.231.

6.3.6 Other TPDs

Other transient suppression devices available are diode AC switches ,i"ACs,
crowbars, biased suppressors, silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs), thyristors,
and PIN diodes. Most are of limited use for varying reasons r6.11'. For
example, some cannot handle the power of typical EIP transients, sore rec-"re
gate control (see Table 6.1), and some do not respond fast enough to 7_'P
transients.

6.3.7 TPD Summary

All of the devices mentioned here have potential use in EiVP hardenin: sche'es.
Reference 6.10 lists several TPD disadvantages, which are summarized in the
following paragraphs.

All TPDs reflect a larce percentage of incident energy and thus could ircrease
system threat at other locations. If TPDs are used on both ter'minals of a wire,
the reflections may cause the transient to last much longer than normal. -he
nonlinear devices will significantly alter the threat frequency sPectrum in
a rather unpredictable manner. If nonlinear devices are used extensively, system
modeling becomes complex, Cd data cannot be used, and 7ow-level tests woulc be
invalid. In that TPDs are tied directly across lines, the semiccrcuc::r tyces
that fail by short circuiting may decrease system reliability.

TPDs should be used after a thorouch analysis of ipact on sys:em er'or-ance.
It is less desirable to use TPDs in locations internal to a s/ste -'ecausp
of the reflection and nonlinear properties discussed above. 7-e Tcst desira:'e
application of TPOs is at external 'ocations, such as receiver antennas and
external cabling, where reflection of incident energy does not oresent a large
problem.

Table 6.14 is a summary TPD functional selection matrix, whi:h should aid in
the selection of a TPD device for a specific application E5:].

6.3.8 General Installation Practices oF TPDs

4 Several examples of preferred TPO installation practices are found i neere~ce
6.1. A basic overview of the installation guidelines follows.

1) TPDs should be installed such that the shunt currents do not '.:. ir-j
the shielded volume. This is usually accomplished through the use of Zn e-,,
vault (metal enclosure) which houses the TPDs (Figure 6.47). Thus, cur-en-s

4 shunted from unhardened exterior cables will flow through the Tr a. cut
the exterior of the shielded volume (i.e. equiomEnt rack or harcenec :!::e
By allowing the currents to flow on the exte-ior ol '-e -rotected i e
further coupling of the E!IP transients to sensitive eauient is -':e:.

2) To reduce the coupling between ca-ies in tre enr _y ... ,'- e: -
mended that the Tower lines be seoarated or shiel:ed fr -m :ne s, S

,his would also reduce EM', (elerrcmatr ietc in4ene2-e.ce, :3rin e-
of the ecqiPment.
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3) The lead lengths on TPDs should le as short as oossible. If possible,

leadless TPDs should be used. This makes the TPDs more effective.

6.4 Use of Protective Devices at Non-Antenna Interfaces

6.4.1 Introduction

Because of the variety of circuitry associated with interface pins, it is
nearly impossible to address each possible protection measure for all circuits.
It is more appropriate to give examples of generic circuits that have been
hardened to illustrate the TPD selection technique. Thus in the subsections
to follow, the use of'TPOs to protect the following circuits is presented:

1) Signal Lines (subsection 6.4.2),
2) Digital Logic Circuits (subsections 6.4.3), and
3) Power Lines (subsection 6.4.4).

The examples should aid the design engineer in c~oosing satisfactory TPDs for
protecting non-antenna interfaces. These examples should serve as a guide but
they should not be considered the only protection measures available.

The TPD chosen to protect the non-antenna interface should adequately perform
the following functions:

1) Protect the circuit from the current/voltage transients specified
*in Section 2.4.3.2,

2) The protection measure shculd not interfere with the normal operation

of the equipment in the absence of an EMP event, and

3) The TPO should not fail durinq repeated pulses thus allowing thewinterface hardening method to be tested according to Section 9.3.2.1.

The TPD that satisfactorily conforms to these criteria will harden sensitive
circuitry in an EMP environment according to Section 2.4.

Figures 6.48 and 6.49 show the decision process for determining the need and
selection criteria for TPDs. The exact TPD selected is principally determined
by the power handling capability, turn on time. and insertion loss. Table 6.14
can be used as a guide in TPD selection.

6.4.2 Signal LineProtection

Signal lines consist of control, command, and communications (C links between
rooms on the ship. The routing of cables between these rooms is then subject
to the environments specified in Section 2.4.

An example of the TPO use and selection criteria are illustrated in References
6.21 and 6.24, where the susceptible inter-equipment signal cables on the
AN/SRC-15 system are analyzed 'or the following peak threat condi:iis wnich
occur over the frequency range from about 0.5 MHz to 10 '!H-:
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vT i eQuipment which in vulnerable to the EMP interface pin threat is the
Receiver Overload Protector (ROP) subassemblies, (Figure 6.50). Caoacitors 'l,
C2, C4 and C7 have 500 volt ratings and diode CRI-IN3070 has a neak inverse
voltage rating of 200 V. The ROP is designed such that 10 volts of rf sicnal
will turn on transistors 0l and Q2, and turn off Q3. Relay Kl then becomes de-
energized, grounding the receiver fault line and opening the signal line to the
receiver; thereby protecting the components within the ROP as well as tne
receiver. In the event that the ROP did not respond in time to limit the ENIP
transient, the diode CRI-3070 could be overstressed by exceeding the Deak in-
verse voltage of 200 volts. EMP protection should therefore be provided for 2ie
ROP in addition to the built-in over voltage circuit. Although the capacitors
have a 500 volt rating, parts orocured to a military specification are normally
tested to 200% of the maximum voltage rating. The capacitors should not be
damaged by the 1000 volt pulse.

The TPD designed for use with the ROP subassemblies should meet the follow'ng

general requirements:

- The TPD should not significantly degrade the signal lines.

- It must ufficiently suppress EMP transients to prevent damage
or malfunction of the ROP.

- It must be capable of withstanding multiple transients without
degradation.

The TPD must also be capable of meeting the electrical renuirements give, in
Table 6.15 to insure normal operation of the circuit.

A TPO was designed for protecting the ROP to comply with the requirem'ents 'i.,'-1
in Table 6.15. The device is designated as TPO-Model 3. A schematic diacrar
of the device is shown in Figure 6.51.

Two important characteristics of TPOs installed in a sign;i line ire tne s:a"c-
by mode and the protection mode characteristics. In the standby -ode tne
breakdown voltage, V, the shunt capacitance, CT, and the 3 dS cite" ".2-

quency, f3dB' are im2 8rtant parameters.

In the protection rrode the DC breakdown voltace, V imculse -rec:. '

voltage, 1B0-IMP, holdover voltage, VsH, and the surqe current rat.. -,

are important. Parametric values for these char:_terlszics are :ive '

Table 6.16. In the standby mode the VSD is 50 vclts wh~cn's ..,ell accve-

circuit oPerating voltage o 7 vc1t . The ca:3citance .,a-Te/ly

f point, the frequency at ihic ze sina" ', : -
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-e c a u s e t h e m a x i m u m s i g n a l f r e q u e n c y i s 3 0 'zz , u f .' %H z c ut rc .
de-eriorate the signal. The f3dB was calculated frzm (6.2 wnere arc a
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The TPD model 3 For the ROP cable will te installzd in t :e a' ujirur be., .r
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Table 6.16 TPD - M.odel 3 lode and Protection Mode Characteristics
[6.16)

Characteristic Parameter Value

Standby mode

VBD 50 volts

CT24 pF :
f3dB 265 ME-

Protection mode

VBD-.DC 50 Volts

VBD..- 50 volts

VHO 50 Vol.s

18.6 A, 1 msec

6.4.3 Digital Logic Circuit Protection

Digital logic circuits are a special class of signal lines that merit separate
analysis. This is largely because of the low level signals co.non to tc'e logic
circuit. In addition, some digital circuitry now being used in operating near
1 aigabyte per second which requires special high frequency TP7. Th t is, TP~s
with low insertion losses at high frequencies.

An example of TPDs being used to protect digital circuitry is given in References
6.16 and 6.24. Pictorial diagrams of two types of AN/UYO-21 systems are shown
4n Figures 6.52 and 6.53. The Small Scale Tactical Display Suosystem consists
of a Central Equipment Group, two Display consoles, a Remote Key Set, and data
links to the Sensors and Computers. Included in the Central Equipment Group
are:
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- Central Data Buffer

- Sensor Data Converters

- Sensor Data Distribution Switchboard.

Sensor data and synthetic or simulated data lines connect the Central EoJioment
Grouo and the Consoles.

The Acoustic Display Subsystem consists of an Acoustic Display Converter, two
Display Consoles, and the Sonar System Processors. The Acoustic Display Con-
verter includes the Central Data Buffer, and the Acoustic Display Generators.
Sensor Data and synthetic data lines connect the consoles and thie Display
Converter.

The Data Display Group uses a total of 57 analog and 21 digital signals through-
out the system. Part of the analog and digital data lines carry high soeed
sionals.

The AN/UYQ-21 equipment performs a similar function to that of the AN-UYA-a
previously described. Descriptive information on the A'I/UYQ-21 is limited since
the equipment is in the development phase. Also, much of the signal information
is classified and therefore cannot be discussed in this report.

The results of the damped sinucoidal pulse, Section 2.4.3.2, direct in4ection
tests into the UYQ-21 simulated loads are shown in Ficures 6.55 and 6.5.A. The
tests were conducted at 1 MHz, 10 MHz, and 50 iHz ,,ithout and with 'PDs acrss
the load.
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The direct injection tests for the UYQ-21 were set uo by connecting the
simulated load across the output of the damped sinusoid oulse-. The load
voltage and current were then monitored without and with the approoriate TPO

3connected across the load.

In conducting the cable couc'ing tests, each of the cables was installed on the
test bed and connected to the source and the load termination boxes. The source
impedance was simulated with a 1K resistor. The simulated load impedance was
100 ohms for the UYQ-21. The current injection transformer and the CT-5 current

3probe (Table 6.17) for monitoring the overall cable currents were clamoed
around the cable near the midsection. The voltage and current probes for moni-
toring the load response were installed in the loaa terrninatinQ box. The load
transfer waveforms were then monitored and ohotgraphed on the oscilloscope.

The TPD designated for use on the UYQ-21 is given in Table 6.18. The fast
recovery diode bridge (Figure 6.54) was used in conjunction with the bioolar

transient suppressors for the UYQ-21 system to reduce the caoacitance on the
high speed data lines.

Figures 6.55a-b show the voltage and current resoonse across a 100 ohm load
to a I MHz, 10 A, damped sinusoidal current directly injected into the !oal.
Figure 6.55c-d show the response with a L1OA diode tridge across the loac.
The load current is reduced to about 1 A and the vclta:e to 40 7.

Figures 6.56 a and b show the voltage and current resconse across a lO ohnr
load without a TPD at 10 MHz. With a LIOA diode bridge across the load, the
load voltage is reduced from 1000 volts to about 30 volts (Figure 5.56c)
and the load current is reduced from 10 A toabout 0.5 A, exceot for the initial
zeak of 1.5 A which is attributed in part to lead inductance in the setuc.
7^e test measurements at 50 MHz are not shcwn because some stra' circjit ele-
2ents may have obscured the true measurement values.

6.4.4 Power Line Prote.ction

Power lines operate at low frequencies (< 400 Hz) whereas ENIP has a high
frequency spectral content. This allows filters and nonlinear TPDs with hich
insertion losses at high frequencies to be used. For examole, Figure 6.47
shows the installation of metal oxide varistors (MOVs) to pr-"ct AC (and C'
power lines. Consequently, the numerous methods of power suobIt' herdeninc
are now shown in further detail.

E.5 Use of Protective Devices at Antenna Interfaces

6.5.1 Introduction

Generally, in shipboard ooeration, a transmitter or receiver is not connectec
to an antenna directly [6.25". A shio requires that receivers be protected
from ship's transmitted energy and that, when possible, antennas be shared.
Multicouplers orovide both these functions by allowing simultaneous use of an
antenna by several transmitting and/or receiving equipments while crovid,.:
isolation bet,.ween them and from extraneous signal sources. Transmittinc -ulti-
couplers, because they must orovide both efficient mat:ninc to t,e antenna
and isoiation bet,.een channels ..iith low. insert:on ICsS, recuire a soaan
antenna havinc a Voltage Standing %.ave ?atio On CF ohms of 31 "r --r .

3 C
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Table 6.17 'Joltace and Current Prot.s '6.16]

PARAMETER CURRENT IVOLTAGE
___ ___ __PROBE) PROBE

Pulser Output TEK P6015
Cable Bulk and Core Currents *TEK CT-5
Load Parameters TEK P6022 TEK P6008

*E CT-i used at 500 MHz (TEK =Tektronix)

Table 6.18 70. CesIcnated for !Y.:2j "6. 16"

SYSTEM TPD - BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE
__________ ______________(VOLTS)

UYQ-21 L1OA, FF15 10
Diode Bridge

4L20A FF15 20
Diode Bridge

L60A FF15 60
Diode Bridge



Antenna and multicoupler are normally limited to 3:1 frequency range. Greater
loss can be tolerated in receiver circuits because atmospheric noise normally
determines receive sensitivity and limitation on permissible antenna VSWR isUnot as important. Greater loss is also allowed in the receiver multicoupler
in order to increase off-frequency rejection. Often a single antenna suffices
to cover the HF spectrum.

Upon these complex systems will be incident the Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP)
engendered by an exoatmospheric nuclear burst. The EMP planewave pulse inci-
dent upon the antenna is that specified in Section 2.4.5. This speci-fication
is not used in this section explicitly. The amount of EMP energy coupled to
the antenna is dependent upon the antenna geometry. The larger antennas (HF)
allow more EMP energy to be received by the antenna structure than the smaller
antennas (VHF/UHF). The amount of coupling to the antenna is explicitly
specified in Section 2.4.3.3 or 2.4.3.4 depending upon whether the antenna is
unhardened or hardened, respectively.

The purpose of this subsection is to identify the problem areas encountered
in protecting antennas with TPDs and the solutions. The problem areas associated
with applying TPDs at antenna interfaces are:

1) System loading

2) Spurious-frequency generation of third-harmonic or inter-modulation
products

3) System noise level effects

4) Extinguishing characteristics after TPO gap firings.

- These problem areas can be isolated and corrected using time-domain reflecto-
metry (TOR) techniques and by lowering the VSWR.

Even under normal conditions, shipboard topside harmonic and intermodulationw levels from nonlinear devices and objects greatly affect receivability and/
or compatibility. Because protective devices could introduce nonlinear elements
at critical points, for example in a multi-frequency transmitting antenna, the
very real intermodulation problem may be exacerbated C6.26].

Intermodulation aboard ship is a major cause of interference to receivingr'. systems and is greatly acjgravated by the use of many simultaneous transmissions.
When seven or more transmitters are used simultaneously, the probability of
interference on any receiving frequency is very great. For example, ten trans-
mitters can produce 100,000 products up through the 7th order. The most serious
cause of intermodulation is in the receivers if they are unprotected by narrow
bandpass filters. Use of good two-section filters will practically eleminate
the receivers as significant sources of intermodulation.

In this section examples of protective devices designed to orotect HF and
VHF/UHF antenna interfaces from the transients specified in Sections 2.4.3.3
and 2.4.3.4 are presenced. Also discussed is the comoatiDility cf each pro-
tective device on system performance.
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6.5.2 Protection at HF Antenna Interfaces

Protection of equipment connected to HF antennas is complicatec by the fact
that the EMP spectrum (0.1-10 MHz) and the HF antenna operatinL spectrum
(3-30 MHz) overlap. This voids the general application of filters to suopress
the EMP threat. Hence, the EMP transient suppression at HF antenna interfaces
is generally accomplished through the use of nonlinear TPDs. These TPDs must
have a low insertion loss to limit system loading.

An example of the protection measi es used to harden the HF anterna interface
is illustrated in References 6.21 and 6.25. The example - esented 4s applicable
for hardened and unhardened HF antenna interfaces. The major difference is
that the hardened antenna will have a primary voltage limiter near.the antenna
and the isolation element such as inductor or resistor wil most likely not be
required, because there is probably physical isolation (a del-y line) between
the primary voltage limiter and the secondary voltage limiters.

6.5.2.1 TPD Selection

The selection and preliminary compatibility evaluation of the HF antenna
transient suppressor is from Reference 6.21. The example presented here is the
attempted hardening of a 31 foot trussed whip antenna interface. ;he high volt-
age capable of being coupled into a 31 foot trussed whip antenna system from
an EMP event requires adequate surge protection to preclude catastrochic elec-
tronic component failures. Some of the problems in protecting this system -esuilt
from the very fast pulse rise times and the high energy levels to be dissioated.

In general, the TPO must not significantly degrade any circuit when in t e
standby mode, it must provide sufficient transient suopression, ant ,ust be
capable of withstanding multiple EMP transients without degrada:icr.. Soecir"c
TPO criteria selected for this system, which are derived in zne latter -art
of this section, are:

1. Limit the peak voltage transient at the antenna coupler input

to 5 kV maximum, and the principal pulse voltage to 1 kV naxinum. -.

2. The TPD shall nct trigger below, 500 volts.

3. The 3 dB cutoff frequency iroosed by the TPO shall be greater
4than 36 MHz.

The TPD designed for this system, designated TP Model 2, is shcwn schemati-
cally in Figure 6.57. The TPD is a hybrid type consisting of a gas lilled s:ar'
gap in parallel with a series string of bipolar transzorb transient sunpressors.
A C.1 ,H inductor separates the spark gap and transzorb string. Follcwing r
EMP event, the transzorbs will respond within about 1 nanosecond to c40 te
fast rise time edge of the pulse.

The induced voltage buildup across .he inductor will assist tne breakdcwn of
the gap. After firing, the gap will operate in the arc region, civer:ing t'e
majority of the EMP energy through the gao. The ga" will extinu, isnc i =.. :ne

- transient pulse voltage and :ur-ent decay telow the tlreshold 'eve ;.

The 500 volt minimum voltage criteria for r-e -J .'s erive ,  .,e Z's-
coeratinc levels. The maximum ceak enveloo powe- rtn; , se 7-
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I INDUCTOR

2001-09 (3) IN6012A
MSP GAP BIPOLAR TPANSZORB

JOSLYN A' GENERAL SFMICONOUCTOR!!.

O REAKDOWN

NOMINAL O.C. SPARKOVER VOLTAGE O
F

VOLTAGE OF 2001-09 1",*6072A IS

GAP IS U 0 VOLTS :99231V

Figure 6.57 Transient Protective De.vice Model 2, Schematic
Diagram [6.21]

antenna coupler, CU-1170/SRC-16 is 1200 W, giving a peak voltage of 245 volts
for a 50 ohm load. Given a safety factor of 2 to account for a misma:ch in
load impedance, the maximum signal voltage is 490 V.

The 3 dB cutoff frequency, f3dB' is ccntrolled largely by the TPD shunt capaci-

tance, CT. The maximum value of C, permitted can be determined frcm (6.1). If

f3dB is assumed to be 36 MHz (twice maximum signal frequency), and RS = z3hs,-s

and RL = 50 ohms, then CT = 115 pF maximum.

The standby :hrracteristics for the TPD Model 2 hybrid shown schema:ically in
Figure 6.57 ard given in Table 6.19.

Taole 5.19 TPD Model 2 Standby Charac:e istics L] ..

SDe1ce Part Type ."nD C. i"
volts --

Trans :orb 116OT2A 220 250

Tr.&szorb (3 i series) 610 83 53

Spark Cap 2001-09 Sc0

Hybrid i 6E0-8C0
As s e'by

:C9



The TPO hybrid assembly has a V D of 660 to 800 V, and an f3d 3 cutoff frecuenc/

of 50 '.IHz, which is well above the minimum levels deterrined aoove.

The TPD Model 2 protection mude characteristics are given in Table 6.20. in the

protection mode the turn-or and conduction characteristics c7 eac.h Jevice

are of primary importance. The estimated turn-on time, taken from the manu-

facturer's daja sheets, is 1 to 5 x l0-9 sec for the 1716072A transzort, and

5 o 10 x l0 sec for the 2001-9 spark gap.

Table 6.20 TPD Model 2 Protection Model Char-c:eriszi:s [6.21]

Pa~a-eter YS zrbS~~g I M? Gap
(3) 1,6072A 2001-C9

DC 3 -eakdo*.= Voltage 660 v 0 V

Zm~use Breekdown Voltage 66o v 5 k~i

(5 kV/n - esti=-e)

-Ioldover Voltage 660 V 100 V

Surge CuArrent Rati=g .4.6A (10 x l0Co s) 10 kA (:0 x 20 s)

I.s: ,=ue -a ;ar-.hetss is the r-se -!-e L zicrcsec"!s ....

zero to peak vaiue. 2nd nu._ber gives rise t!-e :e -a ....

zero to the p Point ;as-. the peak.

The turn-on time response parameter is not well defined for fast rise tires

associated with EMP type signals. Tests should be made on each Cevice type

to provide quantitative data.

The transzorb string has sufficient surge capability to clamp the fast rise ti.

pulse for 10 x t0 second. During this time, the spark gap will break cc, n."

turning off the transzorbs. Although no data is available on the peak currew:

rating of the *H16072A for a 10 x i0'
9 second surge, extranola:ion ra-incs in-

dicate it could go two orders of magnitude abcve the surge :urrert ratinc

given in Table 6.20 without damage.

The surge current rating of the soark gao is 3ufficient t a: - '

the pulse energy.
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6.5.2.2 High Frequency TPD Tests

The testing procedure for evaluating the compatibility of the TPD with the
HF antenna system is from Reference 6.25. Testing determined that the TPD was
not well suited for protecting the HF antenna due to the large amount of inter-
modulation introduced into the system. The TPD testing procedure is presented
here in detail to illustrate the numerous probles -which must be overcome in
finding a TPD which is capable of protecting the HF antenna.

A preliminary measurement of the TPD in an rf environment indicated a need
m for extra shielding to prevent extraneous pickup from the source. A cooper box

was constructed and the device mounted inside with input and outuut access
provided through UHF-N type connectors.

The following measurements were then made on the TPD Model 2:

1. Resistance, capacitance, inductance

2. TOR measurements

3. Impedance and phase angle

4. Insertion loss, bandwidth

5. Power handling capability, reflected power

6. Nonlinearity-harmonic generation

7. Receiver noise figure.

Resistance, capacitance and inductance measurements on the TD were made as
*follows:

(a) Resistance: shunt resistance RS of the TPO was measured with a

General Radio Type 1864 Megohmeter. Results of the measurements as
a function of applied DC voltage are shown in Figure 6.53. !lo
difference was noted whether looking to "input" or "output" ports.

(b) Capacitance: shunt capacitance C, of the TPD was measured with a
Tektronix Type 130 L-C meter. Th s was found to be CS  77 pF. ;o
difference was noted between input and output ports.

(c) Series inductance of the TPD was measured on a Tektronix Type 130
L-C meter. Bare bus wire was- connected from the meter to the "incut"
port, through the TPD, and from the "output" port to the meter.
Inductance was found to be L = 0.25 -H. To confirm the reliability
of this procedure, an inductor with the same dimensions as indicated
on the TPD drawings was constructed and measured on the same reter.
This turned out to be L = 0.1 -H - the same value as indicated cn
the drawing. Low frequency inductance formulas also give L =  .1 .H
for these dimensions. Again no difference was noted when the input,;
output leads were reversed.

(d) Figure 6.57 is the schematic of the Mocel 2 TPD furnisied v the
manufacturer. The nominal DC sparkove- voltane oF tne 2os>n Ms'
(miniature surge protector) 2001-09 is 30 volts. The treakdoyn

L voltage of each of the General-Semiconductor Trarszoros, -", '17;?
is 209-231 volts; these are essentially back-to-back n. r cz-des.

*1
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Figure 6.58 HF TPD Resistance versus Applied DC Voltages .

6.5.2.3 Time Domain Reflectometer Test (TR)

TOR tests were made with a Tektronix type TOR 1502 Reflectometer. Results of
these tests are shown in Figure 6.59. The TOR test .with and without the T7
are shown. With just the 50 ohm load a small hump can be noted due to a
connector. With the TPD installed the reflection coefficient is 0.58 maximum.
Some "ringing" is noted before the system returns to the 50 ohm level. The
third oscillcgram is referred to later.

The reflectometer, although desired primarily for measurements on cables and
transmission lines, does give useful data on components and discrete elements.
It functions by periodically generating a step-waveform (period of 60 micro-
seconds) with an amplitude of 225 millivolts, duration of 10 microseconds,
and a rise time of 110 picoseconds. The display - either cathode-ray-tube or a
chart from a sampling readout - consists of the reflected signal superimposed
on the incident signal. A reflection coefficient E(= reflected /E incident) is
measured in general for a 50 ohm reference impedance, Zre f . Thus a cable or

component impedance is defined as Z = Zref x [(l+:)/(l-J)] and an ooen-circuit

or increased Z in a cable or a series inductor causes a rise or increase in
the reflected signal display, that is, a positive :. A cable short or decreased
Z or a shunt capacitance gives a negative .

The TPD test shows clearly the rise in impedance at what is the rear connection
on the type N connector followed by the capacitance of the spark gao. The
increased , from the inductor is quite evident and then follows tne shunt-
capacity effect of the shunting diodes.

6.5.2.4 Impedance, Insertion Loss, and VS'4R

4 easurements of the HF TPD were made cn a Hewle:t-2ackar "ode' :313A -= 'az
Frequency Vector Impedance Meter. These data are sh'own as a 0:- t o! re-
quency in Figure 6.60. VSAR values are found on this Smmn ',-t :, oec-'
a circle with center at l.0 and radius to tne point a: a :*ce.ar sua~ c

6m m ~ ' i l I'
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Figure 6.59 Time-Domain-Reflectometry of HUAC TPD [6.25]
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onto the vertical scale. As can be seen, the TPO appears inductive at all fre-
quencies with VSWR ranging from 1.0 at 2 11Hz to 1.43 at 30 MHz.

Insertion loss and bandwidth of the HF TPD were measured on a Hewlett-Packard
Model 1411T Mainframe-Display/8553B RF Section/8552B IF Section/8443A Tracking
Generator-Counter. Results of these measurements are shown with insertion loss
as a function of frequency in Figure 6.61. This shows a maximum 0.4 dB loss
below 30 MHz and a 3 dB cutoff at 55 MHz.

0d
00d-

0 0

-2

0 10 20 '30 40 50 60'.HZ

Figure 6.61 Insertion Loss Versus Frequency for HUAC TPO [6.25]

Initial power applied to the TPD was held below 800 watts with most measurements
made at 600 watts. The AN/URT-23 one kilowatt transmitter uzed for these tests
appeared less stable above 800 watts. Also, it seemed reasonable to hold the
power applied to the TPO to a lower level until all of its parameters were
determined. Figure 6.62 shows the VSWR as a function of frequency as determined
from the forward and reflected power values. Also on this figure are plotted
VSWR values from the Smith Chart of Figure 6.60 and similar data taken with a
Hewlett Packard 8407A Network Analyzer System; both of these agree at low level.
At high power levels, the VSWR is quite different, although reasonable in
magnitude. Table 6.21 lists the.forward and reflected powers as measured with
the Bird Wattmeter and a 50 ohm dummy load.

6.5.2.5 Nonlinearity and HF Harmonic Generation

Two different systems were devised to measure harmonic generation. The
was for a "quick" look for third and hicher harmonics anj the second for a
more orecise measurement of third harmonic generation, especially as a -:.nc:iocr-
of power level applied to the TPO.
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Figure 6.62 VS'IWR versus Frequency of HUAC TP9 by "ird a t t.e-er
at 600 Yatt Level (t), HP Network Analyzer (), and
Smith Chart Data (0) of Figure 6.60 p6.25]

Table 6.21 Forward and Reflected Power by Birc 'Jattmeter
[6.25]

WITHOUT TPD WITI TD
2 IHz 600 watts 0.1 watt 600 ats 0.1 watt

4 600 0.1 600 0.1

6 600 0.3 600 1.1

10 600 1.3 600 2.6

4 15 600 1.4 600 11.2

20 600 1.2 6C0 i9.8

25 600 2.2 600 33.0

30 600 2.9 6CC 52.0
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* .. Figure 6.63 is a block diagram of the first system in which a 20 MHz high pass
filter is employed to qreatlv attenuate the fundamental of 4.0440 INHz with
power level nominally of 600 watts or 57.8 dBm as measured with the Bird Z3
Power Meter. Figure 6.64 is the attenuation plot for the low-pass filter used
to improve spectral purity of the URT-23 power source. The high-pass filter
followinq the TPO and the 30 dB fixed attenuator greatly attenuates the funda-
mental and some of the generated harmonics.-Lonsequently, a correction to tirt
data has to be applied. Figure 6.65 shows two oscillograms of the filter re-
sponse at 2 and 5 MHz/division as taken with the 8553-B Spectrum Analyzer.
The wide bandwidth scan shows high frequency detail but the fundamental data
is lost in KTB noise; the 2 MHz/division scan clearly shows 75-76 dB of
attenuation at 4 MHz. The first peak in Figure 6.65 is at 16.495 MHz.

Figure 6.66 shows oscillograms from the Spectrum Analyzer with and without
TPO. To these data are applied corrections to obtain the actual levels at the
TPO. These corrections are the sum of 30 dB and the appropriate frequency.

- These data are tabulated in Table 6.22 and the spectrum is presented in somp-
what of a "bar-chart" form in Figure 6.67.

A second system was devised to give an even "cleaner" system with respect to
the third harmonic. This is especially desirable in making measurements at
reduced power levels. Figure 6.68 is the block diagram of this system in woich
the low pass filter is that previously described. The two filter-traps fur.her
attenuate the third harmonic; the second of these is in effect a sho-t circuit
at this frequency and in conjunction with the /d line segment oresents a hign
impedance to any third harmonic coming from the TPD, routing it to the saectrj-
analyzer. The HP 355C/D attenuator is nominally at zero attenuation. The
tunable band-pass filter attenuates 2.8 dB at the tuned frequency and as showqn

Oin Figure 6.69, reduces the 57.8 d~m fundamental to a level of -60 dEm at Vie
analyzer. From this figure it is seen that the level of the third harmonic
is -12 dBm at the analyzer or -6.2 d~m at the TRO.

A total -orrection of 5.8 dB is applied because of the 2.8 dB of the filter
plus an additional 3 dB as the TPO is, in this circuit, loaded by two 50 ohm
loads in parallel, that of the analyzer plus the 30 ohm, 500 watt termination
required to absorb the fundamental power. Figure 6.70 shows oscillograms at
100, 10 and 1 watt driving levels; in all of these except the no-TPC of Ficure
6.68 the log reference (top of screen) is -10 d8m and the scan width is 2 MH:!
division. Table 6.23 lists third harmonic levels for various drivina levels of
the fundamental as measured with this system.

Figure 6.71 is a graph of most of these data and it is seen that there is
almost a linear relationship with the driving and third harmonic levels. The
above datum of -6.2 dBm at 600 watts differs from the -E dEm of t e first
system by only 1.2 dB, a reasonable experimental and reading error.

6.5.2.6 HF Receiver Noise Figure

Receiver noise figure measurements ,.ere made on the TP to determine if tne-e
is any receiver degradation from the TPJ when installed on a stan dar', -
URR, shioboard-hich-frequency receiver. Table 6.2d lists the results of :h!s
test over a 2 to 30 "Hz frequency range. Figure 6.72 is a block diazra- o --iS
test.
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Table 6.22 Harmonic Energy Levels [6.25]

Frequency Harmonic Filter Level by Corrected
iz Number Insertion Loss Oscillograph Level at TPD

in dB Trace, dBm in dBm

4.0440 (1) Fund. 75 -48 (60OW) 457.8

12.132 3 22 -57 -5.0

16.176 4 4 -73 -39

20.220 5 8 -56 -1s

24.264 6 4 -83 -49

28.308 7 5 -70 -35

36.396 9 3 -76 -43

44.484 11 2 -76 -44

52.572 13 0.5 -82 -51

60.660 15 1.2 -88 -57

68.748 17 1.5 -96 -65
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Table 6.23 Third Harmonic Leelis Versus ri'ing Levels L6.25.

Driving level Level at analyzer Corrected level
watts dBm dBm at TPD d2.B

600 57.8 -12 -6.2
300 54.8 -i5.5 -9.7
100 50.0 -20.0 -14.2
10 40.0 -30.5 -24.7
5 37.0 -33.5 -27.7
2 33.0 -40.5 -34.7
1 30.0 -45.0 -39.2

0.5 27.0 -50.5 -44.7
0.1 20.0 -65.0 -59.2

60

so
E

Z

40

I-I

z

z -

0

* 2ol I I
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:RD HAR?.,ONIC GZ'NERAT O AT T'0 1;, an

Ficure 6.71 Third Harmonic Level .e.e..a.ed - .a3
oF Driving Po.er L5.25i
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Table 6.24 Noise Figure L6.25]

Frequency N.F. w/o TPD--dB N.F. with TPD--dB

2.1 IfMrz 12.0 12.0
5.1 11.8 11.8

10.1 10.8 10.8
15.1 12.0 12.0
20.1 13.0 13.0
25.1 14.0 14.0
29.9 15.5 15.5

SIG GEN RFTEST5I HP-6S6B
50 kHz-65 MHz SIGNAL50C

HF RECEIVER
0 ANT R105ID/URR

SER 172UCOUNTER eI 50 Q 2-30 M.4z, AVG
HP-5246L NF = 14 dB

PHONE USB

PRECISION z ,00!o
.- NOISE \

GEN O P
MOD N-1 INJECT OUTPUT POWERDEVICE NM ETER. G P-

UNDER 5s-3. SE P 3519

TEST

Figure i.72 Block iagram of HF ioise-Figure '.e.surinc Exceri,-er:
[6.25]
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A 0.14 V signal was then fed into the R-1051D/URR at 20.1 and 29.1 *.z. %o
difference was noted on the signal level indicated on t:ie output meter.

6.5.2.7 HF Antenna TPD Discussion

The resistance, capacitance, and inductance measurements were made to establish
a baseline reference and to give some indication of what to expect prior to
installation of the TPD in any system. It can also provide a reference comparison
for other TPDs of the same type. The equivalent circuit of the TPD in a 50 ohm
system would be a 0.1 LH inductor in series with a paralleled 77 pF capacitor
and 50 ohm resistor.

This would give:

at 10 MHz Zin = 47.24 - j5.13

at 30 MHz Z. = 32.75 - j4.92in

Taking the 0.25 .iH as measured on the L-C bridge would give

at 10 MHz Z. 47.24 + j4.37

at 30 MHz Z. = 32.75 + j23.35.
in

The latter set of calculations agrees with the bridge and network analyzer
measurement:s which show inductive reactance throughout the frequency rance.

The increase in VSWR caused by insertion of a TPD of this type would have to te
viewed on a system by system basis. High frequency Navy antenna systems are
generally restricted to a maximum VSWR of 3:1. Installation of any VSR woulc
require other compensation. This might be possible for a single frequency
or narrow band of frequencies but probably not for the whole frequency rance of
the antenna system. (Typical frequency ranges of Navy high frequency antennas
are 2-6 MHz, 6 to 15 MHz or 10 to 30 MHz).

A question that has arisen with respect to VSWR is shown in Figure 6.67. This
shows that the VSWR of the device when installed in a medium power installation
is considerably different than is measured in a low-power bridge or net.ork
analyzer system. In trying to reconcile this inconsistency the device was in-
stalled in a higher power setup. Unfortunately in the process of trying to _
apply a 1000 watt power level to the TPD from a Collins 208-10, 2-30 MHz amoli-
fier, a malfunction caused irreversible damage to the TPO and the destruction
of the transmitter loading cell. This question of whether there ,ias a trans-
mitter malfunction or whether the VSWR of the TPO did indeed increase at this
high power level was not resolved. The destructive effect is shown in the las--
oscillogram of Figure 6.59, showing TOR measurements "before and after".

As can be seen in Figure 6.56, harmonics are generated and easily coserved :
to the 17th harmonic. The followiig points should be considered:

(a) Specifications on most Navy transmitting systems snow all nar-cnics
generated to be at least 80 dB below the fundamental. T1-s -F P,' zeera:3es
a 3rd harmonic aoproximately 67 d3 below fundamenta- :e-rada:icn o 1 .
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(b) Probably the most critical effect of this TPD, however, is that
excessive harmonic generation is present and detectable even at very low cower
levels. Thus if the device were installed in a receive system, any nearby rf
source and/or combination of the system without the TPD of Figure 6.68 used
in these tests was approximately 160 dB below the 600 watt fundamental power
level. Higher order harmonics were undetectable.

(c) A typical shipboard installation could be a transmitting system and a
receive system on the same ship decoupled by 15 dB (a typical value on a CG).
If transmitter power is 1000 watts this would mean 30 watts available at the
receive antenna. It appears that harmonics generated throughout the HF spectrum
would be well above receiver sensitivity (typically better than 107 dBm (I --V
@ 5o Q).

If further analysis is deemed feasible, there are two points for consideration
and clarification. One is resolution of the VSWR vs. power question and the
other is to determine any change in the intermodulation products from two medium
to high power sources.

Intermodulation is a serious problem when TPDs are installed in a broad band
antenna system. There are few hybrid devices using both spark gaps and secondary
voltage limiters that can adequately harden the antenna interface. in order to
use the hybrid device TPD similar to the TPD model 2 for hardening HF antenna
interfaces, the use of series inductors as isolation elements is not a good
design practice because of the operation of the antenna at high frequencies.
A delay line or series resistor would be more appropriate although probably
not practical. In addition, the shunt capacitance of the TPD at 30 4Hz or above
generally restricts use of nonlinear TPOs (except spark gaps) at antenna inter-
laces.

6.5.3 Protection at VHF/UHF Antenna Interfaces

The application of TPDs to protect VHF/UHF (30 NHz - 3 GHz) antenna interfaces
is presented in this subsection. As can be seen from Figure 2.6, the EMP

3frequency spectrum does not greatly overlap the VHF/UHF operating spectrum of
the antenna. Thus filters could provide a large measure of protection for the
VHF/UHF antenna interface. However, large voltages (< 4000 V) are still ex-
pected to couple to the VHF/UHF equipment.

References 6.21 and 6.25 present an example of the protective measures used to
protect a VHF/UHF antenna. The actual antenna analyzed is the AS-IO13/URC
antenna. TPOs similar to the TPD analyzed to protect the AS-1018/URC antenna
are then tested for compatibility with VHF/UHF antennas in general.

6.5.3.1 VHF/UHF TPD Selection

Transient surge protection is required to protect the receiver inout from ili:h
voltage pulses coupled in through the antenna. The transient protective device
(TPD) must be capable of suppressing the EMP induced transient specified in
Figure 2.6.

The general requirements for a TP are:

The TPD must nct significantly degrade the signal line or circi: 4--
when in the standby mode.
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- It must provide adequate transient suppression to preclude circuit
damage or malfunction when operating in the protection mode.

- It must be capable of withstanding rn _iple EMP transients without
degradation.

Specific TPD criteria for protecting the AS-018/URC 3ntenna system are:

- Limit the peak voltage transient at the antenna coupler to approximately
1500 to 2000 volts.

- The TPD shall not trigger below 145 volts DC.

- The 3 dB upper cutoff frequency imposed by the TPD shall be greater
than twice the highest operating frequency or 800 MHz.

The 1500 to 2000 peak voltage transient limit was determined from the maximum
component stress levels.

The 145 volt minimum breakdown voltage criteria for the TPD was derived from
the system operating level. The maximum power output of the Radio Set ANSRC-
20 is 100 watts, giving a line voltage maximum of 70.7 volts. Given a safety
factor of 2 to account for a mismatch in load impedance, the maximum signal
voltaga is 141 volts.

The 3 dB upper cutoff frequency, f3dB' is controlled largely by the TPD shunt

capacitance, CT. The maximum value of CT can be determined from (6.2). :f

3dB is taken as 800 MHz, RS and RL are 150 ohrs and 50 ohms respectively, and

C_ = 5.3 pF maximum.

One of the few types of TPDs to meet the capacitance requirement is the soark
gap. For this application an MSP series spark gap, Part No. 2021-11 manufactur-
ed by Joslyn was selected. The electrical characteristics of the 2021-11 spark
gap are given in Table 6.25.

Items 1, 2, 5, and 6 of Table 6.25 are important parameters for the TPD when in
the standy or passive mode. Each parameter in this mode satisfies the ceneral
and specific TPD criteria previously defined. Items 2, 3 and 4 relate to :ne
protection mode or active parameters. The E..P transient risetime would aoorcxi-
mate an impulse of less than 5 kV/nsec, item 2, given an impulse sparkover
voltage of less than 1300 volts. This would adequately limit the peak voltage
transient. The maximum surge current or short circuit current for the system
was calculated to be 300 A. Therefore. the 5 kA surce discharce current value,
item 3, is well in excess of requirements.

The TPD package design for the AS-IOI8/URC antenna cable is shown 4n :i:'ure
6.73. The spark gap was fitted into a coax tee fittinc, UG, 23 A/', to
facilitate installation in the antenna cable line betwieen the U'F transce<,,'er
and the antenna coupler, Figure 6.7d. The compact s7ze mnmiZes s .:r c a -

tance and lead inductance effects.

5.5.3.2 1HF/UHF TPO Tests

The insertion of a 72 a. :he ..F.... 'Pn ..... r _::
system to determine system :- ain. re te s :'1r ed. -n -: "
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Table 6.25 Electrical Characteristics - 2021-11 Spark GaP [6.21)

Ite= Elec-lcall Pa.r=eter Va.lue

I. DC sparkove.r voltage (SOy) 145 volts

2 Nc=mal i-ulse SOV at

5 kV/usec rise ti-e 5O volts

5 MV/sec rise ti--e (extrs:olated) 13CC volts

3 Surge dischage cu."rent c'

10 x 20 Usec* vaeshApe 5 :fA

4 Ma4- boldovr voltage at 2. A 1CC =oIts
5 Z.su.ation -esistance at C0 Vdc >109 os
6 Cazacitaamme <1.0 PF

- This defizes a vavesha;e hav--g a 1-0 Usec- riset:Le &=d a ;ericd frc=

t ;olat ;as- t:e pe&C of 20 'sec.

the test procedure (and example results) for determining any degradation ofsystem performance after hardening the antenna interface.

Seven devices were made available for possible testing as UHF Ts,s; three
especially fabricated ones from Hughes Aircraft (HUAC), devices 96 and 98
being received later in the tests, and four commercially available from Fischer
Custom Communications. All incorporate type N connector bodies, principally
as Ts and some kind of gas-gap, sparkover surge-protector. Figure 6.75 sho.,s
typical devices.

All of the TPOs had a shunt resistance of greater than 10 ohms at 100 volts,
direct current as measured with a General Radio type 136. mecohmeter. Shunt
capacitance was measured with a Tektronix type 130 L-C meter'operating at a'out
130 kHz. The -sults a~e as folic;.,s:

Hughes no. 99 5.5 pE

98 6.3

96 6.1

Fischer 250 A-1500-;J 6.4

250 A-800-i 7. 4

350 1-1 500-N 7.6

2-0 5 , - 0-'
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TPD M4ounting Fixture

-U-28 A/U Tee

Rass ? .. " D x 3/4

_ef,,o_ _Disk !/'2 Z x 1/5 m.-.
~Brass Disk 0.3 D x 0.03 T.:,.
Spark Gap - Jcslrn
M?_S 2021-l1

[ilII ] II IIUG-273 A/U i ;i- (o-I l £

a-ass Gr-oun.-__. - .

B-2NC Plug M39C02/_6-V0O.3
, (Mod.ified)

Figure 6.73 TPD Model 1 [6.211
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* UI41, Antvn~a
AS- 1018/ URC

* AN4/SRA-33
Aiternna Coupler Group

UHFU TransCeiver SR-3 SRA-33
AN/SRC-ZO or -Z1I"YTancie

ANISRC-ZO or -Z!

SRA-33 ~SPUA -33 -

AN/s C -z1

R7 Am~p. UH Transceiver
pAM41565/ AkN/SRC-ZO

Radi SetRadio Set

AN/URC-9 AN /UR C- 9

ControlCc nt.-01
C-3865/C-3863/

SRCSIR C

Figure 6.74 Block Diagramn, UE.-n-erra SYS--! L6.21-
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Figue 675 UAC and Fischer LYiF Protec-i.' Devi:ces
Figure 6.75 [6. 75
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Time-Domain-Reflectometer measurements were made with the same experimental
arrangement as used on the HF TPDs. These are shown in Figure 6.76. The shunt-
capacitance effect from the gas-gap is readily apparent and is followed by a
small increase in reflection coefficient from a small series-inductance effect.

Figure 6.77 is a block diagram of the UHF impedance measuring system. The
HP 803A VHF/UHF Impedance Bridge operates over the frequency range of 50 MHz
to 500 MHz and is a Byrne Bridge. Table 6.26 presents those data from measure-
ments on the Hughes Device number 99 and the Fischer devices. With a few
exceptions at the higher frequencies, all appear slightly capacitive as one
would expect them to be.

Figure 6.78 is a block diamgram of the system for measuring the UHF insertion
losses of the same previous devices. Losses are rather insignificant through-
out the band, as shown in Table 6.27.

The power-handling capabilities of devices such as these are determined mainly

by the Voltage-Standing-Wave-Ratio (VSWR) that they introduce into a system.
Figure 6.79 is a block diagram of the system used to make these measurements.
The standing-wave indicator is a type 219 from Polytechnic Research and Develop-
ment Co. (PRO) and provides simultaneous direct indications of angle-of-voltage

ha reflection-coefficient (for use with a Smith chart in Z determinations) and
VSWR on an auxiliary VSWR amplifier - the HP 415 E. This is a tuned amplifier-
voltmeter for detecting the one KHz, square-wave modulation of the RF source,
and is calibrated such as to read-out directly in VSWR. Measurements were at
a power-level of 1/4 watt (one.watt attenuated six dB) with both a resistive
load and an AS-390/SRC UHF antenna as a sink. Table 6.28 summarizes the5 resistive-load data for the devices tested.

The HUAC devices were then tested in this system feeding a real antenna, the
AS-390/SRC, through 23.5 feet of RG-214. This antenna is a broadband coaxial
stub antenna with a radial bent-rod counterpoise. The lower antenna section
encloses a feed line and a tuning stub which can be rotated and locked in

3 position during manufacture to provide the optimum input impedance. The design
coverage is 220-400 MHz, but the antenna can be used over a wider frequency
range with some decrease in performance. The antenna structure is sixteen
inches high and the eight ground radials extend to a diameter of twenty-three
inches. Table 6.29 presents these data with various configurations of the HUAC
devices and this antenna.

In only one case of the above did the VSWR even approach the limiting ra:io of

three.

6.5.3.3 Harmonic and Intermodulation Generation

- All seven of the UHF devices considered here were first tested in the svsten
previously described and in no case were any third harmonics detectable witi
85 watts at 4.044 MHz driving the resistive load. A harmonic level of -3. d£
was detectable at 600 watts and -96 dBm at 400 watts.

Two A7I/*JSC-3 UHF transmitters were combined w itn a CU-6, "91' anenna ctuler ,
the system shown in Figure 6.SO.
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1 VHF/UHF

S;GNAL IMPEDANCE "'N'"TYPE CO.%.N

GEN BRICGE UG.578/U UG.29A A.,'U
HP-608C HP-803A ql50 0" M1

10.480 HZ Z RANGE: ,.-.COAXIAL

50 OHM Z 2.400 ON-MSI = -' £'. J J;• " " " I II iP.30cA "

--soo M-.

DOUBLE 0TO 4 GHzI MALE

"!COUNTER SPECTRUM TPO

H L ANALYZER DEVICE
HP-85548 UNDER

100 KHz-1250 MHz TEST
-ISO0 d~m TO -,10 d~m

(TUNED NULL OETI

Figure 6.77 Impedance Measuring System for UHF TPCs [6.25]

Table 6.25 UHF TPD Impedance !easuremet [6.2S]

5Fhase
Frequency (MUIz) TPD Z (ohuns) Angle (deg.)

225 50 0 load 50.0 0.0
IHUAC 99 39.0 -4.0
250 A-1000 41.0 -3.0
350 A-1500 41.0 -5.8
250 A-1500 44.0 -3.8
250 A-800 41.4 -5.1

300 50 0 load 50 0.0
HUAC 99 34 -1.5

350 50 0 load 50.3 0.0
.UAC 99 30.7 +0.9

4O0 50 0 load 51.0 0.0
HUAC 99 29.7 +2.5
250 A-1000 33.6 +1.4
350 A-1500 23.9 -2.0
250 A-1500 35.2 -1.S
250 A-SOO 30.4 -2.0
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BNC OE

INJECT~s OHM Pa HMCOX2=~

Frequenc 614z ATERLss(B

22508 f{A 902

250HM G- 100 0.0

350 OHM0 0.2XTER

20 A0 0.2 4-H

300 }fUAC 99 0.25
250 A-1000 0.25
350 A-1500 0.20

*250 A-1500 0.20
250 A-800 0.20

400 IMAC 99 0.25
250 A-1000 0.00
350 A-1500 0.20

250 A-800 0.2.

250 A-8C0 0.00



POWER STANDING
OSCILLATOR WAVE
MICRODOT INOICATOR
MOOEL 445 ATTENL ATOR PRO. MOO 219 ".IET=R

200-500 MHz 1W WEINS.HEL 1COO M1Hz rET HP.

Wl KHz SQUARE 50r MODEL 614 RESIODSW < 103 Ot <I 415Es r M D L6 4N= ( KH )
50OHM, 6 dB RF OUTPUT

TYPE • INJECT TPOIDEVICE U.,;D ER
N CCNN TEST

50 OHM TERM i TO MEASURE ANTENNA,

COUNTER HP-909A ' CONNECT CABLE
HP-5245L OC-18 GHz OIRECTLY TO RF

SWR < 1.06 OUTPUT CONN -i
Am p _' (wiO 50 OHM TERM)

Figure 6.79 Intermodulation-Product Measuring System for UHF TPEs

_ [6.25]

Table 6.28 VSWR for UHF TPDs Resistive Load r6.25]

Device 225 KIHz 300 Mlz 400 M1uz

50 0 load 1.028 1.03 1.026
(no device)

H I-UAC 99 1.32 1.42 1.60
HUAC 98 1.29 1.36 1.53
HUAC 96 1.29 1.38 1.54

250 A-1000 1.24 1.30 1.41

350 A-1500 1.34 1.43 1.62
250 A-S00 1.31 1.38 1.55
250 A-1500 1.22 1.26 1.38
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K
Table 6.29 VSWR Data, HUAC PC; and AS-390/SRC ant.

[6.25]

300 fL'z 400 ,1-21z

Antenna only 1.43 1.85
Antenna + "D 99 @ source 2.00 2.75
Antenna + TPD 99 @ ant. 1.66 2.00
Antenna + TPD 99 @ ant. + (98 @ source) 2.19 2.38

UHF MULTICOUPLE.

TX RX sP ECT=U!.;1 ANA',kL Y ZE-R

AN F1 INPUT OUTPUT HPE5548,85523

225400 MHz cW NO 1 NO 3 a SENS -100 K'.f To 1 0 oa
100 W MAX 47.8 d~m SEN -10 TO-0 9

OUTPUT o

,CU-691/U '04

TX WA TT COAX LINEAR
AN/VJSC,. F2 INPUT R F ,METER F LO0

IO R G-214 (251
225-400 MHz 60W NO 2 OUTPUT 0O) RG-223 (10CC =71
100 W MAX 47.8 dBm t

FREQ 2254C3 MHz
IN/OUT IMPEO 50 OHVS INSERT TPO

INSERTION LOSS 2 dB MAX UNOER TEST

5WR 2.0:1 MAX

Figure 6.80 intermodulation-Product Measuring System for UHF TP3s

[6.251_

Two in-band frequencies, F1 = 345 MHz and F2  370 MH& ..ere chosen for the first

of these tests. Table 6.30 lists some of the possible inzermodulation product
frequencies to ninth crder, with those that w.iould fall within the band of inter-
est marked with an asterisk. The 60 watts of power at Fl and a: F2 is dissioa-et
in the transmission line (4 dB/l00 feet for the RG-2 1e. and 8 d4/ICO fet for
the RG-223 for a total of 90 dB).

Figures 6.81 to 6.83 are osciliugrams from tne !'ove sys-em. "n t.'ese u-res
FI and F, and the MP frequencies are of tne order trree in Table 6.30; tre 732
reference (top of reticle) is -40 %t.m witn 10 dS/division, tne center ec.ec
is 300 iMHz with '20 Hz/division scan. in Ficjre 6.3"a are seen ves:;es c
leakane of F1 and 2 2 rouch the co-jl er Tort tuned "- .E ... ":r-a Z
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Table 6.30 Some Intermodulation Product (I'!) Freouencies F1=345 ;.!Hz,

F 2= 370 MHz2

2F1 - F2 = 320 o1 2order 3

2F2 - FI = 395*

3F1 - 2F2 = 295*1 2order 5
3F2 - 2FI = 420

4F, - 3F = 270*
order 7

4F2 - 3F = 445

5F1 - 4F2 = 245*
order 9

5F 2 " 4F1 = 470

the two third order frequencies are simultaneously present (with p TPO in circuit

F, and F2 at 25 watts) by paralleling the two output ports of the coupler.

Figures 6.82 and 6.83 are data from separate ports tuned to the appropriate 1.'

frequencies. These data and those taken with the remaining TPDs are presented
in Table 6.31.

A similar experiment as the above was then performed except that the driving

frequenr'es were 280 MHz and 335 MHz to give a relatively strong IM at 2 x 230 -

335 = '.25 MHz. As before, the driving power is 60 watts channel. Figure 6.32•

show,' oscillograms from the Fischer devices and Figure 6.85 shows those for

th. HUAC devices. It is interesting that no IM was observed for the Fischer

25OA-l000 in Figure 6.84(b). In all but Figure 6.85(d) the log reference is

-40 d8m. During the course of measuring HUAC 99 the I level increased enor-

mously. Compare (6.85(c) and 6.85(d)) to a level of -10 dBm (log reference

of zero dBm) and was found to be caused by simply a "bad" connection at the gas-

gap. Incidentally, a HP 410C voltmeter probe sufficed to introduce a similar
iM of -53 dBm level.

6.5.3.4 Noise Figure Effects

Noise generation by the UHF TPCs was looked for by includii., them in :cie in:u-

of a RSR-20 receiver. This was fed with input siznals at 225 and ,? 2Hz rcm..

* a HP 608C signal generator modulated 90 at 1 KHz. At 6 _v inout a GR 583-A

output-power-meter indicated a (S + NI)/PI of 23 dB at tne receiver cutout. The

presence o4 any of the UHF TPDs had no effect at this level. 'i h or ,itnou-
the devices, the minimum detectable signal was 0.16 .'he de.'izes nave no

effect upon noise-figure.
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Table 6.31 IN1 Power Level (d&sm), 47.3 d~n Orivina E6.25]

Device 320 HL~z IRi 3 95 M. zI

150 A-800 -83 -82

250 A-1000 < -85 <-:85
250 A-1500 -76 (Fig. 7.8) -76
350 A-1500 -76 -74

HVAC 96 -66 CYig. 7.9) -65

HUAC 98 -65 -66

* 1UA C 9 9 -64 -63

*6.5.3.5 VHF/UHF TPD Discussion

From these experiments in developing compatibility test procedures it is- rt'er
apparent that harmonic and intermodulation product generation is a ma.,Icr com-
patibility consideration in systems design utilizing Pro:ective devices5. :,rt.-e-
tests are in order for intermodulation product generation in HF TP.s wni:n in-
corporate semiconductor devices. It is quite possible that these typ:es of devlices
will be apolicable only at the lo -level conditions existing at receiver nciuts
thus complicating the problem of transmitters and transceivers. The following
statements are in order at this stage of the investigation.

a. Multi-transmitter tests on devices at HF need to b e done.

b. Power handling capability of the TP~s appears to be adeauate,
however definitive time duration tests with multiple threat level
firings of the devices have yet tc be done . !Maximum, Power tests
in normial operations have yet to be done.

c. Each TPO manufactured not just a "type" should be ind-,vizually
tested in a system.

..nerever possible, dissimilar metal junctions are to be avo-,de-j
in fabrication of TPOs.

-~ -''y-a~e~ c and hence nonlinear) materials in scark ca:s, -evrces.,
- ~c~rs.and,'o,, shields are to te avoided ..nre oossi Ibla; e~ca

~eprOx'Tmity' of n~igh rf current. carry4.- ccrc,',cto-s.
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CHAPTER 7

UPSET AND UPSET HARDENING

7.0 Executive Summary

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) induced transients can be interpreted as data by
digital -rocessor or can temporarily saturate lentear devices. Although de-

g vices are not damaged, false information could be generated or desired infor-
mation could be lost. These types of transient effects are generally termed
upset, Upset may or may not affect mission completion.

Chapter 7 discusses the general problem of circuit upset and general techniques
for hardening sensitive circuits to upset. Upset is dependent upon mutual
coupling between circuit components (circuit geometry, i.e., printed circuit
board layout) as well as the type of circuitry.-The must susceptible type of
circuitry is digital logic circuitry. The majority of this chapter contains
methods for hardening digital systems from both a hardware and soft,,are
approach.

7.1 Introduction

Preceding chapters discussed the coupling of EMP energy into shipboard equimment.
The energy enters equipment mainly through shield discontinuities and
eventually appears on the center conductors of shielded cables. These cables

. efficiently transmit the energy to the electronics in which they are termi-
5 nated. This EMP energy can cause system or circuit degradation in one of twio

ways. First, if the energy is large enough, components can be permanently
damaged. Second, if not large enough to damage components, the energy may
cause the electronics to respond in a deleterious manner and degrade system
performance. This is called upset. Although upset generally occurs at lower
energy levels than does component damage, this is not always the case '7.1].

3In this chapter, circuit upset will be discussed.

Section 7.2 illustrates an example of upset. Section 7.3 discusses methoas of
estimating upset thresholds. Sections 7.4 and 7.5 discuss methods of hardening

- -circuits to upset at the component and system level, respectively. Finally,
Section 7.6 dicusses methods of upset hardening by system ccmponent selection.

7.2 Examples of Upset

Figures 7.1 [7.2] illustrates three types of possible upset. Part (a) shows a
flip-flop responding to an EMP on the J-input. The flip-flop changes state,
and the spurious data reoresented by this changed state could cause decrada-
tion in system performance. Part (b) shows a IANID gate changing state in res-
ponse to EMP on the power supply input. The system could recognize the E'A? as
data, and the performance degradation w.iould result. Part (c) shcws a linear
amplifier driven into sdturation by an E71P signal superimposed on tne in'ut
signal. Here, data could be lost while the amplifier is saturated, and a':ain
system performance would be degraded. System upset is defined as f3ilo'as: 1-

system performance is degraded, upset has occurred; if system Per7oranCe S

not degraded, upset has not occurred.
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7.3 Threshold Analysis

Before designing an upset-hardened system, the designer needs a set of criteriastating the thresholds at which circuit upset may occur. For example, Figure

7.2 [7.3] shows a disturbing transient along with three circuit upset thresn-
old levels. Here Circuit A is upset for a lonq time. T. and circuit C is not

upset at all. The circuit upset threshold depends not only on the transient
amplitude, but also upon the length of time the amplitude exeeds a certain
level. The upset threshold depends upon the device fabrication, device type,
and type of coupling between devices. Generally, digital devices are more
prone to upset than linear devices; DC-coupled devices are more sensitive than
ac-coupled devices; and integrated circuit devices are more sensitive than
discrete devices. Figure 7.3 [7.4] illustrates the general nature of digital
circuit upset as a function of upset signal frequency.

A conservat4ve estimate of the voltage required to cause upset (V u ) can be

obtained in terms of the DC upset threshold voltage (Vdc), the circuit proca-

gation delay time (tpd) (i.e., the time it takes a pulse to appear at the

output when injected on the input), and the actual pulse width (t u), accord-
ing to the relationship

td -1/2

V1u Vdc tu (7.)

This formula, which applies if tu<tpd, provides a conservative estimate. Fic-

ure 7.4 [7.4] shows the comparison between the measured and precictec values
of the upset voltage Vu for a pulse applied on the input of an integrated

circuit (I.C.) flip-flop. It can be seen that (7.1) predicts a lower
voltage and is, therefore, conservative. In some cases, the formula may be too
conservative and may cause unacceptable hardening penalties. In these cases
more detailed analysis and testing could be required. Because an c.IP transient
may appear on more than one terminal of a device simultaneously, rultiport
analysis or testing may be required.

Reference 7.1 reports that transient upset is largely independent of the .iave
shape and that it depends mainly upon the peak value of the transient and on
the length of time it exceeds the DC threshold. Therefore, testing may be
performed with rectangular wave pulses. An EIP pulse is usually in the for:n of
a damped sinusoid; therefore, a relation is needed betwdeen a rectangular pulse
and a damped sinusoid. From Chapter 5, the relationship is:

f

:1.3 t ,

where f is the damped -inusoid frecuency, and t is the rec:_zular cu'se itt..
if (7.2) is satisfied, the amplitude of the rectangular u, anic :auses

* upset is the same as the amplitude of the damped sinusiJ w'hic" ,c~lo cause
upset.
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In order to use (7.1), tpd and Vdc must be known. tpd is usually s:ecified on

a manufacturer's data sheet, but Vdc' which may often be found from DC analysis

[U of the circuit involved, often depends upon the original logic state of the
circuit, i.e., the upset voltage to change from a logical "I" state to a logical
"0" state may be different than that required to change fr-cm a logical "0"
state to a logical "I" state.

A simple example of calculating the DC threshold is given in Figure 7.5 C7.5].
This figu'e shows the input circuit for a Sandia Laboratories radiation-hardened
nonsaturating DTL (diode transistor logic) dual four-input gate, constructed
with dielectric isolation and thin-film resistors. It has a low noise margin.
(1.2V), high speed (10-nsec propagation time), and medium supply voltage (+9 V).
Assume that the input is being held near ground potential (logical zero). Now,
notice that the input will cause current to flow into TI if it is raised high

enough to let current flow through the two diodes and transistors T1 and T2 .

If the semiconductor junction forward voltage drops are ail equal to V0, the

input must be increased to 3V0 before balance is achieved. For silicon diodes

and transistors, the voltage V0 is about 0.6 V; therefore, the DC threshold

for this configuration is approximately i.8V. Conversely, the DC threshol for
turning T1 and T2  conduction off is 3V0 -9.0 or -7.2 V. This neans that the

transient necessary for turn-on must be at least 1.8 V, and the transient for
turn-off must be at least -7.2 V. Unbalance of this sort is undesirable from
an EMP hardness standpoint, if the smaller sensitivity is undesirably s' .1.

Often the analysis will not be so simple, and computer analysis using sc.-.e
the networt' analysis programs (ECAP, TRAC, SCEPTRE, CIRCUS 2, :!E7-2, e':." may
be required. Reference 7.4 which discusses threshold analysis 1i -,cre et:_il,
contains some more difficult sample problems.

U

V (..9 V)
V (o9 V) -

0.5 K.

/ 0. 5K

Inputs 4 - "j-

Silicon hoe.s :0 K 2

2.5 X
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7.4 Subsystem Upset Hardening

7.4.1 Component Selection Hardening

Some degree of circuit hardening can be obtained by proper selection of -:m-
ponents. The basic idea is to choose components whose frequency response ant
amplitude response are sufficient to perform the primary circuit frnction, bu-
no better. This applies mainly to digital electronics and has limited appli-

* Ication to linear circuits.

Figure 7.6 [7.2] illustrates a digital transfer function. Part (a, is the
voltage transfer function, which shows tie positive and nega'.ive noise .Iar~ins,
AV. If an EMP signal larger than AV is present for at least as long as the
propatation delay, tpd, upset will occur. Part (b) illustrates the minimum

voltage-time characteristic for upset. Of course, this makes sense if the
positive and negative noise marjins are equal, which is desirable, only because
an EMP signal is bipolar. It is clear that component hardening means tn increase
AV and tpd. But increased AV means an increase in logic supply vol:ace and

power dissipation. Increased tpd means a slower data rate.

Common integrated circuit logic families are RTL (resistor-transistor ioc:
DTL (diode-transistor logic), TTL (transistor-transistor 1:oic) , :O.. (emitt -
coupled logic), HTL (high threshold logic), P-MiCS (p-channel :,10S loaic), ano -
MOS (complementary MOS logic). Tables 7.1 and 7.2 [7.2] snow comprsons -7

the various logic families. Table 7.1 shows the t :I.'. (time Ielay-noise

immunity) product, which may be rea Jed as an .,- P firure of-:ri:. 7e e 7

is a compilation of a large number of parameters.

Figure 7.7 r7.2] illustrates the improvement in noise i-;.uni-1 -:at ca cc
obtained by choosing HTL instead of DTL. One could c~tain hi~ner noise 4-ni'.'

'.qih discrete logic, if the cost, reliability, and size 7e'&na s . -
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The advantage of logic family selection with respect to voltage-pulse-wiidth is
illustrated in Figure 7.8 [7.2]. The left-hand column shiows a positive pulse
input with Gate No. 1 on, and the right-hand column shows a negative pulse
input with Gate No. I off. The upset energy in both cases is shown. The advantage
of the HTL is apparent.

It should be noted that E;'IP hardening by component selecticn may decrease
hardening to neutrons and gamma radiation.

7.4.2 Circuit Design Hardening

One problem that occurs with linear circuits is that an Ei!P signal can drive
the circuit into a saturated nonlinear condition. This condition can last
longer than the EMP signal, because of the storage time associated with the
charge stored in semiconductor junctions and circuit capacitors. Figure 7.9
£7.2] illustrates the problem of saturation of a simple amplifier. The large
positive and negative swings of the input signal will drive Q, into saturation

or cut off, respectively. Part (b) shows the input impedance profile for these
cases, and Parts (c) and (d) show the input equivalent circuits for botl condi-
tions. The charging tine constant for Part (c) is less than that for Part (d);
if the input is a sinusoid, a DC value will be stored in the capacitor as
indicated in Part (e). After the transient is past, the circuit in Part (e)
recovers, the amplifier does not perform correctly, and system degralation maY
occur during this time.

A simple remedy for this would be to put Lne back-to-back zener diode con i.u-
ration of Figure 7.10 '7.21 across the amplifier incut. Limiting for t.,o :if-
ferent zener voltages VZ1 and Vz is indicated as well as the cir:ui: ou:aae

times, ati amd at2 . respectively. These outage times would be less than that
for the unprotected circuit of Figure 7.9 because the zener recovery is pro:a:-

faster than the RC time constant of the equivalent circuit in Figure 7.9e.

Figure 7.11 [7.2] illustrates other techniques for preventing satiration. Part
(a) shows a collector-base clamp. CRPI is a Schottky barrier diode with loi

capacitance (therefore high frequency response) and with a forward dro. 7ess

than the collector base voltage. Parts (b), (c), and (a) show zener :lalDing
of gain, input and output respectively.

In addition to saturation, a circuit may "latch up" pc~ver nust be -encve1
before the circuit can be restored) in respcnse to an E"- transient si;,ra.
One example (Figure 7.12) is that of an open base transistor circuit; cci!Bct.
or current is shown as a function of collector-aitter voltage. "or-. a"y, te
operating point is at Point a, and I is sma2l. A translent v'za~ e ;reazar

than VCE 0 can drive the operating ooint to Poirt b ,ihere t)Ie tr~ns st.- 4s

latched to this high current level T7.5 q*

Lat:h up can also occur for transistirs grown in a sei:-cc:z-
wrere the transistor is isolated from t-e s1zsyra~e ;v a o- . -

* sient could cause the transistor to lat:h i1o znc:~:n ie a :: :
devite. cor this reason, 4sieiecriz ist i :f_ -' .-,:ve_ - -
isl ato..I
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Digital counters may latch up in a trapping state. This is illustrated by the
Johnson counter of Figure 7.13 [7.2]. The three binary circuits have eight
possible states, but here only six are used, and the other two states normally
never occur. This configuration provides a divide-by-six operation. A tran-
sient, however, could cause the counter to latch up into the extra states.

:' Figure 7.14 [7.2] shows a modification which allows the counter to sequence
* into its normal operating mode. This problem can occur in any counter circuit

in which some states are not used; therefore, these extra (trapping) states
should be eliminated.

A pulse amplitude discriminator may be used to block the passage of E>IP induced
transients (Figure 7.15). When the input voltage is less than the reference
voltage Vref, the input pulse is transmitted to the output. If the input pulse

is greater than Vref, the comparator output changes sign and the input pulse

is not transmitted to the output [7.2].

In a delay network for digital signals (Figure 7.16a), the input signal enables
a pre-set counter decremented by a clock C7.3]. If the signal is present when
the countdown is completed, the signal is passed to the output. This delay
network is useful when the pulse width of the data signals is larger than the
EMP transient pulse width. A variation on this is shown in Figure 7.16b, where
information is allowed to transfer only during the presence of an information
transfer enable signal, such as a clock. In this case, upset is not prevented,
but the probability of upset is reduced.

7.4.3 Hybrid Hardening Techniques

Often one technique of hardening is not sufficient, and a combination of tech-
niques must be used [7.2).

Consider the problem of a circuit that latches up or saturates as a result of
an EMP transient. The frequency spectra of the signal and EMP are shown in
Figure 7.17a. If amplitude limiting alone were used for hardening, the low
frequency E.> components could still cause long subsystem interruption. 3ut,
if a high pass filter were also used to eliminate the low frequency E'IP ccpo-
nents, the outtage time would be reduced (Figure 7.17b).

Logic family selection and low pass filtering can be ccmbined as Shown in
Figure 7.18. Part (a) shows the amplitude frequency spectrum o f the various
signals involved. Curve I is the EHP spectrum, Curve 2 is the E'!P spectrum
after low pass filtering, and Curve 3 is the data frequency spectrum. Part (b
shows the upset threshold for two logic families as a function of frequency.
Without filtering, both logic families will be upset, because the E7-,P si nal
at point A has a value V3 which is greater than the upset threshold for bc:!

families. The low pass filter puts the EMP peak value at point 3, znd it is
seen that logic family I will be upset, but logic family 2 .ill not.

7.5 System Level Upset Hardening

7.5.1 Error Criticality Reduction

Error criticality reduction does not crevent :,.P induced arrors, .- it raJ-es
their effects on system performance This reduction can ':e 47no!7e ea:e4 .v
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changing the interface points within a system. For example ccnsi er t:ac s'ste,
design formats for a doppler radar distance indicator syste:n (fi~ure 7..

In Format 1, the radar data are transmitted over a data line to the accu7-
ulator and display unit. E,.!P transients induced on the cables -:ill feed i
the accumulator and could cause a permanent error in the data cispla.y. In
Format 2, the accumulator is located in the same elctrcnics box as the radar,
and data are periodically transmitted to a register located near the disolay.
E IP transients will still appear on the data lines and cause an e'-ror in the
register. However, in that the register is periodi-ally updated by te acc- .u
lator, the error in the register is erased after a very short tir.e. In this
case, the EMP transient is of little consequenceC7.2].

Upset duration in digital systems can be reduced by use of a master reset er
synchronization signal. If sequencing operations are synchronized cry at tre
beginning of an operation, permanent upset could occur, but if operations 2-e
periodically synchronized or reset, the upset duration is temporary.

7.5.2 Parameter Constraint Technique

In this technique, advantage is taken of the physical constraints on the vari-

ables monitored. Consider the case of tracking aircraft through tne use :f
radar. In this case, an airplane has a maximum speed and acceleration anc
there are realistic linits on the distance traveled by tne aircraft duri% a

fixed time. However, the data obtained by the monitor (Figure 7. ' coui. te
distorted as a resolt of E>P; the monitor ceuld then indicate that the ai -
plane had traveled 100 miles in one digital time Frame cr t: the iszance
traveled in that *ime frame was negative. This error can je sensec electror:-
ally, and an appropriate system resconse to tho error can 'e -ade.

7.5.3 Digital Coding Hardening

Special digital cuding techniques can be used to harden systems. 7or exa-oe,
a sequential system can be designed so that a particular sequenre of oulses,
instead of a single pulse, is necessary for a state change. An exx!zoe .

network is shown in Figure 7.20 [7.5,. The sequence necessary to -:. an OtJ:
pulse Z is that X must occur first, follcwe ' by X2 , follotec, y X... -he 7-K

flip-flop* reset states are logical zero. If the oulse sequence X., X. , .

were produced by well-shielded circuit'y, the chances of the secuece :c:,--
ring as the result of EMP-induced transients is small The fli;-'1o: ne:,...
of Figure 7.20 and its output must also be w.ell shielded, tut the trans~en:s
on lines carrying X and X annot te interpreted as control pulses; :neraf:re,

these lines can extend over long distances without shiel'ijg. This tec =:e
is difficult to apply for general system protection out miht-----------
some special circuits.

£:-ro.- detecting and correctirg coding techniques are :i sse= -

7.2.

Lj-,< fli p-fl ops ooerate so tnat a pulse at tne J i ou: causs .-

to "set t one a pulse at the K Input c.au ses tne f", - I z ' s ..

zero; and simultaneous pulses at otl inputs caus? t -.

F change state"
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Pulse it

,-igure 7.20 Functicnal Hardening Ea~pie [7.5]

7.5.4 Circumvention

U Circumvention involves sensing an EP event and initiating so-e oreola.ne-
system response. The system would resnond by rejecting all data teing sent
during the EMP event and then either requesting i .edia:a: retrans7issi:n,
recycling stored pre-event data, or simply waiting for a new se. of z -t-.

Requesting an immediate retransmission involves a return link to the data
originating system and a memory in that data system. The daza receiver must
have the capability to receive delayed data. This added complexity increases
system costs and weight and decreases reliability.

Circumvention requires that the EPP event be detected. seoarate ex-=rnal
antenna or a current probe can be used to detect cable currents in electrcnic
packages. Either method presents the problem of determining the init.iatiCn
level. If this level is set too low, inconsequential 2".1P events or eiez- -
magnetic interference may initiate circxmvention.

Another form of circumvention that applies to manned erui;-.ent is visua; i.c4-
cation of an ENP event; in this case, the operator could nanjaliy resat -r
recycle the systems involved.

One advantaae of circumvention is that it Tay already be i-cl _Ie,. 4- -1
radiation hardening design of a systen and .ii th some ol"Fi ti n : " -

used for '_:"P hardening.
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7.5 Automatic lata Prccessing (,-..P) _3electi:n Criteria

7.6.1 Background

The effects of EMP on AOP components is of particular concern 77.6] becausa of
the inherent susceptibility resulting from its speed, discrete simnai natjre,
logic levels, and coinponent parts. A particular very serious vulnera~ility
problem for digital circuits in computer coinponents is the potertial .1,srujtion
of logic states and the distortion of digital signals. For the vast majority
of systems i- is not realistic to shield or otherwise protect the syste,7 :ompc-
nents from transients that will be disruptive. The result is that 1easures
often must be taken to permit the system to tolerate upsets s'ich that overall
performance is not adversely affected. The toleration requirement can sometimes
be met at the component level. More often than not, it has to be incorpcrated
through software at the system level. Selection of ADD components or? t an

any other major generic component class must take into account the syste' .
operational requirements, capabilities, software limitations, inc hardware
coimpatibilities.

ADP upset toleration can be achieved througn:
(See Table 7.3 for definitions)

hardware and software redundancy
error detection/correction
process redundancy
plausibility checks
traps
timers
checkpoint-roll back

Each of these techniques have been implemented in A2P syste,7s in d::e's of

variations and combinations.

In the selection of AOP systems the following items are extremly ibportan:.

7.5.2 M-agnetic Tapes and Disks

!4agnetic tapes and disks, when in a passive state, can be :onsitared . z'
1 possible upset or damage to such storage Jevices is 1I41-ite. to :tiat cause 't .'y

the equipment which accesses those storage r7edia (i.e., ta.e driies and 4isk

drives). Further tapes and disks are not noriially subfec: t: daMage an. jose:
even when mounted on drives unless read and write ooerat4cns a-e i, pro;gess
when the drives experience the effects of E-P upsat.

4 7.5.3 Nemory Selection Criteria

Comouter -iemory should be selected with the zorsidertin ": 4a- t s
couli apoear on some or all hardware inuts at the s!!7e t4:7 2 : "at :3n::-a
may oe lost for generally a short but indecr-iinatla :i7-e.

Volatile !ericry shouli be avoided.

.. 9, m t,,res.,o l. e-'rvi 3nzu' 'c suh:,



Table 7.3 Definitions for ADP Equipment E7.5 ]

Checkooint A process whereby critical information is recorded on a
Uackuo or redundant storage .medium for use In a r:lbick
or restart operation in tse event tle primary 1no-atlcr
is lost or damaged

Checkpoint A fault tolerance technique used to protect against tc"

rollback effects of uoseL. A process whereby (1) critical infOr-a*
(cPqS) t tion is preiodically and routinely recorded on a backuO or

redundant storage medium and (2) when an uoset fault is

detected, any lost or damaged infortiation is restored from

th*e checkoointed CoDy and a reStart is :e' orned.

Hardware iardwe" redundancy involves the jse of reduncant co.ocrets.
redundancy circuits or sub-systems (imncluding C-.'muter Der,era;s)

:rotect against faults. 1edundancy can be ^rovideo o :e-

for-i identical functions for comarson to detect e--v-s :r
it may be Provided as a Teens of tackuc en tne 2vet in

active unit fails.

Plausfbiity lausfbility checks are u-suily software or :ossitlv 46man

cnecks cecks wmnici verify that imnforation, being zrtcassed :r

anicn is the result of comoutations, fall within reahs-.cC

bounds. Plausibility checks are useful 'or detection of

errors caused by uoset.

Process Process redundancy involves tce 'iltiole exe:ution o A

redundancy ;r.cess and corpariSon of tre -esults. ;rocess eeludarC"

Is uisefu) for 'sullt detection.

;Ollback A orocess ,mereoy, upon cecect'rg a 'Ault. c-"tcal o'cr-
:acion is restored for 1 3rev'ous C-et:x:o*t Ind tre

^Irocess o- syste'l is restarted at :~e :o-t of ta&, ;-ec~-
point.

Sof:ware In general: a set of programs, procedures. and :OSS~b:-

associated documentation concepned mitn tne operation of s

oata processing system. or examole. zomoiers, 14rary
routines. manuals. c-rcuit dia;ramrs. Software as ise"
:Nis document does no. include procelures ard docu-erts-
ton. SantraSt with rardware.

rag :rao Is a tond'ticnel 4:rv t*o a *<-own 'oc'cmo. au::-
0-atically activated by Martware. ,t"-re , ocwc1 -:,I

Anich tne 4-imo accuirred jtcord. 7-.- *re Ise2 r

'Ault uetection.

ime-out -e-out fs :?te tie interval a11ctted 'or certal'

F: error ,oerations to occur; for exerole, response to oc"1.;,

addressi g or -erfor-amce of 1/. : -tie-out error

:co,.rs if t!.e task ."es ore t-e t am ras tee-~

7,e, % tI'e is a har-dware of so't-Aae -ecan 
s n -rnc- -c-*:o"-

on-;oing tasks tO assure :rat te -a" '-e e e -

--e task 4s iOt exceedeo.
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Inherent error checkinc is desiraole in read-,.irite
cycle.

Transient surge protection in termis of cla~nping r
limiting devices is desirable.

HIg ipedance inp~uts and outputs (providied sutg
protection is provided) are desirable. Series re-
sistance (carbon composition resistors) of at leas:
100 ohms is desirable on the input and output lines.

Internal voltage regulation is desirable. At the
minimum, a 1OuF capacitor with a .01uF parallel
ceramic capacitor should be placed between the DC
input and ground.

Memories should be housed in good '£*1I/RF'L enclosures.

M4aximum use of ferrite beads and feed-through capacizors
is desirable.

MOS devices employed in the emor must have iterra
bipolar protection.

The system must be able to recover from a massive upset
without affecting 'ts restoral capability.

Restoral trust be accomplished within the lissicn f-r
operational) -equi rements.

Redundancy in processing and hardware are par-.ic .;lariy
desirable.

All critical software and data must be backed uo.

Back-up storage for restoral should be on off-line
miagnetic disk or tape. Sequential rienory is orefary .2
over random memory for critical restoral so-Ft.ara an:
data.
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CHAPTER 8

*COW1MON '!ODE ImEJECTIOI (CMR) TECHNIQUES
AND OPTICAL ISOLATION

8.0 Executive Summary

EMP induced transients are genarally cnupled to cables in the common mode.
Chapter 8 discusses general techniques for reducing chese transients. This
is generally accomplished by using special circuits which allow only the
differential mode signal to couple to electronics and to reject the common
mode signal. Also discussed in this chapter are the advances in using fiber
optics as optical isolators between equipment.

.. 8.1 Background

Common mode rejection (CMR) techniques and optical isolation provide 1lter-
native or additional means of decoupling EMP transients from sensitive ele:tronic

circuits. As in other decoupling techniques, the attenuation orovided by C2;R
is most often achieved at the expense of bandwidth, weight, additional circuit
complexity, or cost. The most common decoupling techniques involve use of
transformers and balanced circuits, or optical isolators and fiber ootics,
although it may be expected that the order will be reversed with new advances
and experience with optics engineering technology.

The use of transformers and balanced circuits for attenuation of E!4P transients
at some or all subsystem interfaces can be thought of as a subset of a generic
differential signaling technique [8.1]. This balanced signa; aporoaci is useful
for EMP environments because EMP transients are usually induced on cables in

Sthe common mode, and a balanced configuration using two signal lines allows
the prooagation of information in the differential mode. The desired sic-nal
may now require additional interface circuitry to reject the cormon mode and
convert the balanced signal to an unbalanced signal. Note that both balanced
cabling and balanced interface circuitry are required to achieve the desired
result. A hardness improvement of about 20 dB between 1 and 10 MlHz can be ex-
pected for a design configuration incorporating balanced differential signaling,
as opposed to a similar unbalanced configuration. Up to 60 dB may be possible
at lower frequencies; comnmon mode rejection is most efficient at low frequen-
cies where stray capacitance and inductive imbalance can be neglected.

Optical systems as a means of decoupling EMP transients from sensitive circui.s
have some inherent advantages in EIP hardening, namely, their immunity to
electromagnetic pulse phenomena. At one ti;ie their practicality was dubious,
but the pace of present technology is making optical communications syste!7s
attractive due not only to distinctly military advantages, but also lower
system cost, increased bandwidths, and hicher data rates. Improved excitation,
detection, and transmission systers have further enhanced the aoolicabili:v
of optical systems used in communications. Possible additional benefits. tasidfs
greater EMP hardening and other aspects noted above, are hicer reliability,
lower maintenance and life-cycle costs, and lorcer -ean time betvween failures.
These latter benefits have been indicated by studies. but as Yet have nct been
adequately demonstrated.
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Section 8.2 discusses the use of transformers and balanced circuits for re-
jecting the conmon mode signal. Section 8.3 discusses optical isclation tech-
niques. Section 8.4 discusses the use of fiber optics. Section 8.5 gives
examples of CMR techniques at the non-antenna interfi.ce.

3.2'Transformers and Balanced Circuits

Isolation transformers for decoupling induced EMP transients from electronic
circuitry must be placed as close as possible to the cable entry to the circuit-
ry [8.2]. The hardened design procedures involve center-tapping the signal/
control line side of the transformer to ground with a ground lead as short
as possible, and in any case no longer than 2 inches.

The side of the transformer connecting to the sensitive electronics should
have a differential suppression device.

The use of a transformer to allow a differential mode signal to pass is shown
in Figure 8.1 [8.3]. Balancing the transformer about its center taps enables
common mode signals, such as those from EMP transients, to be rejected. A
transformer can also be used to convert a balanced line to an unbalanced line
or vice versa. To achieve the function, the transformer is connected at the
input and output terminals of the signal lines, as shown in Ficure 8.2.

Although transformers are used incidently in some hybrids, none are specificaliy
for protective purposes [8.4]. Transformers are readily available and when
properly applied, can be among the most effective of the EMP isolators. They ""
can block common-mode noise, withstand moderate voltages and, given the proper
core material, limn and dissipate. They also can be tuned and electrostatically
isolated.

Design considerations to be aware of are [8.4]:

a. Avoid narrow hysteresis-loop, quick saturation cores which might
generate transients of their own.

b. Use the natural dissipation characteristics of the available cores
by selecting laminations as thick as feasible. Some loss even might
be permitted at the operating frequency.

c. Use a metal-type rather than a foil-type electrostatic shield.

d. Specify a transient insulation breakdown test rather than the
standard DC and 60 Hz tests.

e. If critical, provide a means of balance adjustment.

A balanced circuit such as a differential amplifier can also be used to provide
CMR. Common mode signals are rejected by the circuit design shown in Figure 3. 3.
Figure 8.4 shows the conversion of an unbalanced line to a balanced line.

It should be noted that differential amplifiers have an advanzace over .rans-
formers in low frequency characteristics, but they also have hicn inout im-
pedances, are susceptible to oscillation at high frequencies, and 7ay be !a--.ec
or fail when exposed to large common mode overvoltages. On the other nand, t-r.ns-
formers cannot pass DC signals and insertion loss can attenuate the Si:n a. .
In addition, transformers may also require Trotection against turnout arJ .:4i
to coil arcing.

|.I
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Figure 8.4 Difrerential Ar-plifier E'xternal Connections

Another balanced circuit is a differential scheme employinc t-o chased cc
in which the differential amiplifier is replaced ,ith a differential 'inhce
level detector (Figure 3.5). In this case, the output changes state wina
differential change in the input.

3.3 Ootical Isolators

The decisicr to use octical isolators and f!Litp is a a.-,~-
the esut of a selection :trt.cess 1 invcrin a 11ca~C~le(i~:~
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Figure 8.5 Level Detector as Logic Interface

procedure. Tradeoffs have to be made between optimum electro-optical oerformance
parameters and realistic design and cost constraints. The iterative design pro-
cedure can be aided by a link power gain or loss budget, which quantifies by
table of formula the optical gain (or loss) at the electro-optical component
interface points, along with the systems requirements [8.51. The conclusion of
this process is a quantified design margin which can be compared or evaluated

.* with respect to the system performance specifications.

The electronics industry is developing integrated and hybrid circuits specifi-
cally designed for driving solid-state light sources to be used in fiber optic

- systems. Most of these circuits are intended for digital applications. The
designer using optical isolators should pay special attention to the driver
circuitry. Presumably he will want to use other CMR techniques coupled with the
driver circuitry to ensure that these devices are not vulnerable.
The types of semiconductor light sources most likely to be used by the military

services in fiber optic communication systems are light-emitting diodes (LED)
and laser diodes. Both of these can be fabricated from several different semi-
conductor materials to yield somewhat different properties, primarily different
emission wavelengths. The operating wavelengths are chosen to be compatible
with fiber transmission properties and range from 0.6 to aooroximately 1.3 _.m.

Lasers have always been preferred for long distance over LEDs because of their
narrower spectral width, larger modulation bandwidth, and greater launch power
into multimode fibers. LEDs offer the advantages of stability and longevity 7".
within the required modulation bandwidths up to 170 MHz. A lightwave communi-
cation system has been demonstrated by Bell Laboratories that uses LEDs to
produce light at 1.3 -m.

8.4 Fiber Optics

Optical fibers are immune to electromagnetic pickup and therefore do not
produce electrical pulses capable of causing damage to other comoonents.

With the development of the laser in the early 1060's came the promise th:
the immense information carrying capdcity of optical radiatior aould e 'crtrn-
coming. It was out of the need for a reliable low loss transmission media 2-az
research on optical fibers Proceeded. ir 1970 Corning dem-onstrated !n ctical
fiber with a 20 dB/km attenuation [8.51

";' " . " +" " + "+. " + " , . . . . .. ., . : j . . i . . .



Because these losses were comparable to the losses suffered in the coaxial
cable transmission lines the outlook for the fiber optic system greatly improved.
Since then, higher quality fibers have been developed, so that now laboratory
samples of graded index multimode fibers are produced with attenuations as low
as I dB/km while commercial cables have been assembled and used with attenuations
of less than 5 dB/km [8.7].

The advances in light transmitters and receivers have been equally impressive.
For analog intensity modulation or short distance digital communications, LEDs

are the preferred source. The newer devices have a nearly linear relationship
between light output and current input and a long lifetime (105 hours).

For digital communications over long distances the injection lasers tend to be
the preferred source because about 15 dB more optical power can be coupled
into a fiber than could be achieved with a LED. The spcctral width of their
optical output is about an order of magnitude narrower than of a LED so that
pulse dispersion in the fiber is less uf a,.problem.

DIN diode or avalanche photodiodes (APDs,.arei the receivers used in most systems;
PIN diodes are cheaper ard take lower bias voltage than APOs (15-100 volts
compared to 400-800 volts). However, APDs are about 20 times more sensitive,
and so the APDs are often used in long-run, high data rate systems.

Modern military forces make extensive use of radar systems, electronic contrcls,
computer data analysis, ballistic missiles, radio controlled missiles, as well
as local and long distance communications systems. In each type of system we
can expect to see increasing use of fiber optics communication links.

In addition to the potential advantage of lower system cost and higher da:.
rates that make fiber optics desirable in general, there are a numcer of
distinctly military advantages [8.9].

1) Fiber optic cables are immune to radio frequency interference
that is often important when a number of electronic systems are
used in close proximity.

2) Fiber optic links are immune to electromagnetic countermeasures.

3) Fiber optic links are immune to electromagnetic pule phenomena.

4) Fiber optic links cannot be tapped like normal ohone lines and
field wire cables. This allows secure communication without encoding.

5) Fiber optic cables are smaller and weigh less than wire cables,
thereby reducing transportation costs and logistic problems.

If one contemplates using fiber optic intra-rack communications of low-level
possible applications would include

1) Replacement for cables in inra-rack ccmmunications of low-level
digital or analog signals.

2) Replacement of communication cables betwaeen electronic systems In
an unshielded or poorly shielded struc:ure, i.e., ter7inals'couzer.
crypto/transmitter, etc.
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3) Reolacement for wire in a phone system.

4.) Replacement for :oaxial caoles/repeaters in a long ha2] teie.hcne
system.

There are several reasons that cne would choose not to use -iter ootics in znese
systems, among the most significant are the costs of retrofitting existino
equicment, and the possibly poor reliability of newly designed fib.er optic
circuits. Experience with new fiber optic data links shows that tnere are~serious problems with the reli~bility of fiber optic gable connections when
assembled by poorly trained arid inexperienced personnel. Because military

systems may be assembled under similar adverse conditions, these problems can
be expected, at least initially, in all new applications. ConseQuently, the
designer of military equipment must weigh the benefits derived from using
fiber optics against the possible cost increases and reliability problems
that may occur.

Numerous fiber cables have surfaced that exhibit different oarameters. Generic
fiber designs include glass/glass, plastic clad silica and all plastic. Relative
merits are compared in Table 8.1 [8.101. A primary distinguishing feature
between the fibers is their performance over temperatures, moisture, and other
environmental conditions. Glass fibers fare better in harsh factory atmos:neres
- presumably also in shipboard environments. Because the fiter cotic technology
is relatively new, it is appropriate to review the benefit- resulting from the
use of this technology with regard to practical questions of cost, weicht,
and reliaoility, as well as other technical concerns. The foilowinc information
is drawn directly from References 3.11 and 8.12.

Table 8.1 Comparison of Parameters Setwee,
Glass ano Plasic :;rs F,.]-

F Iiber Diameter ,Optical Pa rpme'ers -
Numerical Aoerture at 90 Attenuation at 3=0 ,

Fiber Tvoe Core, wm Clad. om Percent Power 3d.3 Bandwidt., Mz-9"
All plastic 1000 1030 0.45 95 4600 at 6W0 m..,

370 400
Pastic clad

silica 20 300-600 0.2-0.3 3,10 4,20
Glassdglass 200 230-280 0.3 a 10 r '15

100 140 0.3 20-2C0 -.0

Common Mode Rejection Ratio

C:IRR = 20 log Vem/V D

where

Vem = common mode input vaitace

: ec i alen: dif erent- 2i -o.ie 1t ec < -:
to prcduce the same cut-. rej'ir: grc
'V



CIRR range is 10 dB to 36 dB. The values from 10 d' to 20 d3 are tased total>
on manufacturer's specifications. The added 6 dB is an estimate of tre ac.n:
of increased CMRR which may be obtained through special installation tecnrniues.
Until experimental data exists to support this range evaluation for an E7-"
environment, optical isolators should be considered to have c-estio-atle :re- -

bility rating.

Electromagnetic Comoatibility

A properly jacketed .ptical cable will neither emit nor pick jo electro-a;ret-,:
radiation, insuring security of communication and immunity frcm in:erfere,-ce
and crosstalk to a degree not possible with electrical cables. Suitably designed
fiber optic interfaces have been proven to be immune to all forms of electro-
magnetic compatibility problems - crosstalk, short circuit loadinc, E.!, PRF,
ground loops, ground isolation, ringing and echoes.

ieioht and Size

The fiber optic transmission line is much simaller and lighter than an elec:r4ca"
line of equivalent bandwidth. When electrical lines must meet E*P-i4-uniti
requirements, the weight and size reduction advantaces of fiber o:tic li.nes
are increased.

Bandwidth and Imoroved Multiolexing Caoacit,

The wide bandwidth capacity of fiber optics can far surpass the ' %',Ez
of twisted-shielded-pair wire and the 20 MHz data rate limit of coax4a. ca-'e.
This feature offers excellent multiplexing bancwdd:h. ossiti!ties; li -:
sources already have demor.nstrated a 300 M. Hz CapabilitY.

Cost

Life cycle costs of fiber optics systems promise to be markedly less than -ncse
of electrical systems. After development, tooling, and oreproduction, it 4s
expected that fiber optics lines can be produced in comparable volume at a
fraction of the recurring cost of producing electrical lines. :ur:herrore, ..,hen
the multiplexing capability of fiber optics is fully realized, fewer lines .i!
be required, resulting in an order of macnitude reducticn in the procure-ent
cost of interface components.

Logistics support costs will be less, duo not only to fewaer sucly'su::ort
items and requirements, but also to reduced maintenance and increased ]:re,it~
as compared with electrical systems.

Reliabilitv and Maintainabilitv

The great multiolexing capability of fiber ootics will reduce -ne cu - , : -.
comolexity of interfaces to correspondingly ennance syste, r'': - y c
maintainability. The single optical junction of fiber optic line ,itn sOur:e,
detector should be an external reliaole mnte'-ace tiat dce- n rC

cal or mechanical contacts. Fewaer, more relabie, and  , - --

of the fiber octics system mean less troub'esncctinc arc : e' . e
maintenance alionc with simoiWed maintenance s ::cr:.
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Cutting or breakage of fiber optic lines during transmissicn does not rsm Jce
sparks or other hazarcs. This offers safety advantages for fiber optic sys:e-7s
located in areas which contain fuel, ammunition, oxygen, etc., as we:, as
during catastrophic situations to which a military platform may be sjoje:tec.

Cost Burden

KAs shown in Figure 8.6, the cost of metals for wiring is rising while :ne cost
of fiber optics is declining. Although present fiber optic bundles ana caoles
are more expensive than equivalent size metal wire, the difference is diminisning
due to the availability of materials and will diminish more rapidly as fiber
production increases.

For equivalent channel capacity, however, optical fibers are now less expensive
than wire [8.16]:

(a) A study conducted by the NELC, San Diego, California, compared the
cost of a fiber optic system for the A-7 aircraft (ALOFT) against a
coax cable system. As shown in Tables 8.2 and 3.3, the cost of :h *
fiber optic system is slightly higher. Hcwever, as technology and
production continue, the cost of fiber octics is exoected to fall.

(b) Other factors to be considered in the cost burden are operational
support and maintainability/reliability. Fiber optics promise
greater maintainability/reliability than similar coax cables. -

5 are fewer electrical/mechanical connections and ;ul-iplexinc wi
reduce the quantity and complcxitv of inter-aces.

(c) EMP/E,1I immunity is another factor which affects cost burden.

coax cable with enough shielding to proviae the same amount of
EMP/EMI immunity would be extremely expensive and heavy [3.131.

Flight Worthiness

There are few problems related to the use of fiber optics in avionic syste-s.
Shock, vibration, temperature, humidity, and altitude have no effect on fiter
optic systems, although the LEDs used are slightly temperature dependent. T1.Vists,
turns, bends, etc., are no real problem. A fiber optic system is safe in a
hazardous area due to the fact that there is no electrical transmissicn in tle -.

cable.

.4 multiplexed fiber optic system would be lighter than a similar ccax system,

as well as having less volume.

Su mary

Si;nat attenuation as low as 1 dB/km (low loss) has been produced alt-ou:n
medium loss (20Q to 500 d3/km) cables are suitable for avicnic s/s-e7s. Sa:z
rates of 3 x 1090 bits/s over I km length of cable have teer ctaire*. E,
use of a semiccnductor laser source, ia:a rates uc to 7 icai-s m.. :e
realized 3.li.t. ,ibr ootic cable is cenerall/ li'C'.ter and smaller = an :cax
cable. A coroarison L3.15] showed fiber opt"- cab"les arc,,nd 3 . '20-
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36 to 40 mils thick, and coax -able trom 29 to 500 Ibs/lO00 feet and .012 to
8 inches thick. Comparing thrie equivalent cables 4 mm (1/8 inch) in diameter

and 300 meters long, the bandwidth of fiber optics (300 MHz) far surpasses the
5 20 MHz data rate limit of coaxial cable and the 1 HHz limit of shielded,

twisted pair cable. Due to this bandwidth advantage, fiber ootics offers a
significant reduction in cable weight and volume on a total system basis as
compared to wire systems. This was clearly demonstrated in an A-7 aircraft's
navigation and weapons delivery system where a weight savings of 70 pounds and
a 95 percent reduction in total wire length (4800 feet to 260 feet) were

U realized using data multiplexing and fiber optics.

Although few problems are experienced with fiber optic cables, there are s.me
problems in regard to metallic connectors, LED sources, and photoelectric
receivers. These all must be shielded from EMP/EMI. LEDs are temperature de-
pendent [8.16]. The current cost of connectors, sources, and receivers are

- high, although this is expected to change. See also References 8.17 through
8.25.

8.5 Examples of Use of CMR Techniques for Non-Antenna !nterfaces

_An EMP hardened circuit test showed that pulse transformer coupled circuits
can provide very good mmunity against EMP induced surges with inexpensive,
simple components. Cable driver and receiver circuits were built and tested
under both pulse injection and EMP simulated fields. The data rate capability
of these circuits was arbitrarily set at 1 million bits per second (mbos).

A further research and development effort deals with the practical apolicaticn
of EMP harr inng to two specific areas by using the pulse transformer tech-
nique. The first area is protection of a flip-flop circuit witnin a comouter

*-. system and the second is the der'gn of a pulse transformer couoled w.1ideoan
data transmission link.

In the first application, it was suspected that an existing problem within the
computer caused a control flip-flop output transistor to fail wher the computer
was subjected to a simulated EMP test. Although methods for protecting this
transistor existed (protective devices or filtering), it was desired to apply
the pulse transformer technique to prevent excessive EMP coupled energy from
reaching the transistor. This technique, if successful, could then be used
more generally to provide circuit immunity as shown in work on transformer
coupled data links.

,.. The second application, the pulse transformer data coupling techoique was
refined for use in systems requiring 1 MHz to 10 MHz data transmission rates.
Also, the effects of alternate transformer winding configurations we-e investi-
gated; winding type as well as circuit connection as series or shunt trans-
formers were checked. The trarsformers were tested for their common mode re-
jection properties by both frequency domain and pulse tests ' hile the tra.,s-
former - line receiver combination was subjected to functicnal tests under to:
pulse injection and parallel plate simulator tests. The significance o : e
common mode rejection properties of the various configurations was then analyzi:
with a view toward deteriininc oreferred orotection acorcacmes.
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8.5.1 Pulse Transformer for EMP Protection of Flip-Floos

The application of miniature pulse transformers for coupling vulnerable circuits
within a computer was develooed. In particular, pulie transfurmer circuits were
designed to interface with certain logic gates in a computer system, where a
suspected EMP coupling problem existed. The goal was to protect a flip-flo:
output transistor, which fed a gate through an approximate 2 foot length of
wire. Because the operation of the computer is asynchronous, and it was decided
not to alter any existing clocking or logic within the computer, the added
isolation circuit had to pass direct current. An upper pulse rite capaoility
of 1 mbps was deemed more than adequate to accommodate the smallest transition
periods of this first generation, transistorized, discrete component machine.
Hence a OC-to-OC converter, in effect, was required with a pulse transformer
to isolate the flip-flop from the long connecting wire. Also, the number of
components and their size had to be minimized because the existing boards were
already highly populated.

There were two general techniques by which this coupling could be accorclished:

1. Convert the flip-flop's DC output to AC (for a oulse train), trarsmnit
the AC through a shunt connected pulse transformer and rectiv ne
received signal. This was done with an oscillator, gated by the fli-
flop output. Two types of oscillators were built for this fncticn:
a. a blocking oscillator whose pulse transformer was the isola:icn

transformer.

b. a gated (ring) oscillator composed of logic gates.
The principle of this technique is shown in Fic.re 3.7a where "
transformer provides corrf.on mode rejec.ion to ar/ :,"P cou-:ec e':v

2. Use of a series connected transformer. A series connected pulse trans-
former can be used for circuit protection as shown in Figure 3.7b.
The flip-flop passes a differential signal through the series trans- s

former to the receiving logic gate, but rejects an EMP couoled oulse -'
since it appears common mode. The principle of a series transfor-.er
con=noi mode rejection and its performance are oresented uncer
Paragraph 8.2.5 - Pulse Transformer Coupled Aideband Data Transmissicr
Link. For computrr circuit protection, it would reoresent a very s4,r:'e
and effective means of protecting the flip-floo with the wirfnc ..,n
in Figure 8.7b.

Of the two techniques, the shunt transformer circuit has been found to be

generally more versatile. Because of its isolation prooerties, it does not
depend on a good ground return for its operation. The following parapra-ns
describe the interface c:ircuitry reouired for shunt connected trans-or-er
implementation.

The first approach investigated for couolirng the P;o-foo te 3;-,r :-',-
former was a blocking oscillator circuit. A schematic for tne ioc-.: s
tor implementation is shown in Ficure 8.3. The fl.-flo .
blocking o.cillator, cor')osed of 02 and the tras-,.Sic ,uSe -ra s-j--e,
on or off throuan Q1. '.her, the flio-flo out:ut is G ... ..
circuit osciIIat.es at a frequency deter-i-i. by tne sr-e: - , I -

circui- resistance ihen tnefli-fi - -
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held off, preventing oscillation. The secondary of a receiving transformer
contained on the end of a twisted pair line is show.n connected to a full-,ave
rectifier. The rectifier output is 0 volts or -6 volts, reproducing t.he
original flip-flop's output.

In a preferred approach, a gated oscillator using an IC is snown in Figure 8.9
where the frequency of oscillation is independent of the pulse transformer
properties. This ci-:uit uses a quad dual-input gate IC driving a pulse trans-
former. Three gates in a feedback loop oscillate while the fourth gate is con-
trolled by the flip-flop. The oscillator frequency of this approach (as in
the blocking oscillator ipproach) must be much greater than the computer clock

rate so as not to introduce too much delay in the flip-flop output path. The
circuit shown oscillates at about 5 MHz. Figure 8.9 also shows alternate
wiring configurations, whereby the rectifier can be used on a receiving trans-
former or on the secondary of the transmitting transformer. In the latter case,
a fully balanced transmission link is sacrificed for the ability to olace all
componentry on the transmitting board. Some degree of common-mode rejection is
provided, however.
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8.5.2 Pulse Transformer Coupled Wideband Data Transmission Link

The main areas of investigation in the development of a pulse trarsformer coupoed
wideband data transmission link were:

1. Design or selection of suitable transfor,.er(s).

2. Determination of optimum winding arrangement.

3. Design of driver and receiver amplifiers.

These areas are elaborated upon in :he following paragraphs.

8.5.2.1 Transformer Selection

The main objective in design or selection of a suitable transformer was 7c ob-
Stain a single miniature pulse transformer which could function over the enlire
"- range of data rates. In general, small transformers are good for hich fre-

quencies, while large transformers are good at low frequencies.

In one approach, two relatively small (3/16" OD) transformers (one each for
transmitting and receiving circuits) were hand wound, and, when p-operly driven.
provided capability for transmission from 30 thousand bits per seconi 'klps)-'
to 13 million bits per second. Slightly larger commercial transfcrmers ,1/2 A

3.8 x 5.8", Potted) functioned from I kbos to 2 mbps. The hand woun4 cores ,o. -
wound both in bi-filar and standard modes for comparison, as srown in -iure

-' 8.10.

In an alternate approach, a single large ( 2 x 2 x 1-1/2") commercia1l v
able transformer was shown to oe capatle of transmitting data o,'er :ne ,rote

* range. AIthough this transformer has a vclta ;e-ti'e ( -T orodjct o Z-



volt-seconds, its high quality (low leakage inductance and low winding capazi-
tance) allows it to function at high bit rates as well as low bit rates.

8.5.2.2 Winding Arrangements

"* Winding arrangement refers to the connection of the transformer primary and
secondary to the cable. Series connected transformer circuits were explored,
as well as shunt connected transformers. The two basic types are depicted
in Figure 8.11 (a and b). Obviously, there is no lower frequency limit when
using series connected transformers. Series connection will theoretically offer
the same commnon-mode voltage rejection as shunt connection, and a single minia-
ture pulse transformer will function for the while data rate range of interest.
It does not provide the ground isolation features i,,erent in shunt connecticn,
however, A typical circuit employing series transformers which will pass a
differential signal but reject a common mode signal is shown in Figure 8.11c.
An analysis of this circuit reveals that the output voltage is given by

RV
- =inVout 2 (3.1)

s(L- :) +

where L is the self.inductance of the cells, M is the mutual inductance between
-- the coils, and s is the Laplace operator. Under ideal coupling conditions 1

equals L and (2.1) reduces to
V-

out in

a. SHUNT CONNECTION

E. ERIES CONNECTION

C TRANSMISSION LINE L

VZUT€

G4ROuNO 'E U N

Ct.NAt.YSIS OF 5-CRIES TRANSCOPMER

Figure 3.11 - -e - - -
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If a co;mron mode signal, Vcom, were injected at pc-: C, the ou.put vol-age :-..e

Vco m would be given by:

cRco m

V = Rcr (8.3)out s(L+I)+ RL
L m

if L M, Equation (8.3) reduces to

iv..
Vout 0

Thus, it has been shown that tinder ideal conditions the series trans formcr will
transmit differential signals unattenuated, while completely attenuating common
mode signals.

This analysis assumes that grounds were ideal and that no common mode signal -

*appeared on the ground return lead. If either of these conditions is not met,
or if the conditions are only partially met, then the common mode rejection
of the system will deteriorate accordingly.

8.5.2.3 Design and Performance of Coupling Circuits

8.5.2 3.1 Shunt Transformer Circuit

* The critical component in the transformer interface circuit is the transForrer
driver. It is round that the effective bandwidth of a particular pulse trans-
former is directly related to or directly affected by the transistor drive
circuit. A novel feedback amplifier was designed for extending the low fre-
quency response of a given transformer. principle is based on providing
greater drive current through the transfov. " primary as the pulse width in-
creases. This circuit is not required for series connected transformers.

If a pulse transformer is driven from a voltage source, the low frequency
response can be significantly extended when compared to driving it from a
matched or higher impedance source. This is seen in Figure 8.12 where a typical

- pulse transformer terminated in 1.3 k4 is driven from two different imoedance
levels: 50- and 1.3 k-. This particular transformer is bi-filar wound. The basic

* limitation with low impedance drive is the excessive current demand at low
* frequencies.

The driving circuit for extending the low frequency cut off of a pulse trans-
former is giver in Figure 8.13a, with successive improvement factors. The
input drives a differential switch comoosed of transistors Ql and Q . with a
current source transistor Q The primary winding, P, is driven -ro.n tre
collector of Ql and the secondary winding, S, drives the cable. As irst
improvement, R is placed across the primary to reduce t'e drivina edarce.
,hen a third winding r, on the transformer, orovides a feedback sicra' tz >

to further improve the low frequency response without increasina :o,,r cra'ig.

3
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The feedback operates in the following manner. A -eas-re o :ne :u::- ,ct'ce,
effectively impressed on the base of 2' is ccmoared to the input .ol-a:e. If
the output voltage tends to drop below the input voltage a greater srare
the current source (from Q3) will flow through Q1 and winding P; if tie cut-
put voltage tends to exceed the input voltage, a larger :ort'on cf tne current
source flows through the feedback winding F. 3y shiftin: current 9e:.'een
windings P and F, the output voltage on S will track the input vcltace until
Q, either cuts off or turns on completely.

These limits are ultimately determined by the inout pulse width. :ne magni:ude
of the current source and the characteristics of tne transformer. 7icure 2.13b
shows the relative effects of providing a low impedance source and then feet-
back to the basic transformer drive circuit. The output pulse width is ex-
tended by a factor of ten by using a low impedance source and an addi:icnal
factor of four (total of 40) by using feedback, when comroared tc driving tnE
pulse transformer directly from the differential switch.

The comolete transmission link, including the differential :ulse receiver, is
shown in Figure 8.14. The waveforms of the transmission line :or 0ot6 trars-
former types operating at the extremes of their bit rance .re snown in 7cures
..15 and 3.16. Ideally, each waveform should apcrcach a scuare .,ave 'cr best
si-nal-to-noise transmission. The actual va'ie--rms are cocn-eed sa-sfaczry
at their worst case conditions of minimum bit rate.
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3.5.2.3.2 Wide Bandwidth Transformer

A commercially available wide band transformer was purchased in an attempt to
obtain a component capable of functioning over the whole data tand of interest;
i.e., a single transformer capable of holding a pulse as long as I ms and asshort as 0.1 us. The Deerfield Laboratory of Los Altos, California, manufactures
transformers which easily meet these specifications. The model 162 75 -. trans-
former was driven as shown in Figure 8.17 for testing. It is seen that the feed-. back winding is not required. The operating waveforms of Figure C.17 are shown
in Figure 8.18, where pulse inputs of 0.1 us, 50 -s and 2.4 ms are displayed.The fidelity over the whole range is noted from about 400 bps to IC mbps. The
volume and cost of this transformer are, hcwever, much higher than those of two
miniature units used to cover the whole range. The per unit cost is $75,
versus approximately $2 to $3 for the small units, and the volume factor is
at least 25 to 1.

+

+6V

P67

': Figure 8.17 Wide Bandwidth Transformer 3river [3.263

-- .5.2.3.3 Series Transformer Circuit

A complete transmission link or a series transformer connection is shcwn
in Figure 8.19. Both the driver and receiver circuits consist of a TTL cate
and emitter follower, and a single transformer serves from DC to lO rs. ".

8.5.3 Comnon Mode Frequency Tests

Series of tests were performed to determine the com~mon mode oroperties o th~e
various transformers used in the circuits. The first test was concerned wi:n
the common-mode rejection (CM1R) property of the transformer in the frequenc,

T-6 domain. Figure 8.20 showste tes it h t-up -forer hutivd e e r8.26] r~e

Results of the common mode rejection tests (Figure 8.21) show that the CY' o
the shunt transformers decreases monotrnically ith increasinc frecuency, ..,ri,
the series transformers CR decreases at both very ow an vev ijh f'.-enriqs.
These trends are readily understood by referring t i3.>;.
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The common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) often is of greater significance as
a figure of merit in specifying a transformer than tne corancn mode rejec-icn.
The CMRR is defined as

CMRR % CMR/Differential Transmission.

Thus, the next test was concerned with the CMRR, which can be deter-ined by
measurement of the differential transmission characteristics of the transformers.
The test configuration is shown in Figure 8.22 and the test -esults in Figure
8.23. The CMRR determined from the above formula is shown in Figure 2.24 for
various transformer types ad configurations.
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Fiqure 8.22 Differential Transmission Test Setup [8.26'
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Figure 8.24 Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CcMRR)* Curves

*CIIRR = Conmon Mode Rejection D Diff. Trans.

8.5.4 Pulse Injection Tests

Pulse injection testing was utilized to determine the common mode pulse response A.
of the transformer and to functionally test the transmission link. Both a sub-
nanosecond risetime multikilovolt pulse genirator (SNMKPG) and a Velonix oulse
generator was used in these tests.

The first of these tests was designed to neasure the common mode rejection of
the transformers to pulses applied at the transformer terminals. The test set-
up is shown in Figure 8.25. Figure 8.26a shows the input pulse and Figure 6.26t
shows the output waveforms for the standard and bi-filar wound transfor.mers. The
output waveform with no transformer (direct wired) in the test set-up is shcwqn
as a reference in Figure 8.26b.

The set-up for the second type of test is given in Figure 3.27. Here, a fuci
,-K- higher voltage and faster risetime was used and the output from the receiver

amplifier was monitored to determine the functional response. Because the catl_•
w-ires are shorted together, the signal from the liie driver will not reac ' :.e
receiver during the test. The 4300-volt pulse injected on the catle dim reachr,
the receiver and causea ringing (about 13 volts peak for ".2 s'. -isec..:en .
tests on the circuit with the short removed 'orm tne cable revealed -;at ' e
4300-volt, 50 ns pulse caused no danage to the circuits.

:0
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Figure 8.27 High Voltace Pulse Injection Test Set-Uo [C.19]

3.5.5 Cablc Oriver Tests

The cable driver was used for these tests. The purpose, of the test was to de-
termine the improvement in rejection to induced voltage (caused by high current
pulses in the cable shield) in the cable conductors provided by pulse trans-
formers. The test set-up is shown in Figure 8.28.

A c-rrent pulse of 56 A peak amplitude was injected on the outer tube; its
return path was through the cable shield. A waveform of tre inout current
pulse is shown in Figure 8.29. Frequency spectra were made at points C and 3,

F respectively, on the cable conductor's output (Figure 8.23). The measurener:s
were taken with and without a pulse transformer in the circuit.

. By taking measurements with and without a pulse transformer, it was determined
that the transformer increased the rejection of the current pulse on the shield,
at point C (Figure 8.28), over that at point B. The increased rejection was
35 dB at 3 MHz and 10 dB at 90 MHz for the bi-filar transformer, and 20 dB
at 90 MHz for the standard transformer.

The complete test results are shown in Figure 8.30. Curve A is the shield signal
normalized at 0 dB over all frequencies. Curve B is the shielding effectiveness
of the shield with respect to the inner conductors, normalized to the 0-dS input
signal via the following relation:

SH(f) actual shield current as a function of frequency

IC(f) actual inner conductor current

NIC(f) normalized inner conductor current as a function cf
frequency

IZC(f) = .ic(11)/S; (f)

. Curves C and 0 reoresent the shielding effectiveness of the shielJ and the trars-

former.
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The difference between curve S and curves C and 0 represents the increase
in rejection of the shield current pulse at the output (point C of Figure
8.28) obtained by using a transformer.

8.5.6 Parallel Plate Simulator Tests

The parallel plate simulator was used to test the effects of a pulse field on
the overall transmission link. The transmitting circuit, including an oscilla-
tor and cable driver, was battery powered and placed on the top plate of the
simulator, The battery powered receiver circuit and an oscilloscope were to-
gether in a shielded container. A vertical 8 foot length of cable separated
the transmitting and receiving circuits and this length was exposed to the
vertically polarized E field pulse generated by the simulator. The test set-up
is shown in Figure 8.31. The output of the receiver was monitored during and
immediately after the EMP to determine transient behavior of the transmission
link as well--.s ultimate failure level as the EMP magnitude was increased.

Figure 8.32 shows typical responses of the receiver during and immediately
after a simulator pulse. Figures 8.32a and 8.32b are for the shunt transformer
circuit at two different field amplitudes. The higher exposure response (Figure
8.32b) is actually "cleaner", because (for this test), the cable was isolated.
Figure 8.32c shows a typical response with the series transformer circuit.
This circuit was successfully tested to a field strength of 22 kv/m. in both
cases the pulse rate range for each circuit tested as shown in Paragraph
8.5.2.3. Fields of Figure 8.32 were those indicated by the driving voltage
of the power supply.

8.5.7 Discussion

Several test methods were used to aid in evaluating and preditining oeor-ance
of the pulse transformer circuits in a given EMP environment. Some of :nese
tests.measured the common mode rejection of the transformers in the frequency
domain and others in the time domain. The frequency domain tests were 'er-
formed with an rf generator, and the time domain (or pulse injection) test
method used as Velonex pulse generator and a cable driver. The latter instru-
ment actually represented a hybrid approach because it had a spectrum analyze-
attachment for converting a pulse response to its frequency domain equivalent.

Two test methods were used to determine.circuit functionality; i.e. now :he
transformer and its associated electronic circuitry responded to a siulazed
EMP disturbance. Again, a pulse injection technique was used (but this ti4e _
on the SNMKPG) as well as a parallel plate simulator. These tests showed that
the transmission link would function after the particular given exposures
(see paragraphs 7.5.4 and 7.5.5 for a description of the test configurations,'.

The results of functional tests depend to a large extEnt on the precise ,rr:
and packaging configurations of the circuits. The settling time due to_ _a
disturbance and the ringing are critical functions of the circuit crcufdinc,
cabling and oositioning with rescect to the test eouiornenz. 7ence, ai! icu.

the tests on the S.,-IKPG and paraflel plate si-ulator can indicate .-- 'Ier cr

not failure levels were exceeded, their effects en the circvi response "St
be related to specific configuration examr:.es.
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Table 8.4 summarizes the test data from each experiment. As can be seen, not
every transformer was tested by each method (indicated by " "). The results
of the common mode rejection (rf generator), pulse injection and cable driver

I tests are in general agreement as to the performance of the laboratory unit
transformers.

By characterizing the transformer common mode test data to both frequency and
pulse techniques, and by relating those results, the data can be useful for
various types of EMP specifications. The following discussions analyze and re- - -

* late the test results.

8.5.7.1 Differential Transmission Tests

The bandwidth of a transformer 's limited by parasitic effects, such as inter-
winding capacitance and leakage inductance. Tests were made on standard and
bi-filar wound transformers to determine which transformer had the flattest
high frequency response. The results of these tests, (shown in Figure 8.23)
indicated that the standard transformer is flat to 10 ?IHz. After 20 MHz, its
response falls off at 20 dB per decade. This roll-off suggests that the standard
transformer can be modeled as shown in Figure 8.33.

There is no simple mathematical model to describe the behavior of a bi-filar
* transformer, such as depicted in the response of Figure 8.23. Hcwever, the

curve does suggest that a resonance is beginning at 20 MHz. The bi-filar trars-
former has a flatter frequency response than the standard transformer and is
preferred in wide bandwidth applications.

8.5.7.2 Commcn Mode Rejection Tests

The results of the common mode rejection test (shown in Figure 2.21) reveal
that the common mode rejection (CMR) of all the shunt transformers fails
off at 40 dB per decade. From this information, a mathematical model can be
derived which will predict, within about .15'2, the time domain common mode
rejection response to the transformer when subjected to various risetime
input pulses.

The simplest mathematical model which can be used to predict the CXR of the
snunt :rans'ormers over the frequency range shown in Figure 3.21 Is ;iven:

V [ s R
- [l~sR.F
-in I

where s Laplace operator

For the bi-filar shunt transformner, Ecuation 7-3 becones:

[10, -10out S ! .5<

V4 Zi - : ,
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* 1
"1

VIN sVOUT

F 31

Fiqure 8.33 Simplified Equivalent Circuit
of a Transformer [8.26]

If a common mode input signal of a form shown in Figure 8.34 were applied to -"

the bi-filar shunt transformer, the response of the transformer could be
calculated by (8.5).

V(I0-e' t / e  ".
V

Figure 8.34 Common Node Input Signal 7S.2-



As an example, consider the case where the input to the transformer is given by:

V = V (-e- t / )
in

= 20 ns

V = 500 volts

The respcnse of the transformer is then given by: (8.6)

outW 500 (4.45 X 0 l03 )e(3 X 108 )t-(4.45 X 103 )e -(5 X l07

-1,(5 3., X 107 e" 8

Equation (8.6) is shown graphically in Figure 8.35. Hence, with a knowledge cf
the transformer frequency domain characteristics, this type of analysis could
be carried out for any arbitrary input and the results could be used to ore-
dict whether a given input would cause component failure or logic upset.

8.5.8 Test- Summary

Pulse transformers have proved to oe a versatile and effective compcrent 'cr
protecting circuits from EMP transients. Their practical use in protectirc
internal computer circuits and wideband data transmission link applicaticrs
was shown. Although the transmission link designs covered data rates from 1 kps
to 10 mbps, it has been shown that frequencies down to 0 Hz can be passed by
using series-connected transformers. At the other extremes, bit rates hic.her
than 10 mbps can be accomodated with a reduced overall bandwaidth. It is esti-
mated that, with the techniques discussed in this report, bit rates ranging from
1 mbps to 100 mbps can be passed by a single transformer - while still providinc
EMP protection.

The bi-filar wound units are generally better than the standard, isolated
winaings. The shunt-connected transformer is more flexible than the series-
connected transformer in its application, but the series-connected transfor es
are preferable for very low frequency work and have added advantage of inter-
face circuit simplicity if grounding configurations permit their use.

Testi ig proved that injection pulses of 4300 volt peak, 50 ns width and 40C volt-
.- peak, dc did not damage the pulse transformer isolated circuitry. Free fielcs

of 22 kv/m were also withstood by the shielded twisted pair. However, in each
of these cases, coupled energy could have uoset associatec. logic circuitry.
Finally, a useful analysis tool was demonstrated for predicting tre o'utut rc,'
a given transformer (due to an injected oulse input) when its comm.on -cde e-
jection properties are known in the frequency domain.

The experiments, data and analysis of zhis re-oort can serve :r si2ir -
cations within vulnerable systems. Also, -'ne resuls are see r,- ro.,-: a



t

framework for extending these techniques to not only preventing circuit
damage due to EMP coupling, but also to preventing logic circuit upset.

9
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CHAPTER 9

GROU'NDING AND BONrDIIG

9.0 Executive Surmary

EMP can couple large transients onto the ground system. Thus the methods used
for grounding and bonding are important features for hardening shipboard systems.

U Even grounding neasure at the component level are important in the overall
reduction of coupled EMP energy. Thus Chapter 9 serve- as a design reminder
that grounding and bonding practices are an integral part in EMP hardening of
equipment.

9.1 Background

-mIn this handbook, a distinction between grounding and bonding is made:
grounding guidelines state where to make the connection, and bonding guide-
lines state how to make the connection.

Ground conductors should be viewed as ootential EMP problems rather than cures.
:L Grounding serves no useful interference or signal transmission purpose; it is

a safety measure.

I- For shipboard equipment, there are two separate ground systems, the signal
ground system and the structural ground system. The structural ground system
consists essentially of the hull and structures attached to it (for metallic
hull structures) or cable ground system (for nonmetallic hulls). The struc:ural
ground system provides for personnel safety. The signal ground system, as
illustrated in this handbook, serves as an electrical reference. The relation-

- ship of the two oround systems is shown in Figure 9.1, which sho,is two equip-
ment racks A] and 81 connected together, and the racks have electronic boxes
A and B which "talk" to each other. MIL-STD-1310D C9.1] states that the racks
need to be locally connected to the structural ground systems as shown. Signal
grounding practices are concerned with how the returns for signal and power
are made for systems as well as within equipment racks and the electronic boxas
themselves.

Grounding and bonding practices for the structural ground system are discussed
in MiIL-STD-130D [9.1]. There it is stated that for metallic hull ships, all
equipment shall be connected to the foundation (which is at hull potential)
in a manner shown in Figure 9.2. The ground system for nonmetallic hulls is
shown in Figure 9.3. In this case, the equipments are locally ccnnected to the
ground cable as shown.

In this handbook, the primary concern about equipment is the signal cround
system. General grounding principals will first be given, and then specific
problems will be discussed. General bonding guidelines will then be presented.

9.2 Grounding

There are two basic grounding principles tnat snould be fo3.,ed t re',u-e :he
transmission and coupling of EVP energy inzo electronics. They are:



.!Wires associated with signal ground system
/A1  / B1

A B1

-Structure groun'

77 7

Figure 9.1 Illustration of Signal and Structure Ground Systems

1) Grounding conductors (such as cable shields, ground s-ra:s, e': " ::
penetrate the surfaces of shielded volumes, and

2) Ground loops should be minimized.

9.2.1 Examples of General Grounding Principles

in this section, grounding principles which apply to more complex systems ailll
be demonstrated by simple examples.

Consider the ground configuration of Figure 9.1 which shows two circuits, X and
Y, located remotely from each other. Wire CD is the "high side" of a sicna-
path, and the "low side" consists of wire EF and A8 and of the path in the im-
perfect ground plane, FA. The imperfect ground plane could represent eitn-er tne
hull or even a "Faraday cage" shield within a hull. This configuration presents
two problems. First, the ground potential V0 caused by current flowing in t he

* finite resistance ground plane is applied directly across the circuits X and Y;
this voltage could appear as a spurious input signal. Secondly, if the canfi:-
ration is illuminated by a uniform B-field perpendicular to the clane o; 1OOt
ABC-DEFA, this B-field induces a voltage in the Icop of te for. cc

area) x - This voltage also a~cears across the e ectronics in t, e .or-

a spurious incut. For these reasons, the conFicuratin of Fic ,e ?.- -
recommended.
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3 _.__ -i I=erfect
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Figure 9.4. Double Point Ground

The ground potential V can be eliminated by using the singlepoint ground con-
figuration of Figure 9.5. Here, the currents flowing in the ground plane causing
Vg do not couple to the electronics. In this configuration, loop ABCDA is still

susceptible to magnetic loop coupling.

C i r c u i t r r u i t

A I rc~i

-- m:erfe:t
Grourc

+ I Plane

Figure 9.5 Single Point Ground

The Icn coupling problem can be minimized by using twisted oair o:hles f.r : e
signal and its return (Figure 9.6). The loop area is considerat]> reduced :v

the twisted pair cables, and alternate loop voltages ancroxi~ateiy cancel ezc-
. other. Ncte that in Figure 9.6 the ground in circuit K is rade irsice h

shielded volume and resumes on the extErior of ...e s.d sure.
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Cir ui--- -. -!

Cic i Circji

X y

Ficure 9.6 Reduczion of 7lanetic
Lcoom Pcku:

In Figure 9.7, a further refinement of Figure 9.5 is orovited v eldins a!
electronics and cabling. Circuit X, circuit Y, and the twisted pair are c-.
enclosed in a total shield consisting of conducting boxes and thie 'cae sield.
Note that the low side of circuit X is connected to its shield, but -hat
circuit Y is not. From an EMP point of view, it is usuafily oreferred nict
connect points C and D together. However, from a Dractica" standcoin:, C z
are connected per MIL-STD-13100 for safety and other reasons.

Ctducti . z 5:X

Ci r~u't,- I

VD4 I K'

4



Figure 9.3 shows a double-shielded confiiration in :nc Crc'jits X art~ 1 nd
-the twistLed pair are n ow within a double shield.. ":oe that circuit Y !rt t-!e
inner shield are not connected to each other oi- to the outer shield. Again,

Ufrom an EMP point of view, it is desirable to no". ccnrect C and 0 toqet~er, tut
practical considerations will force C and D to be conniected. Points E ar.' C
are not connected, because this w-ould tend to increase the current floa1 in the2
inner shield, and thereby increase the leakage t1hrouch the shiell.

CD

Fioure 9.8. Double-Shielded Examole

in Figure 9.9, circuits X and Y are crounded to thle Iccil uil qroun.d -a-ei
resp- ective locations because of other design constraints. The cable shield
Must be circumferentially bonded at ooints E and C. TfA the cable shield 's le--t
open as shown, large voltaqes can be induced on the system The conf4Iqurati on
shown is not recommended.

?C

7-i-ure 9.9 ?:-----------------



The voltace induced on the twisted cair is in the ccmiron 7cde and is reduced
by the common mode rejection ratio of the electronics in circuit Y if stray
ca.acitance effects at the electronics inout do not unbalance the t.isted cair.

The aoplication of the unipoint ground system is illustra:ed on a syste"-,.ide
basis by means of the radial or "tree" confi guratiuns srco..cn in Fioure 9 10
C9.2]. In either case, there are no loops susceptible to ragretic field couolirg,
and currents flowing in the metal ship structure cause no ground differential
voltages to exist. Each line in Figure 9.0 represents al electrical wiring,
including grounds, shields, sicnals, and power. Signals and power lines and
their returns should be in shielded twisted cairs to reduce magnetic field
pickup. If any of the equipment is grounded to the metal ship structure, a loco
which will destroy grounding integrity is formed.

The "tree" system has the disadvantage of mutual imrneance couolinc. For eyx-e,
the impedance of line DC is an impedance in common with electronics box
B0 and AA, and currents flowing in line DC change the potential of boxes ;1
and BB, but not that of CC. Thus some boxes are at different ground :cten:ials.
The radial system does not have the mutual impedance couoling prole-.

Both configurations of Figure 9.10 experience problems when the cable length
becomes longer than 1/8 wavelength of the highest significant EPP frecuency.
A realistic upper frequency limit is about 100 MHz whose wavelength is 3 -eters.
One eighth wavelength is then about 37 cm. One solution of this prooler, is t.
reduce the high frequency content of the signal by using the double shielding
concept illustrated in Figure 9.8. The outer shield is an extended Faraday

i cage whose transfer impedance decreases with frecuency.

9.2.2 'n-orior Equipment Groundina Practices

For Ei"P considerations it has been 1'fund that the tyoe c- grounding )ractices
used within shielded equioment racks and within the indiri~dual comvonents .ni~n
are in the equipment rack is not critical. Either multiooint or single -c 4nt
configurations can be used. If the comocnent cabinets on equioment racks are
much larger than standard rack size, or are not shielded, then special cre-
cautions based Cn the previously discussed principols (Section 3.2." -us- te
taken.

9.2.3 Power Cable Entry

Figure 9.11 illustrates typical power line entry into an eo ;er reck or
cabinet. It is noted that the TPDs are located within a snielde t cc.' nar:_
ment. The ground wire (for AC lines) and the return .ire Jfor DC * nes' e
grounded .ith this compartment.

* 9.2.4 Sicnal Entry

-he desicr ractice for signal c3ble entr, is i ra:ed .
simiiar in concer: 'o that for ocwer enzrv. . n - - '

TPDs. The sle!ded cable is cir:o-ieren:i2 / e. ------

that a :.niuc garada-/ c'e sa.

" or S!o a en v 'isa .,avec:,C, :ne , ".''c : ""
e ti "c,.si c ".

r2
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(a)

Equipment Power, GrcunC, Shields,
& Signal rat.le=s

U

L17

( 1L 1

cc C

* NOTE: I. Totali area of wiring A- 2. Ech line includes all
Icops in both systems electrical c ,,,:,-s
is zero in any plane. t' ecui-.

Figure 9.10 Wiring to Reduce E>1P Susceotibilit/
-(a) Radial, (b) "TREE' '.Jirinc Svsze-
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9.3 Bonding

5 9.3.1 Background

Bonding is the electrical connection of metal parts. The electrical impedance
between the parts must be at a low level to prevent arcing at the bond which
could cause large voltage sources on cables (cf. Section 4.1).

Figure 9.14 illustrates the effect of a poor bond upon a filter which is de-
signed to suppress an interfering signal [9.2]. If the contact resistance were
zero, interference current would flow to the ground point. But, because the
bond has a relatively high impedance, less interfering current is directed from
the susceptible equipment.

Bonding can be classified as direct and indirect bonding. Direct bonding is
direct contact of the two metal parts to be bonded. Indirect bonding is the
connection of two metal parts by means of a third intermediate conductcr such
as a strap, gasket, or some other conductor. Although direct bonding is pre-
ferred, it cannot be done when the two metal parts are located some distance

*: from each other.

Bonding guidelines for installation of equipment on ships are described in MIL-
STD-13100 [9.1]. In this handbook, bonding principles which apply to equioment

. are presented.

FACM .

SOU3C! I I - - .- ,':

I .

L~

C"1 PCFC

FueF P9c. ::14D

Figure 9.14 E,"reetf P oor 3ondinc co': ', e =,m nar :



9.3.2 Direct Bonding

9.3.2.1 Bond Impedance

The effectiveness of a bond is determined by measuring its ir,edance. For exm-
"pie, MIL-8-0870 specifies that a bond should exhibit no rmore than ?. 5 . DC
imoedance oetween bonded elements. Tnis LiC impedance tells very little about
the high frequency characteristics of the bond. For examole, Reference 9.7
clearly illustrates this point (see Figure 9.15). Even for a laboratory rest
bond, the dc resistance has little to do with the high frequency i nedance.

Figure 9.15 Frequency Variation of: Barding :nipaace
Between Several -Iaterials L9.11

9.3.2.2 7oining Methods

Direct bonds can be made by ywelding, riveting, 1bol g L rznorsetn
for permanent contact, or by clamps and lock thread devices for sur-Faces -.hat
must be separated periodically.

9.3.2.3 Effects of Corrosion on Bondinc

the Following discission is based on Re-Ference 9._ .

Tedirect contact of tw.-o dissimilar metals in th~e ."resence of -czt 'ea
4to corrosion at the interface. Either calvanic or anodic corrcsior can ccr

Galvanic reaction, w ,ich is the exchange o- ions in a scljti~fl, 2czUrs .-Ieq :"e
Vc-io retals have different electrc-,otive )ooentia',s. -rodic a:clSO
called electroolatinc, is t~ie result of cur-ent flo-.. tnroucn _-2 -,is- ccto
area. :F aalvanic corosicn is 1reven-ed, anot.: corr-s~cn teS2
nre,,ented also.

7able 9.1 list-s th ,e eecroc~ie--! 4ca se,"es so . -C

ttn'ol ete 1 s t ni SCi en 7 S . - -1 en z- n r -ca .

,4



Table 9.1 Electrochemical Series for Selected Meta',,

AL

1. flagnesium 12. N~ickel

12. Manesium alloys 13. Erass

3. Zinc 14. Copper

4. Alj=inum 25 15. Bronze

5. Cadrmium 16. Copper-nickel alloys

6. Steel or Iron 17. !.Ionel

7. Cast Iron 18. Silver solder

8. 18-8 Stainless Steel 19. Silver

9. Lead-tin solders 20. Graphite

10. Lead 21. Gold

11. Tin 22. Pa tinur

down in the listing will corrode in a moist environment, ut contact e:..:een
adjacent metals in the table is considered comcatible.

If two metals that are widely separated in the .table must be bonded, a third
- metal, intermediate in the table, must be inserted between, either by olating

or by inserting a thin piece of the third metal. Also, if circumstances Permit,
a replacable washer made from the more Positive of the two metals may be
inserted.

Table 9.2 gives acceptable bonding methods and material combinations for dissi-
milar metals that are bonded together [g.2

If two dissimilar metals are bonded, the one higher uo in Tale 9.1 .ill corrode.
The anode (the more positive metal) should, therefore, have a greater excosed
surface area than the cathode. Figures 9.16 and 9.17 illustrate tVo eans of
minimizing corrosion in a bond area. In the first method, the cathode size is
minimized and in the second, the exposed area is reduced by apolving a .rotecti've
coating to the cathode surface or to both surfaces.

9.3.2.4 Surface Cleaning

1Most inetals, if left exposed, form a surface oxide. This :must be re-c.ed :e-cre
bonding. Aluminum, magnesium, stainless szeels, coo-er, nickei, 4 e, a,-.-: a
are examoles. T?e follo.iing )rocedures w.ill adecuately :rena-e thes srces
for bonding:



Table 9.2 Acceptable BConding Methods and Material Co-.binatic.nS r9.2

rv.nc, eCmurin" L.n Isl

Ci 1 ys

Steel (excapt Cti i~ Dr e crc

Tin, ltod, cnd &in-i-Cd Dire ct C C

-zca-- cczzer Tlnrme- c r c~-~e
bc. c!Icys cgs

N 7 n~ cr. nc' e f ~:e T~r c; me-'C.,C -:2

SC'.l;ess Steel-

Silver, zcCiz Tinne6 c= -:~r 1~z

prec.Cous tS
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Figure 9.17 Finishing Around Dissimilar Metal Bonding Joints C9.5]

I. For aluminum and aluminum alloys, "IL-S-5002 and '!UL-C -55.,,

2. For magnesium, MIL-M-3171'

3. For copper, nickel, silver, brass, bronze, clean by degreasnc
and slightly etching the surface.

Grease or oil can be removed by vapor degreasing, ultrasonic cleaning, crganic
solvent (such as trichloroethane, triochloroethylene, or perchloroethylene)
or emulsion cleaning which employs a mineral oil distillate and an erulsifvinc
agent. The metal surface can be etched in a bath or chromic acid dry (CrOi),
2 lb/gal, and sulfuric acid, 4 oz/gal. Average dip time is between 2 and -0 sac.
Prolonged exposure of parts in this bath may cause excessive etching. The retal
surface must be immediately rinsed in cold running water and then in h-ot .iater
to facilitate drying.

9.3.2.5 Protective Finishes

A protective finish on the bond is necessary to protect it in a salt fog or
soray environment. Three basic methods insure protection of tne bond:

(a) Plating with gold, silver, nickel, tin or other corrosion-
resistant conductors.

(t) Acclying chemical films such as alodine, oakite. or iri.-e.

(c' Coating the entire joint w:i t a crotecti.,e -a-eria

Table 9.3 cives a coroarison of chemical fi:1 versjs :5-ea rcokei :n a. .
and Taole o.4 oresents data on cilemical films o.n o:r-er -



Table 9.3 Chemical Filmn Versus Plated Metal on Aluminum [9.51

?roperty Chaz-ical Fil- Plated M-etal (Electroless Nl)

Cost-Relative 5 /

Galvaniic Cc~pat. Excellent - cvauses Corrcsio.-indc.n&
no corrosion~

Thread Contour Szrne As Yzch4i--ed Same, Uthil Chi=;ed

Lubricit-. Lubricant bNeeded Luriea4 Needed

Repairab~2ity Sw'ab Wide Areas NoR0 ci Methrc:

Sell.eli. Scratches AreNo -Eel.
SeL.-Eeaiing

Abrasion-Resist. Flows Under pzessure ?eaazn Sca:s

Hardn~ess Same as Altzri7 IRard, 3uit Cracks 7-S-.1

Crack ?rcpa-,ation No 'Yes

Con ta ina tior- N cne Metal ?a::.icles (::i
?zcdu cing

Adhesion 7hcellent, No Vaf'st, ard N:
Prob~.e s Tese

Te =;_ Uncbarz-ed: 72 77unez=Z

cr Cduc-ii ty Low
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3 nirect 2ond~ng

A method of computi ng the electrical acerst-.s o- :,on-J St'a-
in Reference 9.6. A typical bondstrap is snc.vn in Figurz -,e :a
has DC resistance -.,bich is a funct'on cf 4,-S ~~s~ e~
~esisr.4,ity of co::er:

R z
dc -,

,.*ih e r e

resistivity of cooper (crr,-nrch

a length of bar (inch)
cross-secr:4onal area

_'e ac resi.stance of the stra~pi a , :; re'7e-
dfimensions % ]

;Shere is -zcen~' an.-- * s a znc:i c t4 o. r

-- z~'.%: .<

F c r .* 1 0 %:)~ l':r S r
K3



because in all cases the ac resistance is aopreciablv greater than .e c
resistance, no meaningful correlation exists be:,.veen te t' ao. The :onz s:ra
equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 9.20.

IL

Figure 9.20 Equivalent Circuit of a Bond Strao [9.2]

In Figure 9.20 C is the distributed capacitance from te zerilnal 7 and its
along the bar to the ground plane G. Therefore, tre circuit in Fizure :.2]
may be used as the bond-stra, equivalent circuit. C 'a,/ be roucry aon-oxi'&e:
by assuming t'iat the bord forms a parallel plate caacitor wt thne C,'cnC

ane:

C 0.22414K a

.wnere
A = aria of the "olates" (inc-)

d - s: acina of he."-lazes' o'i,.

4nitr&ctarce '' or s 2err !:s ~ .,:~ .-

t"e 7!ost i-"or:it 'actor :ver a .ooc --.ctonr =e'e.: -: I
,-?or low freoueqicies [9.7"

L =0.0C508 a2.30Z log,, - + . *..

n e'.,,C a is 4n incnes ano L in 4n -h. -or nicne .. ....Cies, - z --

ess.

-"C T Tedance o' ,e strao ;,a,' ce exoressed as

Z R + j,- [L (1 . 2 LC) - CR2J
( - 2 + 2R2

the magnitude 0 rhe -.edance as

f K

4



I

Fioure 9.21 shcws the resonance prooer:y of the grnund stra: -~oe:ance, a
Table 9.5 summarizes the bond straD parameter chao'acteristics. The resorarce
property has been demonstrated exnerimentally in Reference 2.. Figures . --

and 9.23 present measurements of the bonding effectiveness of t,.o lencths C-
bond straps between a cabinet and a ground olane ili'.mira:et :/ r-. The dis-ance
between the around plane and cabinet was varied for the measrem-ens. The
bondina effectivencss was obtained by measuring the vola-e :e: een the cacine:
and the ground plane, wiitn and without the bond strao. Politive values of
bonding effectiveness indicate that the voltace was reduced .,.hen the str a-
was connected, and negative values indicate tnat the voltage act ua,' '.rc-ezsed
with the bond strap connected. Bond straos can be detrimental to :.1 .. rening
if the resonance is within a significant region of the cower density srectrv;
of the EMP threat.

Experiments show that bond strao effectiveness decreases ra*pidl .;hen tre
q inductance increases beyond about .025 _h. Adding bond s.ra,,s :oes not incease

effectiveness. if a single bond is used, its location -s i.rccrtant,,
example, on receivers having unshielded antenras, the best I:ca-=:r :
the corner nearest the antenna lead.

I

Figure 9.21 Impedance Plo: of 3ond Stra: r9.
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a CHAPTER 10

HARDNESS VALIDATION PROCEDURES

10.0 Executive Summiarv

There are basically two types of EMA tests which can be applied to equipment.
UThe first type of tost is a development test. One or more of these types of

tests can be done during the design and development of the equioment to check
certain parts of the equipment design. Certification tests are done on the
complete equipment to verify hardness. In this chapter, both types of Les's
are discussed.

10.1 Background

One of the big problems associated with developing hardened :ys:ems is to
determine if the system is hard. This process cf determining systen hardness
is defined as hardness validation. In this handbook, hardness validation is
divided intu two 4istinct parts. The first part concerns developmental tests
accomplished during system development which a manufacturer can do to ensure
that his equipment will be hard when it is completely assembled. The second
part concers specific certification tests which will be imposed on tne eauic-
ment after it is assembled.

* The purpose of Section 10.2, "Development Tests", is to provide general cui-ance
in the design of these tests. These tests are eouipment dependent and the de-
velopment of these tests is the resoonsibility oF the manufacturer. The test
orocedures written for the development tests include cable shield integrity,
shielding of seams and apertures, and interface testing.. ' develc:me~t test
plans shall be submitted to the Naval Contracting Officer for aorova. rier

to the use of such tests for contract deliverable data.

Section 10.3, "Cprtification Tests", provides the criteria for the certification
testing of electronic, electrical and electro mechanical equipment, and unless
otherwise directed applies to all hardened and unhardened shio CLASSES. it is

* assumed that these tests will be accomplished at ,aval facilities.

10.2 Development Tests

10.2.1 Current Injection On Cable Shields

The object of driving cable shields can be to produce a transient current in
the shield and observe the response of the system, or else to measure the
shield transfer impedance. The requirements placed on the current waveform
often include specific wave shapes, rise times, and uniformity along the
length of the shield. To control these properties of the shield current, =t

* may be necessary to design wave shaping circuits and current return :aths
as well as an energy storage unit. The current return oath is an "icrtant
element of the coupling structure because it sets the size and unifor-ity of
the impedance that must be driven by the energy source. Several c3,.olinc
structures tnat may be used to obtain a known, uniform craracte~iti :--rce
between the cable shieId and its currint return are described 'e&:e.4. o-e :7
these schemes take advantace of the system cr canle c:nstruc:tin :c imize



the amount of additional hardware that must be installed, and some perit tne
pulse to be shaped by the natural impedances of the system structure. It should
als, be pointed out that while this section is concerned with shielded cables,

the techniques discussed apply eqally well to sii:ilar structures by a.. other
name (e.g., armor, conduit, and pipeline).

10.2.1.1 Coaxial Transmission Line Configurations for Driving
Cable Shields [10.1]

One of the simplest concepts for obtaining a uniform current density ard
characteristic impedance in a cable shield is to make the cable shield the
center conductor of a coaxia' trarsmission lite as illustrated in Figure 10.1.
With this configuration, the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line formed by the cable shield, and its concentric current return path is:

= 60 tlog- (10.1)Zo (e, )t2l r3

where r0 is the inside radius of the return path, r5 is .e outside radius Of

the shield, and ;r is the dielect -ic constant of the insulat:on between the

shield and the return oath. When the current rise time caused ty the energy
source inductance is neglected the current in the shield for a stc-,unctiOn
voltage will be:

1(t) - V -zo~

where V is the initial voltage of the capacitor bank and C is its capacitance.
The peak voltage between Lhe shield and the cylindrical retu rn path is the
initial voltage of the capacitor bank. The spectrum of the current oulse is:

cv
1+ jwCZ

The magnitude of the spectrum is CV, and the spectr-m is Iat wit- . - c7r
DC to 1/2-CZ o. The bandwidth, soectral macnitide, a,'d 3e7< .alde o,

driving current are related to the capaoitanca, craracre4s-.4 .:e - ,
and opera:rq voltage as follows:



I

CONCENTRIC -LOAD
RETURN PATH .

,,0

SHIELDED CA3LE

~SOURCE

I-

Figure 10.1 Concentric Cylinder Current Injection
Coupling Structure in a Coaxial Transmission
Line

Bandwidth = I/27CZ,, in Hz

Spectral magnitude = CV, in ampere-seconds (10.4)

Peak current = V/Z, in amperes.

The exponential current pulse obtained from the capacitor discharges into a
terminated transmission line has the desirable characteristic that its
spectrum is continuous - that is, it contains no dominant, zeros or poles where
the current spectrum is very small or very large. Although the flat bandwidth
of the exponential pulse is 1/27CZ , its usable bandwidth is much greater
because the spectrum is well behaved even when its magnitude is decreasing
as 1/f. The usable spectrum is determined by the rise time o1 the pulso which
was assumed to be zero (10.2).

The capacitance, voltage, and characteristic impedance can be manipulated to
obtain the desired spectral magnitude, peak current, or bandwidth as shcwn
in (10.4) within the ranges permitted by available capacitors anc voltaqe
breakdown limits of the coaxial c)nfiguration. To maximize the peak current.
for example, Z, must be made small, which implies making r0 I, in (10.1)

aoproach unity. This approach recuires that the gap between the inner anc c,;ter
conductors hecome s.na"il, however, and encroaches on the abil4-/ of :ne can-

Al

.51.



to hold off the peak voltage V. The peak field strength Es at the surface of
the shield is:

V
ES ro (10.5)

r log
i rS  x rs

S

This field strength, which is critical to breakdown considerations, is the

minimum for a given applied voltage V and outer conductor radius ro when

r/r s = e 
= 2.72. In our case, however, we are more likely to have a fixed

shield radius rs, with freedom to choose the diameter of the return current

path. With these conditions, the maximum peak current can be expressed as:

ra lo (ro Elreakdcwn

60 klog .

112) ()(10.5)

(r)1r Ebreakdown,

60

For air at atmospheric pressure Ebreakdown = 3 x !06 V,m and e. 1, Imax is:

Irax 5 x 104r (107)

Thus, the maximum current that can be developed is a terminated coaxial structure
having a 2 inch diameter cable with atmospheric air dielectric is about 1 k .
By using oil dielectric, for which e ! 2.4 and Eb 1 . x l07 ",/m, -;er " b r e a k d n w n" ' '-

maximum current can be increased to about 8 kA. For oolyetnylene (r 2.4,7
breakdown r 4 x l0 V/m). the maximum current is about 20 kA. it shcjld be no:?c

that these are fundamental limits on the currents that can be injected or semi-
infinite cables - cables terminated in their characteristic impedance. These
currents can be achieved only when the driving terminals and terminaticn str'uc:-
ure are carefully designed to avoid concentrations of electric field that mit
reduce the breakdown voltage. It should also be pcint out that the trarsrisior
line geometry of concentric circular cylinders orocuces an electric fiel
strerrth around the cable shield that is urifor-r in t: , aiutnal di'-c:i:

'4

4°



Any other configuration, such as parallel cylinders, produces a nonuniform,
azimuthal distribution of field strength so that a transmission line of a given
characteristic impedance formed with any other geometry will break down at a
lower voltage than a line of that impedance formed by concentric circular
cylinders. To achieve currents larger than those given above, therefore, the
terminating impedance must be made smaller than the characteristic impedance.
Reducing the terminating impedance produces a mismatch in the transmission
line that results in a damped oscillatory current in the shield, however.

Coaxial cylinders can be formed from the two outer shields of a doubly-shielded
cable to drive a current in the inner shield. This scheme, as illustrated
in Figure 10.2 is efficient ii terms of the pulse driver requirements because
only the current in the inner shield must be simulated and this current is
often much smaller than the total cable current induced by an incident EM
wave. Whether or not this driving technique can be used depends on the charac-

- teristics of the shield system and the inner shield current waveform.

10.2.1.2 Parallel Wire Configurations for Driving Cable Shields [10.1]

In practice, the required bandwidth of the current pulse spectrum and the
-- voltage limitations of the terminating resistor and capacitor bank require

that the characteristic impedance be made as small as possible. The lowest
characteristic impedances are available in coaxial transmission lines; hocver,
it is difficult to construct such a line (except in those cases discussed
above where the natural geometry of the system can be used), if the test cable
is more than about a hundred feet long, particularly, if the outer shield
of the test cable is not insulated for high voltages. In spite of its desirable
electrical features (i.e., low characteristic impedance and uniform current
distribution), this method of forming the transmissicn line has limited an1i-

* •cation because of the mechanical problems of drawing long cables through pipes
and providing high-voltage insulation between the cable and the pipe.

An alternative to the coaxial line is the parallel-wire transmission line.
The characteristic impedance of a parallel-wire line with unequal diameters
as illustrated in Figure 10.3 is:

120 14D2h- d2  d (10.8)
(er)1-1-2 d d2

where D is the wire spacing, di and d2 are the wire diameters, and er is th.e

dielectric constant of the insulating medium. W.hen al.lo'ance is made for hich-
voltage insulation, it is difficult with a single driving conductor to obtain
characteristic impedances of less than 100 ohms. It is possible to reduce tnis
impedance by nearly 50 percent, however, by using two conductors in parallel
(as illustrated by the second conductor indicated by the dashed lines 4n
Figure 10.3) to drive the test cable. This arrangement also :roduces a 7cr
uniform distribution of the current in the outer shield o tre test cable
and reduces magnetic coupling to the core of the cable.
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it is fairly easy to construct a long, low-impedance uniform test line usin?
the parallel-wire configuration as illustrated in Figure 10.4. High-voltage
lines are used to drive the test cable, and the test cable is used as the
low-voltage return for the parallel-wire line. If necessary, the cables can be
insulated with wood or similar low-cost, low-voltage insulation to orevent
arcing. Because the high voltage is confined to the well-insulated driving
lines, this approach also has advantages in terms of the safety of the operating
personnel.

The maximum current that can be produced in a semi-infinite parallel wire trans-
mission line is even more severely limited than the current for a coaxial
configuration because the electric field is concentrated between the driving
lines and the cable shield. Both the characteristic impedance and the azi-
muthal uniformity of the field can be improved, however, by increasing the
number of driving lines.

LOAD

SHIELDED CABLE ~

' ORIVING LINES

sOURCE

Figure 10.4 Parallel Driving Lines as a Coupling 5-ructure
for Current Injection

A variation of the oarallel-wire driving structure is useful for driving shield-

ed cables with insulating jackets that are routed along metal structure or laid
r in metal cable trays as illustrated in Figure 10.5. This configuration has the

characteristics of a symmetrical two-wire transmission line, because the ground
plane can be replaced by an image conductor to form a two-conductor line having
twice the characteristic impedance of the conductor and ground olane. For the
conductor of a diameter d, whose center is a height h above the ground plane,
the characteristic impedance is:

= - COS(-1 I. 9

0
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Figure Vi.5 Equicmet Grcjnd as a Cou ,c' .. :. e -t

Current Thja--ton

This method of driving te shieli is limited to asoica:cns inere cne en
of the shield can be removed from the crouna aid z-rnec-ec --- ne ene .s.,
In cases where simulation is required, it has the aavartace .ha. ..ucr 0f 1 e
pulse shaping is accomplished by the system structure, -the cable ienc:h an,
terminations are preserved.

If both ends of the cable are grounded to the structure in he s ard ", s
desired to oreserve this transmission line con icurazion so that he :ecrery
of the system will shape the current waveform, tnen he current may te -n--,
by means of a current transformer constructed as iilustraaze 4, -cure .5.
The toroidal core can be solit and c~amoed around :ne carle .thou - 5-r

the cable system. The equivalent circuit of an 11 turn trimarv 3nd aire--secondary current transformer referenced to the primarv 4s ,; straeoFigure 10.7, where L, and C1 are the Primary inductance ard s: a- c. aca-e,

R c Is the core loss resistance, L is the core 7ekae Vuc-nce. and

C2 are the secondary intuctance and stray cara:i-ri1ce :ec
loss resistance ,s:

S CS
'4X

-4 ,
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SI $HIELOED CABLE

TOROIDAL CORE

12

STRUCTURAL GROUND
Ibath arcs,)

Figure 10.6 Current Transformer to inject Current or a Grounded
Cable Shield

11 --< - LI  
N 2 L2 1.

Figure 10.7 Equivalent Circuit of a Toroidal Core Curren-,
Transformer

where A is the cross section area in cm2 of the toroidal core materia', in-
cm is thie mean magnetic path liength in the toroidal core, and is t.e cove
material loss resistance factor. The core loss resistance factor is a -urction
of frequency, core saturation induction, and heat dissination in the ccre.
The core lez-(aoj inductance is:

= 0.4-..N
2A

x I10a  
' "

where-c is the pulse permeabiIi ty oF ,--e totrcila -7aeri-.

"r: a typical core current-injection aoolication, the nr-ar'/ a d sec:ica
'.'indis consist of one turn eacn so t:.at L., L, ar; C a all s-a ,

to . and LC w hich are cnarac-eris'.ic ol t, e :oal cre 7a:c-7<. C-
.. .. .. -or l cc e -a e- :'. -1_ _



must be determined from the cable geometry and terminations. Frequently,

the cdble may be presented as a uniform transmission line (with a character-
istic impedance Z ) fcr at least a few ns. If the current transformer is in-
stalled in the risdle of a cable 10 feet long, therefore, the initial load
impedance will approximately be C Z for about 10 ns, as is sho n in the
early time equivalent circuit in Figure 10.8. This equivalant circuit neglects
the primary and seconcary inductances and is valid for pulse rise times greater
than a few nanoseccnds. In practice, the loss resistance R is freauently
smaller than the load impedance, and thus the current tranifer efficiency is
low (5 to 50% is tvoical). Loss resistance can be increased by using higher
core material; but this aPoroach suffers from the typically inverse relation-
ship between . and f,-equency and may adversely affect the rise time character-
istics. Loss resistance can also be increased by increasing the cross-sectional
area A while maintaining path lenqth z. This is readily accomplished by using
multiple (or smaller) cores, and has only a second-order effect on the rise
time due to the increase in LI.

For late tines, the load impedance will consist of lumped inductance, c!:aci-
tance, and resistance parameters as is shown in the late time equivalent
circuit in Figure 10.8. The late time current in the cable will have a eesponse
that is predominantly determined by the load characteristics. The core loss,
Rc and Lc, determine the current efficiency as in the early time equiv_'en:

circuit and the loss inductance will slightly modify the cane res:crse.

R R C  N2 2Z

Figure 0.8 Early and La:e
R < N2 2Z 0  Time-Equi,alernt

EARLY TIME Circuits

RC  L: L  T N2 R-

LATE TIME

10.2.1.3 Natural and Unmatched Cable Teminations i0."

n most of the cases described above, it 4s imr:lied t-at .: :r-as--sicl "-.e
used for injectinc current into the cable snield shcul* ce tr'-"-,- '-

characteristics imoedance to re'"'ent the cirret : re-lof-i, at s c
* the driven 3tructure. n the d.scussion of t he :ecrni: cs-ated , -

10.b, however, it was ioined out tha: t-e jes e:er C, z :a<e a:, e -.
na:jral structure to s!a:e tre inJectea : 54-e " e r ::-a: .,cc::; :.
simolif/ the desicn o' ..e :riv -r ::e"c-

-4



The use of unmatched terminations for the driving stru:ture, particularly
short-circuits, has other advantages that may contribute to the simplicity
and economy of the direct-injection test. As was pointed out in (10.6), the
maximum current that can be injected on a transmission line of a given size
that is determined in a matched load is limited to a fairly moderate level by
the dielectric strength of the insulation. However, if the transmissioi line
is terminated in a short circuit and if the current rise time is considerably
longer than the round-trip transit time between the dtiving source and the
short-circuit, much larger currents can be produced without approaching dielec-
tric breakdown voltages. Morover, high-current, short-circuit terminations
are easy to produce and are inexpensive; high-current resistive loads are
often expensive and usually must be designed with considerable skill to avoid
high-voltage flashover problems without compromising high-frequency impedance
characteristics.

Because of these advantages, short-circuit terminations are well suited to
applications where large currents must be produced but where precise control
of the current pulse shape is not critical - for example, for the injection
of current on a long cable that has a solid tubular shield. Because the cable

- is long, the current that must be simulated may be large, but, because, it
has a solid shield, only the low frequencies penetrate the shield so that unly
the low-frequency spectrum of the current pulse is of interest.

As an example of now to utilize the natural characteristics of the cable, con-
sider a case suclh as that illustrated in Figure 10.2 in which the current is

*injected into the inner shield of a long, doubly-shielded cable and the outer
£ shield is used as the current return path. The load between the shields at the

end opoosite the driving source is a short circuit. For this example, the
energy source is a charged capacitor that is connected between the shields and
discharged into the shield-to-shield transmission line. No deliberate shairg
of the leading edge of the current pulse is used. The spectrum of the current
pulse is:

CV
+ 1 + iWCZ (10.12)

where Z is the input impedance of the shorted cable. For the snorted trans-
mission line, the input imoedance is:

Z a Zo .anh 7  (10.13)

where Z. is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial shield-to-shield line,

is the propagation factor for the line, and z is the line length tetaeen Zhe
* input terminals and the short circuit.

10.2.1.4 Measuring Transfer Impedance and Transfer Admittance of
Cables and Connectors

The triaxial tester is a common method o- measuring the :ransfer claracteistics
of shielded cables or cable connectors. Figure 10.9 sho.is a tioicai :es:
"ixture. The test fixture should be much snorter in lenct-: tnan the .avele:'
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of interest to avoid standing wave generation. By attaching a text fixture
to a swept CW generator, the transfer impedance or transfer admittance of the
shielded cable or cable connector can be measured at each freauency.

The transfer impedance for shielded cables is

ZT - Vl/(2Is ) (1O.4)

* where V is the induced voltage drop across one of two matched loads connecting
the inner cable conductor(s) to the cable shield, is is the shield current,
and z is the length of the cable sample. The factor of two in (10.14) is due
to the termination of the cable at both ends with a matched load. Figure
10.9 shows the equivalent circuits for the source excitation of the cable
shield and induced excitation of the inner conductor(s). Note that in this --

particular figure a 50 n cable is tested, To determine the transfer impedance
for connectors simply replace the cable sample with a connector. The cable
used to measure the connector transfer impedance should be one with a total
cable transfer impedance which is much lower than the measured transfer im-
pedance of the connector with cable. The transfer impedance for the cablE nlus
connector is

zT U Vl/(21) (10 15)

where Vi and Is are defined in (10.14).

The transfer admittance can be obtained using the same test fixture ds shown
in Figure 10.9 where the conducting end plate is removed and the loads and
sources are modified. Figure 10.1" shows a typical test Fixture used for
measuring the transfer admittance of cables or connectors. By driving the
test fixture with a voltage source V and by ineasuring the current I. on t)e
inner conductor(s), the transfer admIttance of the shielded cable is- .

YT I 1/(Vs) (10.16)

where z is the length of the cable sample. The transfer admittance of the
cable connector is

Y II/Vs (10.17)

where I and Vs are defined in (10.16). Typically, the coupling through trans-
fer admittance can be neglected.

10.2.2 Oirect Injection on a Signal-Carrying Conductor [lO.13]

The injection of the test signal into signal-carrying conductors, such as the
core conductors of a shielded cable or the conductors of an unshielded cable,
usually requires a more carefully designed experiment than the injection
of test signals into cable shields. Most tests in which the cable shield is
driven utilize loose coupling between the driving source and the signal-carry-
ing conductors because the shield usually orovides ncre than 20 dS of isolation.
Because of this loose coupling, the system imoedances that affect the reszoises
of the signal-carrying conductors are not significantly affected by te dirvirc
system and the responses essentially oczur frcm natural excitation cf the
cable shield. hen the test is inected directly into tne signal-car-yinc
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Figure 10.10 Surface Transfer Admittance Test Setup [10.5)

conductors, however, 'the driving source and coupling-system impedance may alter
the system .'sponse. Thus, additional effort may be required to evaluate the
effect of these differences - that is, to determine the system response had the
effects of the injection system not been present or to place tounds on the
possible effects of the injection system.

10.2.2.1 Injection of Conmion-Mode Voltages [10.1]

For the case where one end of a cable is accessible for injection of test
signals, a common-mode test voltage can be directly injected at the end through
an impedance matrix as illustrated in Figure 10.11. The imn-aance matrix may
simulate the impedance usually connected bet!';een the ccn-luctors and between
the conductors and the cable shield or system ground. In the case of a long
cable, the voltage delivered-to the conductors is:

where VI is the sour-ce voltage, Zin is the input impeCence of the cable -.witn i: ,
noral oadon he igh-hand side (see Figure 10.11), and Z is the common

mode character-istic impedance of the terminating resistors bet.qeen tne sou~rce
and the cable. It shoild be noted that, if the right-hand enG of tne cza-e is
also terminated in its characteristic iThpedance, onli- ral' o' t..e source
voitace is aoplied to tle cable.
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Figure 10.11 Impedance Matrix Used to Inject Common-Mode Voltages

This method of driving cable conductors is perhaps the most straightforward
and commonly used of all the direct injection methods. It can also be used
with unshielded cables that are routed along a metal structure or are placed
in metal cable trays. With unshielded cables of this type, the current is
driven aqainst the metal structure or trays rather than against the shield. One
disadvantage of this method is that the cable being driven must be disconnected
at one end; hence, the system may not be operating in its normal state during

*- the test.

When one end of the cable is not accessible, another injection method must be
used. Such cases arise where disconnecting the cable precludes operating the
system in its normal mode - for example, disconnecting the main power leads
to inject a signal on these leads precludes operating the system from power
supplied through the leads. In these cases, it may be necessary to accept some

*' compromise in the quality of the simulation to perform tests economically.
One approach that can be used under certain conditions is illustrated in Figure
10.12. At some suitable junction in the cable system, the energy source is
caoacitively couoled to the conductors and permitted to dr4ve them with re-
spect to the local ground or chassis. As illustrated in the figure, however,
the current injected at this point is divided into two parts, one flowing in
each direction from the injection point. Because this method of dist ibuting
the current differs radically from the current distribution that results from
E4P excitation of the system, some care is required in designing a valid test
using this approach.

. The validity of a test using the injection method shown in Figure 10.12 depends
on not significantly affecting system response by the attachment of the enervy
source or by injection of unwanted currents. Tc clarify the latter point, assume
that the portion of the system to the right of the injection point in zhe
figure is of primary interest in the test. Thus, for the test to be valid,
the portion of the current that flows to the left from the injection ooint must
not be reflected back into the right-hand circuitry during the period wnen the

. system is being observed to determine its resnonse to the E.P. This condition
implies that no significant reflections should return from the left end of
the circuit, which in turn implies that this circuit be a .ery long (round-trip
transit time that is longer than viewing tine) or very short (round-trip trarsi"
time is shorter than any resnonse o! interest) or that it be terminated in
a matched load (no reflections).
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Figure 10.12 Capacitors Used to inJect Comcn-'1cde
Voltages

The stipulation that attachment of the energy source should not significantly
affect the system response usually implies that the coupling between the direct
injection source and the system conductors be loose so that the system imped-
ances are not perturbed. It is important to observe that the loose coupling
requirement applies to the differential-mode impedances as well as to the
COMMn-mode, or line-to-ground, impedances - that is, the attachment of the
energy source should, in general, disturb neither the line-to-ground impedances
nor the line-to-line impedances of the cable at the injection point. Th'e loose-
coupling requirement usually requires that the source voltage be much larger
than the voltage that is to be injected, because most of the source voltage
must be dissipated in the coupling network if loose coupling is to e achieved.

10.2.2.2 Common-Mode Voltage Driver

An example of a direct injection system is one in which a common-mode vote
is injected onto the conductors of an unshielded cable that connects an coper-at-

* . ing console with remote ecq.ipment cabinets. To drive the conductors ',n such a
manner that the system response to the conductor-coupled signals is simulated.
it is necessary to produce bulk currents similar to t'iose induced by the EIP

* field, whether the cable is shielded or not. ',-hen the cable is not shielded.
however, the problem of couo' ling a driving source to the caole is more c""l-

* -cult, because tight coupling to the cable may alter the caole res~conse an.-
i d t l
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cable excitation to be useful. The approach used here is to capacitively couple
the signal to the unshielded cable by passing the cable conductors through
a large conductive pipe that is excited by a capacitor discharge. This arrange-
ment is illustrated in Figure 10.13.

, . PIPE

C A L

CONDUCTORS"

77-7777,.z.777

POWER SUPPLY;.:

Figure 10.13 Cable Oriver for Unshielded Cables

The conductor coupling capacitance is a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe 10 feet
long and 8-1/2 inches in diameter with a 3/8-inch wall thickness. A coper
covering 8 ft long over the outside of the pipe forms one capacitor electrode,
and the cable covering is terminated in corona rings, and the PVC pipe extends
beyond the copper at each end to prevent arcing directly to the cables. The
capacitor C is charged through a charging resistor R from a high-voltage dc
power supply until the spark gap fires, connecting t~e storage capacitor C
to the pipe and permitting it to discharge through the pulse-shaping resistor
R Because the 8 foot pipe over the ground plane behaves as a section of trans-
mission line that will oscillate unless properly terminated, the resistor R..
at the end of the pipe opposite the driving capacitor is used to terminate

, the pipe. Also, if one wants to inject other waveforms, the driving source
shown could be replaced with one that provides the desired waveshape.

10.2.3 Enclosure Shielding Effectiveness Tests

An enclosure may be formed from several different shielding materials of
differing shielding characteristics. In addition, the overall SE for an en-
closure will be compromised, to some extent, by the necessity for having certain
points of entry (POE) into the enclosure as well as undesired leakage points
at joints, apertures, access panels, etc. Verification tests are intended pri-
marily to assess the SE'obtained for an overall enclosure such as a shielded
drawer, rack, bay, or system enclosure rather than to assess the intrinsic
shielding of a particular material. Therefore, emphasis will be placed on

*tests of POF in an enclosure.

A set of measurement procedures to determine the shielding effectiveness o =

the enclosure EMP shielding 2lements will be presented here. The oorticn of
shielding effectiveness which can be allocated to the continuous metal surfaces
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of an enclosure will be termed the intrinsic SE. Although values for intrinsic
SE may range to over 100 dB, the total SE of an enclosure is governed by the
compromising discontinuities which can lower the SE to 20 dB or less.

It will be assumed that the intrinsic shielding effectiveness associated with
any enclosure material can be adequately characterized through well known
analytic formulation. The SE so determined represents the upper bound on the
SE for a given shielding material.

A good way to measure the SE of enclosures is called the parallel plate method.
This technique yields fairly uniform fields of low impedance, high impedance,
or plane waves according to the termination of the parallel plate. Termination
in a short circuit yields low impedance; termination in an open circuit gives
high impedance; and termination in the characteristic impedance gives plane
waves. This method has its greatest utility in testing relatively small
enclosures.

The parallel plate test method provides a measure of enclosure shielding
effectiveness from 3 kHz to 20 GHz [10.2].

Figure 10.14 illustrates a typical test setup for the parallel plate method.
The detector is a small loop antenna with attenuator and receiver inside the
enclosure [10.2].

The measurements shall be taken with the enclosure oriented in the foilcwinc
directions:

(a) Longitudinal axis parallel to axis of parallel plate.

(b) Longitudinal axis perpendicular to axis of parallel plate.

(c) Lateral axis of enclosure perpendicular to axis of
parallel plate.

The shielding effectiveness for this method is defined as:

I EI  (10.19) '

SE 20 log10  - d

where
El = the field with no enclosure present.

E2 = the field measured within the enclosure.

Care must be exercises that the relative dimensions of the enclosure under test
and the parallel plate line conform to the restriction shown in Figure iC.1-.
There are many advantages of this technique. The field generated is relativelv
uniform within the bounds of the parallel clate region. Also, for lar -e enclcs ' r,

measurements, a practical parallel strip line may be constructed of a e'
(four or five) parallel wires olaced along either side of the enclosue, 7n

addition, the uniformity of the field over a wide freo-ency rance is i':ov~ d
in comparison with other methods because of the smaller inherent cacaci:-nce
associated with this setuc. Finally, the car!lael Olate methcd is easIly

..........................
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adaptable for predominantly magnetic or electric fields, or for 5ieIds of
free space impedance by short circuiting, open circuiting, or by termination
in the characteristic impedance, respectively.

Disadvantages of this method are related primarily to the cumbersome size of
the test setup for large enclosures. Another disadvantages of this method is
that the setup yields high VSWRs at high frequency indicating a large departire
from ideal E-field and H-field distributions [10.2].

Other pertinent considerations include limitations on the size of the enciosire
tested relative to the dimensions of the parallel plate region. For example,
the ratio of the height of the test sample to plate separation must be kept
below certain limits in order to avoid large perturbations of the test fields.
Also, the width of the test enclosure must be smaller than the parallel plate
width in order that the field uniformity be maintained over the entire cnclo-
sure. Nominal values of test fixture dimensions as a function of the size
of the enclosure being tested are as follows:

ShT = 2 hE

T= 4 1E

WT =

10.3 C:rtification Testiny

10.3.1 Backgrcund

In Section 10.2, developmental tests which a manuf3cturer may wish to use are
described. In Section 10.3, tests which certify EMP hardness are described.
The EMP criterial environment which the equipment must survive were des:ribed

* in Section 2.4. The objective of certification testing is to ensure that the
criteria is met. The certification testing program shall demonstrate the E.IP
survivability of the critical equipment being procured. The EMP test procedure
is to inject a series of damped sinusoid pulses on the system's interconnecting
cables. The magnitude of the test pulses shall be increased from a low level
until either the specified current or voltage level is obtained. The tests
shall be performed at least 10%, 50%, and 100% of the soecified maximum amli-
tudes. As a minimum, EMP certification tests shall be performed at frequencies
of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 MHz. Additional test frequencies determined
in the functional analysis shall be included. The required number of test pulses
depends on the number of independent test conditions and the soecified surviv-
ability probability and associated confidence factor (Section 10.3.5).

10.3.2 Non-Antenna Interface Pin and Cable Transient Test [10.3 .

10.3.2.1 Pretest Functional Analysis [10.3"

A functional analysis shall be performed before the certificaticn tes"r: to
determine the folloiina items:

(a) The interface cables and pins to be tcszed.

I7r
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(b) The system functions which must be monitored to
determine system failure or transient upset.

(c) The additional test frequencies (i.e. interface
cable resonant frequency, clock frequencies, dlta rates,
etc.).

10.3.2.2 Critical Equipment Configuration [10.3]

Non-antenna interface circuits shall be tested with the EMP transients presented
in Section 2.4.3.2. The equipment shall be tested with the power on and with
power off and in all applicable modes of operation with the test cables or
specified interconnected cables terminated in actual or simulated loads. If
the equipment being tested is designed to interface with GFE, then those inter-
face cables shall be terminated in a suitable termination box which provides
the necessary signal and data exchange. The EMP tests shall be performed with
the equipment configured to represent a typical shipboard installation. The
pretest functional analysis will have identified which function or functions
to monitor for system failure. Failure is defined as the loss, degradation,
or malfunction of any essential function of the equipment that would affect
overall system performance and mission success or safety.

10.3.2.3 Test Procedure [10.3]

The EMIP test transients shall be coupled onto the critical eqL*pments inter-
face cable (or wire for an interface pin test) by non-conductiie couolin.

I The couoling method is shown in Ficure 10.15 where an insulated cable from the
injection source is colocated with t>.e critical equipment interface catie to
induce the specified EMP transients. The Injection source used shall be capable
of producina a damped sine wave transient at the specified test frequency
with the specified damping ratio. In addition, the amplitude of the damoed
sine wave transient must be variable so the injected transient can be increased
from a small value up to the maximum specified level.

The EMP test transient injected on the system's cable/wire shall be monitored
to ensure that the specified test frequency and damping rate are obtained from
the injection sour:e and coupling cable. The amplitude and wavesnape of the
injected transient shall be monitored with a current sensor and voltage proce.
The transient shall be recorded with a suitable oscillosc~oe for documentation
of the EMP test.

10.3.3 Antenna Interface Pin Tests [10.31

Critical equipment which contains antenna interface circuits shall be tested
with the EMP transients presented in Section 2.4.3. Equipment that will be
installed on both hardened and unhardened shios shall be tested with the un-
hardened equipment test criteria. T;ie criticil equipment shall be confioured
to reoresent an actual shipboard installation The equipment shal7 ce ooerat:o,-
al and power aoolied. Radio receivers shall be ooerated and tested in all
operational modes. ' nsmitzer ecuioment shal be energized ano ocerated wi n
S he rf Dower in a -tardby mode 'or the EMP test. A suitable pulse gerera:cr
shall be used to drveop the recuired volta.3e and curre:t oulses 'or t ne £"
test. he oulse _:!,erator :&1na± be c.oable of oroducirc te selected test
f .eauenc./ a'tr tne siec _ied djmcing factCr of C " _ nd hae an t-n'
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source impedance of 50 .. The EMP test frequencies shall include as a rinimum
100 KHz, 700 KHz, 1 MHz, 2 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz and 20 MHz. The HF tests shall

1 be performed for each of the test frequencies plus the additional test shall
be performed at the above frequencies plus the additional test frequencies
of 50 MHz, 100 MHz, 225 MHz and 400 MHz. Additional test frequencies that are
within the test spectrum presented in Figure 2.6 may be selected and included
in the minimum set of frequencies. A minimum of 10 pulses shall be injected
for each test configuration and frequency.I
10.3.3.1 Unhardened Antenna Interface Pin Tests (10.3]

Critical equipment that contains unhardened antenna interface circuits shall
be tested to the maximum transient levels specified in Section 2.4.3.3. The
maximum test voltage for various test frequencies is presented in Figure 2.6
for HF and UHF/VHF equipment. The damped sinusoid pulse generator and the
critical equipment shall be configured for the test as shown in Figure i0.16.
The EMP test transient shall be monitored at the outout of the pulse gen-
erator. For each test frequency, two cases of equipment corfiguration shall
be tested. For the first case, the coax cable that connects from the out-ut
of the injection source to input of the critical equiooment shall have a length
that corresponds to the half wave resonance of the test frequency. For the
second case, the coax cable shall have a length that corresponds to the quarter
wave resonance of the test frequenc,'.

10.3.3.2 Hardened Antenna Interface Pin Tests (10.3]

Critical HF radio equipment that is planned to interface with hardened HF
antennas shall be tested with a damped sinusoid pulse generator that is Tod'-
fied as follows. The output of the pulse generator shall be connected to the
actual antenna protection device that is planned for the antenna hardening.
The cable length between the output terminals of the pulse generator and the
antenna pro-,ction device shall be less than 0.1 meters. A diagram of the
test equipment configuration is shown in Figure 10.16. The coax cable that
is connected between the antenna protection device and the critical equipment
under test shall have the following lengths. For Case I of the test, the
coax cable shall have an electrical length that corresponds to the half wave
resonance of the injected test frequency. For Case 2, the length of the coax
cable shall correspond to the quarter wave resonance of the test frecuency.

10.3.3.3. Hardened UHF/VHF Antenna Interface Pin Tests [0.31

(To be determined).

10.3.4 Electromagnetic Field Transient Tests [10.3]

10.3.4.1 Critical Equipment Configuration

The critical equipment shall be conficured to represent a tyoical shicboadr
installation. Equipment that will be located in the exterior or in tre interior
soaces of a ship shall be configured 4n an actual shitzoard instailati:p.
installed in a suitable EM'C test cnaricer or conficdred as snCwn in i r4c ".'.
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13.3.4.2 Electromagnetic Field Test Environment

Critical equipment that is planned to be installed in the interior spaces of
a ship shall be tested with the local electromagnetic field transients. An
injection source which is capable of producing a damped sinusoid wave form
shall be used to drive the insulated center conductor of a coax cable that is
located 1 meter away from the critical equipment. The maximum level of the
current pulse'thit produces the electrom'gnetic field is given in TablE 2.1

3 for various equipment locations. The planned shipboard location for the critical
equipment shall be used to obtain the value of the maximum value of pulse
current used to develop the electromagnetic field environment. (See Figure 10.17)

10.3.4.3 Test Procedures

The local electromagnetic fields used to test the critical equipment shall be
generated by a suitable damped sinusoid pulse generator. The generator shall
be capable of producing the maximum value of current required for the test
frequencies. The pulse generator shall drive the insulated center conductor
of a coax cable that is terminated in a 50 c resistor. A current probe shall
be used to monitor the output of the pulse generator and ensure that the
maximum value of current is obtained for each test frequency. The test fre- V

quencies determined in the system functional analysis shall be used to verify
the critical equipment hardness to EMP.

10.3.5 Equipment Certification

The specifications in Section 2.4.2 require that the system (or equipment)
must have greater than a 90% probability of survival with a confidence factcr
of at least 50% in order to be certified. Figures 10.18 and 10.19 show t.he
number of successful tests required as a function of survival probability
and confidence level. From Figure 10.18 or 10.19, it is seen that at least
seven successful tests must be performed at threat level in order to bo cert-
fied. For example, seven systems chosen randomly must pass 90C of each of the
required certification tests.
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CHAPTER 11

. HARDNESS ASSURANCE*, MAINTENANCE, AND SURVEILLAJCE

11.0 E;:ecutive Summary

Once equipment has been developed and determined to be hard, there is a question
on whether production models are hard a,.d that they will remain hard during

1 their life cycle. For example, during the manufacturing process, a hardness
check on production units should be conducted (hardness assurance). In addition,
during the operational life of the equipment, usage ard the environment may
degrade system hardness. It is therefore also necessary to determine if hardness
of installed equipment has degraded (surveillance) and to perform the necessary
maintenance procedures to keep it hard. In order to accomplish hardness
assurance, surveillance, and maintenance, it is necessary for the equipment

- manufacturer to develop a hardness program plan. The features of this plan are
discussed in this chapter.

11.1 Background [11.1]

The purpose of this section is to set forth the responsibilities of the con-
tractor in the preparation of a "Hardness Assessment, Surveillance, and Main-

r tenance Plan" for EMP critical equipments to be produced and delivered to the
Navy for shipboard use.

Each such plan is device specific and must be developed by the contractor at
the time of device certification so that the Navy logistics agencies may
incorporate the plan into the overall shipboard equipment maintenance program.

Hardness surveillance and maintenance for EMP is a discipline which is still
c.. in its infancy. The basic objective of this discipline is to counter the

deleterious aging and operational environment influences on subsystem EMP
hardness. Conclusive evidence of aging impacts on semiconductor hardness which
is the majority of the critical device hardening problem is non-existent.
Data on normal conductor skin aging does not reveal any aging impact. The
current assumption is that aging does not significantly degrade piece part

- hardness so no surveillance or maintenance requirements are levied to counter
any such possible effects.

The only requirement currently levied by specification are for configuraticn
*. control, piece part control of replacement hardness components, and sur-

veillance frequency. The contractor shall minimally address these issues in
his plan and should add additional requirements as dictated by specific design
considerations.

Hardness reliability is the probability that the EMP protective system will
- continue to meet operational requirements ove a specified time interval,

given that it was working at the beginning of the interal.

To achieve high hardness reliabiiity requires a Hardware Assurance Program
conducted by the Navy and the hardness critical equipment manufacturer dtring
production. It requires that all personnel whose activity in any way involves
the hardness critical systems be trained regarding the ourpose of such hard-
ness and the realities of maintaining this hardness on shio. A hardness sur-
veillance program must be incorporated which is directed at the specific
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peculiarities of the hardness critical equipment. Then if surveillance reveals
any failures a Hardness Maintenance Program is put into effect to return thc
equipment to its initial level of hardness.

These Hardness Reliability Program elements are discussed in the following
sections.

11.2 Hardness Degradation

The primary sources of hardness degradation result from structural degradation,
mechanical damage, improper handling or use, improper hardness configuration
control, poor hardness control for replacement parts, and the general lack of
knowledge, training, and sensitivity to, and regarding, hardness criteria and
technology.

The contractor shall address those areas of the hardness critical system in his
S.:. plan and shall suggest the appropriate training, surveillance and maintenance

procedures necessary to minimize the degradation of system hardness.

11.3 Hardness Assurance

Hardness Assurance is the process of assessing sufficient production models of
a system, subsystem or hardness critical item (HCI) to ensure that the speci-
fication is being met by production units.

Hardness Assurance is concerned with maintaining system hardness during the
production which follows successful system or HCI certification testing and
before the system is operationally deployed. The task is necessitated by
vagueries in the production process and statistical uncertainties in the urique
characteristics of the components comprising the system, subsystem and HCts.

* . Component sample failure tests are viewed as a necessity for an effective hard-
ness assurance program and are to be included as a requirement in the production
specifications.

A decision must be made based upon cost effectiveness versus hardness uncertainty
relative to the desirability of performing line replacable unit (LRU) tests to
increase confidence In EMP hardening. Two types of tests are possible, test
to failure and test to specification.

Test to specification level has a cost advantage if the tested units can be
utilized following the test. If the reliability impact of overstress testing
is not known and the tested units cannot enter the operational inventory, then
the cost advantage is lost and test to failure should be pursued.

Tests to failure provide more specific information about failure thresholds and
on a sampling basis are considered desirable for hich confidence hardness
assurance.

Cost trade off analysis shall be prepared by the contractor and submitted alona
with his recoi, endations and program plan to the Navy fzr approval at the ti-
of certification testing.

.



The manufacturer shall develop an EIP Hardness Assurance Program which shall
ensure that design changes do not occur during the production phase that can
dramatically affect system hardness by changing circuit configurations. This
EMP Hardness Assurance Plan will document the procedures which the production
contractor will employ to effect EMP configuration control and piece part
hardness control. The configuration control plan and piece part hardness control
procedure shall be submitted immediately following device certifications. The
production contractor is further required to provide details relative to this
proposed LRU Hardness Assurance Test Plan.

Once developed and approved by the Navy these procedures must be enforced
by the contractor to make certain that changes in circuit configuration do
not occur without their impact on damage and upset hardness being analyzed
and the system recertified.

11.4 Hardness Training

An essential ingredient to Hardness Reliability is the training of all persons
who directly or marginally are associated with EMP hardened systems.

The production contractor shall provide as part of his production contract
EIMP hardness training material for use in hardness awareness briefings for
all technical and managerial levels associated directly or oeripherally with
the hardened system. He shall additionally provide material for use in hard-
ness proficiency training for hardware engineers and technicians explaining

* how to use the available hardness information and data to accomplish the
redesign, reprovisioning and repair of hardened systems without inadvertently
degrading hardness inform.ation and data to accomplish the redesign, reorovision-
ing and repair of hardness systems without inadvertently degrading hardness.
Engineering instructions for design hardening techniques which can be imole-
mented in hardened systems and HCIs for each applicable nuclear environment
shall be provided.

All of the training material shall be specific in regard to its applicability
to the devices addressed by the production contract.

In the development of a hardness training program specific attention must be
directed toward those organizations whose activities are considered potential
sources of inadvertent hardness degradation. They must be made aware of the
potential problem and thoroughly briefed regarding the scope of hardness
maintenance and the mechanics by which the HM Program will be implemented.

11.5 Hardness Critical Items (HCI)

An essential element in the implementation of a hardness maintenance program
is the identification of the hardness critical items (HCI) associated with
each hardened system.

The contractor will list the part numbers of all HCIs and submit these as
an appendix to his Hardness Assurance Surveillance and Maintenance Plan. The
hardness requirements of each HCI shall be indicated end the soer.ii hardness
design features of the equipment, which enable it to survive ai" lp, icable
hardness requirements, shall be identified and described.
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11.6 Hardness Surveillance

An EMP protection system behaves in an off-line standby mode. Therefore, the ,
system must be checked periodical Ty to insure that the system continues to
meet performance requirements. The surveillance effort is therefore less im-
portant if the EMP system is highly reliable. For this reason the cost f the
sstem reliability may be traded off against the cost of system surveillance.

Hardness surveillance techniques can significantly degrade system hardness
reliability through the use of hiqh-stress environments during surveillance.
It has been observed that the reli bility of an EMP protected system may be
inversely related to the surveillance frequency.

The Hardness Surveillance Program shall start with an evaluation of the
potential for degradation due to age and operational factors associated with
each HCI. It is necessary to identify the design features and degradation
mechanisms of each HCI, which could lead to a serious degradation of system -
level hardness. Additionally, the production contractor shall identify the
appropriate tests and inspection techniques requisite to the early detection
of hardness degradation in each listed HC[.

The contractor is responsible for providing an information management system
capability sufficient for the collection of statistical data relative to the
degradation of performance of HCIs for the purpose of anticipating incipient
failure modes in the fleet equipment inventory.

The contractor shall develop a Hardness Surveillance Program which will period-
ically inspect or evaluate each hardness critical operational system or sub- -
system to assure that no hardness degradation has occurred.

11.7 Hardness Maintenance [11.1]

Hardness Maintenance is the repair of all operational systems or subsystems as
a result of a deficient finding during hardness surveillance.

The responsibility for the development of the hardness maintenance program is
vested with the Navy logistics personnel and their associate contractors.
They have the specific responsibility of defining the hardness maintenance
program during the procurement and production phase of the device life cycle
as it is an integral part of the equipment acquisition process specifically
associated with the integrated logistics support plan.

For each hardness critical system a decision must be made relative to the
most cost effective method to effect the hardness maintenance program. The
choices available will assign the program responsibility to local authority
(shipboard depot), or government/contractor test facility.

If the local authority is selected as the responsible maintenance organization
then the program must provide a comprehensive hardness training orogram for
the responsible organizations. This program will be tailored to the speciFic
needs of the responsible authority.

The hardness maintenance program must provide the resources to (1) redesign ._
hardened equipment, (2) reprovision hardened parts, (3) reoair hardened
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equipment, and (4) survey nardened equipment. These resources will include
all the hardness information/data required to develop and implement the
capability to redesign, reprovision, and repair hardened systems without
inadvertently degrading hardness. The hardness information/data requirements
need to include identification to the lowest level at which hardness require-
ments are defined and identification of all deployed equipment configurations.
If system hardness is the result of numerous hardness. modifications, adequate
data must be available to provide configuration tracability to each modification.

The contractors plan shall be developed under the guidance of the Navy logistics
authority and shall be submitted for review and approval at the time of
certification test.

11.8 Summary of Contractor Responsibilities

11.8.1 Prepare a Hardness Assurance Surveillance and Maintenance Plan (HA/S/i)
and submit to Navy 30 days prior to certification testing.

11.8.1.1 The FAIS/M Plan shall include details of configuration control,
hardened price part control, and surveillance frequency along with any other
device specific requirements.

11.8.1.2 Prepare recommendations on the testing of Line Replacable Units
(LRUs). Discuss the consequences of testing to specification limits dnd contrast
with the benefits of testing to failure. Present cost trade off analysis for
the two techniques.

11.8.1.3 Submit a LRU Hardness Assurance test plan to Navy at the time of
certification testing.

11.8.1.4 Enforce configuration control and hardened piece part control through-
out the production cycle of the hardened device.

11.8.2 Develop specific training material directed to the user organization
relative to the care and handling of the EMP hardened system.

11.8.2.1 The material shall include a briefing presentation for all managers,
engineers and technicians, involved directly or indirectly in the care and use
of ENP hardened systems.

11.8.2.2 The training program will include hardness proficiency training
material for engineers and technicians.

11.3.2.3 The training program will include engineering instruction on the

design hardening techniques incorporated in the hardened device.

11.8.3 T;.e contractor will provide a list of all hardness critical items (HC:s'"
at the time of certification testing.

11.8.3.1 The HC: list will specify the hardness requirements imposed on eachw HCI.

!.3.3.2 The HC: list wiil indicate tne lesion features used to sanstv -re
EMP nard,tess -ecjirement on each HCI.
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11.8.3.3 The HCI list will indicate the anticipated degracation mechanisms
associated with the EMP hardened devices. Specifically address the issues of
acing operations, and misuse degradation and in~ncata the surveillance and
protection techniques associated with each degradation mechanism.

11.8.4 The contractor shall present surveillance test and inspection techniques
for each HCI.

11.8.4.1 The contractor shall prepare a management information system to
accumulate and statistically analyze the results of the surveillance rogran
so that incipient failures in the deployed inventory may be averted.

11.8.5 The contractor shall develop a hardness surveillance plan to be imple-
mented by the Navy on shipboard. This program will be submitted to the 'Iavy
at the time of certification testing for inclusion in logistics operating
procedures.

11.8.5.1 The hardness surveillance plan will identify specific maintenance
actions to be taken when failure of an HCI is detscted.
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